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1.1 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND SUl111Af<Y 

In order to test various hypotheses regarding charact

eristics of multivariate populations, a number of test cri

teria have been proposed and investir;a·ted. These are well 

summarised by Anderson (1958). For many years the exact 

distributions of these criteria remained unknown except for 

the central distributions 1-vith lmv parameters which were 

obtainable by the classical method of integration. The 

problem was however met to a certain extent by the develop

ment of more easily calculable asymptotic distributions, 

which had varying orders of accuracy dependent on large 

sample s1zes. 

In 1964 a breakthrough was achieved by Schatzoff, who 

derived an algorithm for obtainin8 the exact central distri

bution of Wilks' (1932) likelihood ratio criterion for 

HANOVA by using the method of convolutions. l;Ji th this 

method he was aole to calculate exact percentiles for a 

range of parameters limited mainly by the precision of the 

computer used, and these results have since been extended 

by Pillai and Gupta (1969) and Lee (1972). 

The major problem remains the calculation of powers 

(and therefore noncentral distributions) of the proposed 

criteria against general alternatives. The development of 

theory around the zonal polynomial, due originally to James, 

and different approaches by authors such as Consul and 
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Mathai have not provided a general solution to this problem. 

So far all results have been confined to distributions with 

restrictions on the size or type of certain parameters. 

Gupta (1971) extended the method of convolutions to the 

noncentral linear case (when the alternative hypothesis lS 

of unit rank), and was able to represent the distributions 

of Wilks' criterion by explicit infinite series expressions 

when the number of variates was low. Gupta also suggested 

that it migh·t be possible to derive an algorithm which could 

calculate values of the density and cumulative distribution 

functions for general values of the parameters. 

In this thesis an algorithm for the noncentral linear 

density and cumulative distribution function of vJilks' 

likelihood ratio criterion in MANOVA is derived and it lS 

shown how this algorithm, with modifications, can be used 

to find the distributions of a nurooer of test criteria for 

different hypotheses. At the same time previous results 

regarding percentiles and povvers of these criteria are 

examined and discussed. 

Chapter 2 contains a sumraary of the important theory 

in connection with hypergeometric functions, zonal poly

nomials and G- and H-functions, for real and complex vari

ables. This provides a broad perspective for the later 

restriction to the noncentral linear case. 

The test criteria examined Hill be shmm to depend on 

Tdishart, univariate and multi variate Beta and Dirichlet 

distributions, A comprehensive collection of results for 

these distributions in the central and noncentral, real and 

complex cases is given in Chapter 3. This is drawn upon 
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in the chapters that follow and is necessary for further 

extension to the general noncentral case. 

In Chapter 4 we show how the test criteria for various 

hypotheses may be expressed in a general form as a product 

of a number of independent central and noncentral Beta 

variates. This applies to tests with both real and complex 

variables. 

The background to the use of the method of convolutions 

is discussed in Chapter 5 and here it is shown how the 

density and cumulative distribution functions of a product 

of independent central and noncentral Beta variables may be 

expressed in a general form by using this method. A corn-

puter-based algorithm is developed which for the first 

time provides exact distributional results for any number 

of variables. The limiting factors of computer precision 

and convergence are also discussed. 

Chapter• 6 deals with hypotheses regarding the equality 

of mean vectors, regression coefficients and HANOVA. The 

algorithm is used to derive exact noncentral linear per-

centiles and powers of two test criteria proposed by Wilks 

(1932), the likelihood ratio criterion, ILl, and another 

statistic, I I-L I . Power comparisons of these criteria 

are given and distinct regions of optimality for different 

parameter values are noted. From these results and from 

intuitive reasoning on the behaviour of the second statistic, 

II-LI is firmly rejected as a practical alternative to 

ILl. The accuracy of previously published results on powers 

and percentiles (usually asymptotic) of ILl is also 

commented on. Finally, the power of the statistic 
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for testing for the equality of a number of normal populations, 

is considered against different alternative~. 

The algorithm is extended to cover the test of indepen-

dence between two sets of variates in Chapter 7. Here 

agaln two test criteria are considered, the likelihood ratio 

criterion, I I-RI , and I Rl • It is shmm by means of 

power comparisons and intuitive discussion that IRI lS an 

inferior criterion for this test except for the case where 

IRI is the square of the multiple correlation coefficient. 

A theorem is proved which enables a restriction on the 

applicable parameter range to be partially overcome. Pub-

lished results for II-RI are cownented on, and it is shown 

that the set of parameter values for which powers were 

previously available can be considerably enlarged. 

In Chapter 8 the test for equality of two covariance 

matrices is discussed. The likelihood ratio criterion is 

generally biased and the behaviour of two alternative test 

criteria, I Cl and I I-C I , is examined. These are both 

shown to be statistically suitable and calculable by the 

algorithm, but differ from ILl and I I-RI in that their 

rejection reg1ons are two-tailed and the convergence of 

I I-CI is limited. It is seen t.hat two-sided tests vJi th 

both I cj and Ir-e! may be carried out by using only the 

lower and upper percentiles of I cl and I I-Cj respectively. 

Published results for this test are commented on, and power 

comparisons of lei and I r-ei show that the powe~ of 

each test is dominant over a different range of parar:aeter 

values. 

Chapter 9 shows how the algorithm could be modified to 
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include the general form for tests of hypotheses vJi th complex 

variables given in Sec·tion 4. 9 and outlines the differences 

from the real case in approach and paray,teter restriction. 

Finally, the method and implications of using the algorithm 

to derive the central distribution of the test for reality 

of a covariance matrix are discussed. 

Because of the many test criteria and associated para-

meters considered, a reasonably complete list of tables vmuld 

be prohibitively long. It is felt that the selebtion in 

Appendices 1 to 12 will adequately illustrate the general 

trends. 

Reference to the more frequently quoted authors will be 

simplified if the follov.1ing correspondence is observed in 

notation used from Chapter 5 omvards. 

number of degrees of freedom for 

author variables hypothesis error 

Anderson p ql n 

de ~Jaal p n m 

Gupta p f 2 fl 

Hart p ~~~ ·'· m" 11·;": 

Lee p q n 

.fvioney p n m 

Pillai and Gupta p f2 fl 

Schatzoff p q n 

Troskie p n m 
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CHAPTER 2 

FUNCTIONS AND RELATED THEORY 

In order to determine the power of any statisticijl test 

we need to.know both the central and noncentral distribu-

tions of the test criterion. In deriving these distribu-

tions and in manipulating them into computable form, 

various functions and techniques are used, some of which are 

given in this chapter. 

2.1 Hypergeometric Functions 

Definition 2.1.1 (Erdelyi (1953)) 

The generalised Gauss function or hypergeometric function 

of a single variable is defitied by 

where 

(2.1.2) 

(a ) . 
p J 

(b). 
q J 

j ! 

(a). = a(a+l) ••• (a+j-1) = f(a+j)/f(a) 
J 

(a)
0 

= 1 

and z may be real or complex. 

J = 1,2, ••• 

Definition 2.1.2 (Constantine (1963), James (1964)) 

Analogous to 2. 1.1, in the case of a real matrix vari-

able S, are the hypergeometric functionsof matrix and 

double matrix argument 
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(2.1.3) 

and 

C (S)C (T) 
K K 
k' C (I ) 

• K m 

where S and T are rec:d symmetric matrices of order m (say), 

K = (k1 , ••• ,km) is a partition of k into not more than 

m components such that Ek:. = k, 
l 

C (S) 
K 

is a homogeneous 

symmetric polynomial called a zonal polynomial (see 

Definition 2.2.1) and 

(2.1.5) (a) 
K 

~Je will also write the hypergeometric function 1n abbreviated 

form e.g. F (a.; b.; S,T). 
p q l J 

Conditions for convergence 

of the hypergeometric series are: 

(2.1.6) (i) p < q + 1, otherwise the ser1es may only con--
verge for s = 0 

(ii) If p = q + 1 the series will converge for 

I All < 1 where Al is the largest latent 

root of s in (2.1.3) or of ST 1n (2.1.4). 

(iii) If p < q + 1 the series Hill always converge. 

(iv) The a. and 
l 

none of the 

are arbitrary numbers but b. 
J 

b. 
J 

may be integers or half-

integers less than or equal to ~(m-1) or 

else some denominators will vanish. 



( v) If an a. 
l 

lS a negative integer, say -n' 
then for k > mn + 1 all the coefficients 

2.3 

will vanish, reducing the function to a finite 

polynomial of degree mn. 

Definition 2.1.3 (James (1964)) 

In the case of a complex Hermitian matrix S, the 

hypergeometric functionsof Hermitian and double Hermitian 

matrix argument are defined as 

(2.1.7) F ( a
1 

, • • • , a ; b 
1 

, • • • • b ; S ) p q p . q 

00 
(a1)!< (a ) C (S) 

'\ '\ ---·----....!P.._. _K__ _K __ 

:: Lk:oLK (bl) K ( ) •.. bq K k! 

and 

( 2. 1. 8) p F q ( a 1 , ••• , ap; b 1 , ••• , b q; S , T) 

. . . C (S)C (T) !< K 

... C (I ) k! 
K m 

\vhere S and T are Hermitian matrices, CK ( S) is a 

zonal polynomial of S (see Definition 2.2.1) and 

(2.1.9) = TI~_ 1 (a+l-i)k l- . 
l 

Note that S = SR + iSI (R and I denoting real and 

imaginary parts respectively) and S = S' (the Hermitian 

conjugate of S). 

If the gamma function exists, we have 

( 2 .1.10) :: f (a,K)/r (a) 
m rn 

where 



( 2 .1.12) 

and 

Also 

(2.1.14) 

where 

(2.1.15) 

and 

f (a,-K) = Tim(m-l)/4-TI~ f(a-k.-(m-i)/2) 
m 1.=1 1. 

= (-l)kr (a)/(-a+~(m-1)) · m K 

for a > ~(m-1) + k. 
l 

f (a,K)/f (a) 
m m 

= nm(m-1)/2 Tim f( k 1 .) . 1 a+ .+ -1. 
l= l 

2.2 Zonal Polynomials 

Definition 2.2.1 (James (1960)) 

2.4 

The zonal polynomial c (S) is defined as the component K 

of (tr S)k in the subspace vk which is the vector 

of homogeneous polynomials ¢(3) of degree k in the 

n = ~m(m+l) different elements of the mxm positive 

definite symmetric matrix S. In the complex case, 

relates similarly to the mxm Hermitian matrix S. 

space 

C (S) 
K 

James (1960, 1961) and Constantine (1963) were mainly 

responsible for showing the uses to which the zonal poly-

nomial could be put in solving distribution problems. 

~,Je now list some important results. 

For S a real symmetric matrix 
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Property 2.2.1 

(tr S)k has a unique decomposition in terms of zonal 

polynomials: 

but if m = 1 

(2.2.2) = C (x) = xk 
K 

Property 2.2.2 

C (S) is invariant under the OI'thogonal group (O(m)), 
K 

l..e. 

(2.2.3) C (HSH') = C (S) 
K K 

H € O(m) 

and is a symmetric homogeneous polynomial of degree k 

in the latent roots of 

Definition 2.2.2 

<' o. 

(Constantine (1963)) 

For S symmetric, R positive definite syrrunetric, vJe 

define 

.I 

Hhere R2 is the unique positive definite square root of 

R. This definition is justified by the fact that RS 
, 1 

and R2 SR2 have the same latent roots. 

Property 2.2.3 

(2.2.5) C (bS) = BkC (S) 
K K 

for b a scalar. 

Theorem 2.2.1 ( J arne s ( 19 6 0 ) ) 

(2.2.6) j( C (PHSH')dH = C (P)C (S)/C (I ) 
O(m) K K K K m 

where H is an orthogonal matrix and dH is the Haar 
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measure over the orthogonal group O(m), normalised so 

that the measure over the 'v-rhole group is one. The normal-

ising constant is given by 

f 
1 2 

(2.2.7) (l/2m) dH = IT 2 m /fm(m/2) 
O(m) 

This leads to 

Property 2.2.4 (James (1964)) 

(2.2.8) f F ( a . ; b . ; PHSH ' ) dH = F ( a . ; b . ; P , S ) 
O(m) p q 1 . J p q 1 J 

Property 2.2.5 

If S is of rank r < m then there exists an orthogonal 

matrix' C such that 

(2.2.9) 

where sr 

noVJ given 

(2.2.10) 

CSC' = sr 0 

0 0 

(rxr) is of rank 

by (James (1964)) 

CK(S) = {0 
C (S ) 

· K r 

r. The zonal polynomial is 

k. -t 0 l>r 
k. = 0 l>r 

where K is a partition of k intonot more than r components. 

Property 2.2.6 (James (1964)) 

(2.2.11) C (I-S) = t aTCT(S) 
K l..-r<K L • 

where T is a partition of k into not more than m parts. 

The ordering < is lexicographic. 

Property 2.2.7 

(2.2.12) C (I-S) 
K 

where v is a partition of n into not more than m parts. 
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Constantine has tabulated the coefficients a up to 
K,V 

order k = 4. 

Property 2. 2. 8 (Constantine (1966)) 

(2.2.13) C (S)C (S) = L:~g° C~(S) 
K T u K,T u 

where K,T and o are partitions of k,t and d = k+t 

respectively, into not more than m parts. Khatri and 

Pillai (1968) have tabulated the coefficients for 

all partitions of k+t up to order 7. 

Property 2.2.9 (Constantine (1963)) 

Property 2.2.10 (Herz (1955), James (1964)) 

(2.2.15) 
1

F
0

(a; S) = ji-SI-a 

(2.2.16) 
1

F
0

(a; -S(I-S)-l) = !I-Sla 

and 

(2.2.17) 1 F0 (a; S,T) = J II-SHTH'I-a dH 
O(m) 

Property 2.2.11 ( J arne s ( 19 61 ) ) 

(2.2.18) 0r1 C~m; ~XX') = J etr(XH)dH 
O(m) . 

where X 1s a rxm matrix, r < m. 

For S a Hermitian matrix 

Property 2.2.12 ( J arne s ( 19 6 4 )) 

H € O(m) 

H € O(m) 

C (S) is invariant under the Unitary group U(m), i.e. 
K 

(2.2.19) c (USU') =C(S) 
K K 

U .€ U(m) 

and is a symmetric function of the latent roots of S. 
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U is the complex equivalent of the real orthogonal matrix 

and is defined by 

(2.2.20) U'iJ' = I 
m 

Property 2.2.13 

(2.2.21) C (ST) = C. (TS) 
K · K 

are sy~netric functions of the latent roots of the product 

ST where S and T are Hermitian matrices. 

Property 2.2.1'+ 

(2.2.22) C (bS) = bkC (S), 
K K 

b a scalar 

Property 2.2.15 

(2.2.23) J C (PUSU') dU = C (P)C (S)/C (I ) 
U(m) K K K K m 

where U 1s a unitary matrix and dU is the invariant 

Haar measure over the unitary group U(m), normalised so 

that the measure over the whole group is one. The 

normalising constant is given by 

(2.2.21+) rrm(m-1)/r (m) 
m 

Properties (2.2.'+), (2.2.5), (2.2.9) and (2.2.10) extend 

similarly to the complex case if H, dH, O(m), CK(S) 

and F are replaced respectively by U, dU, U(m), 
p q 

CK(S) and pF"q. 

Property 2.2.16 

(2.2.25) 0F1 (m; XX')= J etr(XU+XU) dU 
U(m) . 

where X is a rxm complex matrix, r < m. 
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2.3 G-Functions 

Hany exact dist1.,ibutions of multi variate test criteria · 

may be expressed in terms of .Heijer' s G-functions or of 

the more general H-functions. 

Definition 2.3.1 01athai (1971)) 

The H-function of a complex variable z lS defined as 

(2.3.1) H(z) 

1 
;; 

2'1Ti 

n~ 1r(b.+(3.s)IT~ 1
r<l-a.-a.s) 

]== J J ]== J J -s z ds 
n~ +lf(l-b.-S.s)TI~ +lr(a.+a.s) J==m J J J==n J J 

where fc represents an integral along the closed contour 

C taken anticlocbJise by convention. Further conditions 

regarding a-; , b . , a . , B • , n , m 3 p 
~ J J J 

and q are given by 

I1athai. 

We will state these for the special case of the H-

function when a 1 == a 2 = ... = ap = l, S1 = 13 2 = ••• Bq = 1, 

i.e. the G-function. 

Definition 2.3.2 

The G-function of a complex variable z is defined as 

(2.3.2) G(z) = Gmn [z al '• • • 'apl 
pq bl, ••• ,bq 

1 = 2'1Ti 

IT~ 1r(b.+s)TI~ 1
r<l-a.-s) 

]= J ]== J 

IT~ +lf(l-b.-s)TI~ +lf(a.+s) 
J=m J J=n J 

z-s ds 



a. - l - r 
J 

for v,r = 0,1, ••• 

h = 1 , ... ,m 

j = l, ... ,n. 

The contour C is such that the points 

- s = b, + v , h = 1 , ... , m; v = 0 , 1 , ... n 

2.10 

are enclosed within it and are separated from the points 

-s = a. - 1- r, j = 1, ••. ,n; r = 0,1, •.• 
J 

An empty product is interpreted as unity. 

In most applications we use a special form of the 

G-function tJhere m = q = p and n = o, i.e. 

(2.3.3) Gp[z aj l = Gp0 [z al' ••• ,ap l 
b. pp bl, ••• ,bp 

J 

1 

fc 
nl? 

1
r<b.+s) 

= ]= J -s ds 27Ti z 
ni? lr(a.+s) 

J= J 

where C is a limiting contour enclosing all the poles of 

nl? 
1
r(b.+s). 

J= J 

It is possible to derive the density of a random vari-

able in terms of G-functions. By Greenacre (1972), if we 

are given a moment sequence E(Xh) of a random variable 

X, we may find a corresponding density function by using 

the inverse Mellin transform: 

( ) ) 1 l ( h) -h-1 2.3.4 f(x : 2 7Tl J E X X dh 

By Carleman's theorem the density function will be uniquely 

determined if the moment sequence is such that the ser1es 

thoo=l{E(X2h)}-l/2h . d" L lS 1vergent. This will be the case 

if 0 < X < 1. 
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This technique was originally used by Nair (1938) and 

later revived by Consul (1966). 

Heijer (1946) has shown that for special values of a. 
J 

and b. the G-function assumes the form of known functions 
J 

such as the garruna function, beta function, Gaussian hyper-

geometric function and Bessel function. 

useful theorems. 

~Je now state some 

Theorem 2.3.1 (Heijer (1946), Pillai, Al-Ani and 
Jouris (1969)) 

The G-function (2.3.2) can be expressed as a finite 

number of generalised hypergeometric functions as follows: 

Gmn[x al, ••• ,apl 
pq bl, ••• ,bq 

= Ihm_ 1 (rr~_ 1 ·~hr(b.-bh)IT~_ 1r<l+bh-a.))/ - ]- ,].... J J- J 

b 
(2.3.5) (rr9_ 1 rCl+b~-b~)rr~_ +lr(a.-bh))x h 

J-m+ 11 J J-n J 

1 b b 1 b b 1 b b ( -l)p-m-nx) 
+ h- h-1' + h- h+l'"""' + h- q; 

Theorem 2.3.2 

(2.3.6) 

(Consul (1969), Pillai, Al-Ani and 
Jouris (1969)) 

0 < X < 1 

The following four theorems hold for 0 < X < 1 and 

K independent of h. 



Theorem 2.3.3 (Greenacre (1972)) 

rrl? r<a.+h) 
If E ( Xh) = KTh _] = l J 

p II. 
1

r(b.+h) 
J= J 

then 

(2.3.7)· f(x) 
[ 

b ·] = Kx- 1G x J 
p T a. 

J 

Theorem 2.3.4 (Greenacre (1972)) 

then 

(2.3.8) f(x) 
( 

b+t].-~(j+l)l = Kx-lG X 
p T a+k.-~(j+l) . J 

Theorem 2.3.5 (Greenacre (1972)) 

If 

then 

{2.3.9) 

2.12 

Theorem 2.3.6 (Greenacre (1972), Underhill (1973)),, 
'I 

If 

• F. (a1 , ••• ,a +h, ••• ,a ; b 1 , ••• ,b
8

+h, •• .... ,._p ; S,R) 
mn r m n. 

then 

(2.3.10) f(x) 
<a1 ) •.• (a 1 l (a +l) ••• (a) = ~oo ~ K r- K r K m ~ 

Lk=oLK (bl) ••• (b 1 ) (b +l) ••• (b ) 
K S- K S K n K 
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C (S)C (R) 
K K 
C (I)k! 

K 

2.4 Some Theorems 

We list a few theorems which incorporate the functions 

of sections 2.1 and 2.2. 

Theorem 2.4.1 (Constantine (1963)) 

For R a p x p positive definite symmetric matrix and 

T an arbitrary p x p sy~netric matrix 

(2.4.1) I 
etr(-RS)jSjt-~(p+l)C CST) dS 

S>O K . 

= r (t,K)jRj-tC (TR-l) 
p K 

where integration is over the space of all positive definite 

p x p matrices and is valid for all t > ;cp-1). 

The left hand side of equation (2.4.1) is essentially 

the Laplace transform of jsjt-~(p+l)C (ST). Because the 
K 

Laplace transform satisfies ·the convolution theorem it 

folloHs that 

Theorem 2.4.2 (Constantine (1963)) 

For R a p x p positive definite matrix 

= {r (t,K)f (u)/r (t+u,K)}C CR) p p . p K 

By making suitable transformations we have: 

Theorem 2.4.3 (Greenacre (1972)) 

For R a p x p positive definite matrix 



(2 .• 4.3) 

= {f (t)f (u,K)/f (t+u,K)}C (R) 
p p p K 

= {r (t)r (u,K)/r (t+u,K)}C (R) p p p K 

(2.4.5) f jwjt-Fp+l) I I+WI-<t+u>c CRH(I+vJ>- 1 >ctH 
W>O K 

= {f (t,K)f (u)/f (t+u,K)}C (R) 
p p p K 

Theorems 2.4.1, 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 may be expressed in 

terms of hypergeometric functions as follows: 

Theorem 2.4.4 (Greenacre (1972)) 

(2.4.6) f etr(-RS)jSjt-~(p+l) F (a.; b.; ST) dS 
S>O m n l J 

= r (t)jRI-t F (a. t· b.· TR- 1 ) 
p - m+ 1 n l' ' J ' 

r <t >r (u) 
= Pr (t~u) m+lFn+l(ai,t; bj,t+u; R) 

p 

2.14 

(2.4.8) f
1 jsjt-~(p+l)II-Siu-~(p+l)mFn(ai; b.; R(I-S)) dS 
0 J 

(2.4.9) 

= 

f 
lwlt-~(p+l)!I+WI-(t+u) F Ca.; b~; R(I+W)-l)dW 

W>O m n l J 

r (t)f (u) 
= Pr (t~u) m+lFn+l(ai,u; bj.t+u; R) 

p 
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(2.4.10) J jhllt-~(p+l)II+HI-(t+u) F (a.; b.; RW(I+hl)-l)d\,J 
W>O m n l J 

= 
r (t)r (u) 

p p 
+_f +l(a. ,u; b. ,t+u; R) m .l n l J 

These results are extended by Underhill (1973) to the case 

of hypergeometric functions with double matrix argument. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SOME MULTIVARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS 

This chapter summarises the important results concern-

1ng the distributions associated with the multivariate test 

criteria to be considered. As these are well known, proofs 

will be omitted, but their sources acknowledged. 

3.1 Wishart di~tributions 

-Real variable 

Let X be a p x n matrix variable with columns inde-

,pendently and normally distributed with mean vector M and 

covariance matrix E, 1.e. 'VN(M,E). Then A = XX' has 

the noncentral Wishart distributibn with noncentrality para-

meter 
v.1here 

1.e. A 'V vv(E,n,A) (Constantine (1963)), 

(3.1.1) f(A) = crPC~n))-li2EI-~niAI~(n-p-l)etrC-!I- 1A> 

= w(A; E,n,A) A > 0. 

vJhen M( and A) = 0 this reduces to the central ~·Jishart 

distribution, i.e. A 'V W(I,n), where 

(3.1.2) f(A) 

= ttJ(A; i:,n) A > 0. 

The "linear case" for general covariance matrix E 

(Anderson and Girshick ( 19 44), Anderson ( 19 46)) , vJhich 

holds when A has rank one, is given by 



(3.1.3) f(A) -1 = w(A; E,n).etr(-~E A)/ 

(n-2)/4 ( l) 
{ ( t r Ai\ ) I ( n _ 2 ) I 2 , ( t r AA ) 2 

} 

where I (z) 1s a Bessel function of purely imaginary 
K 

. argumen·t. 

vJhen i\ has rank one and 1n addition 
,.., 

E = I p' 

identity matrix, this becomes A~ W(I,n,AL), where 

(3.1.4) f(A) = (fp(in).2lnp>-llAI~(n-p-l)etr(-iA) 

-lA2 2 
•e 2 

0r 1 Cn/2; ~A a 11 > 

-lA 2 2 = w(A; I,n).e 2 6F1 Cn/2; ~A a 11 > 

2 = w(A; I,n,A ) A > 0 

the 

where . a 11 1s the top left hand element of matrix A, 

3.2 

and A 2 = 11' M is the single noncentrali ty paramete!'. ~ve 

will refer to this from now on as the linear case. 

The planar case, where i\ is of rank two, has also 

been investigated by Anderson and Girshick (1944). 

Complex variable 

Let Z = X+iY be a p x n complex variable with 

columns independently distributed as complex normal with 

mean vector M and Hermitian covariance matrix E, i.e. 

~ CN 01 ,E). Then A = ZZ' has the noncentral complex 

Wishart distribution with noncentra1ity parameter 

-1 -
i\ = E MM', 1.e. A~ CW(E,n,i\) (Goodman (1963)), 

where 

(3.1.5) f(A) = Cr (n)!Eln>-1etrC-E- 1A)IAin-p 
p 

·etr(-i\)
0

F
1

Cn; i\E- 1A) 

= cw ( A ; E , n , i\ ) A = A' > 0 
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Hhen t1 (and A) = 0 this reduces to the central complex 

Wishart distribution CW(E,n) 

Hhere 

= cv1 (A ; E , n) A = A' > 0. 

3.2 Univariate Beta distributions 

Central Case 

Let X and Y be independent 2 
X variables with n 

and m degrees of freedom respectively. 

Let U = X(X+Y)-l, V = XY- 1 , 

W = 1-U = Y(X+Y)-l, and Z = V-l = YX-l. 

Then U has the Beta type 1 distribution with density 

function 

(3 2 1) o ( ) (B(l 1 ))-1 ~n-l(l- )~m-1 . . IJl u; m,n = 2 m, 2 n u u 0 < u < l 

and hth moment 

(3.2.2) ECU11 ) = f(~n+h)f(~m+n))/(f(in)f(i(m+n)+h)) 

where 

(3.2.3) B(lm,~n) = f(im)f(~n)/f(l(m+n)) is the Beta 

function. 

Also, V has the Beta type 2 distribution with density 

function 

(3.2.~) B
2

Cv; m,n) = (B(im,in))-lvin-l(l+v)-l(m+n) v > 0 

and hth moment. 

(3.2.5) E(Vh) = f(~n+h)f(lm-h)/(f(~m)f(~n)). 
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The density functions and moments of H and Z follov.J 

by interchanging m and n in equations (3.2.1) - (3.2.5). 

Noncentral Case 

Now let Y be a noncentral 2 
X variable with non-

centrality parameter A. 

Then the distribution of U 1s defined as the noncentral 

Beta type lA distribution, which has density function 

( 2) _ ( (1 1 ))-1 ~n-1( )~m-1 (3.2.6) 81A u; m,n,A - B 2 m, 2 n u~ 1-u 

·e-!A
2

1
F

1
C!Cm+n); ;m; iA 2 Cl-u)) 0 < u < 1 

and hth moment 

(3.2.7) E(Uh) = f(~n+h)f(~(m+n))/(f(~n)f(i(m+n)+h)) 

V is defined as having the noncentral Beta type 2A distri-

bution with density function 

(3.2.8) n ( ,2) _ (B(l 1 ))-1 ~n-l(l+ )-~(m+n) P 2 A v; m,n,A - 2 m, 2 n v v 

-*A2 F (1( ) 1 . 1,2(1 )-1) •e ~ 
1 1 2 m+n ; 2 m, 2 A +v 

and hth moment 

v > 0 

(3.2.9) E(Vh) = f(~n+h)f(!m-h)~f(ln)f(~m)) 

It can be seen that a noncentral 2 
X distribution 1s 

involved in both the numerator and denominator of 

vJ = Y(X+Y)-l, \rJhich we define 2.s the noncentral Beta type 

lB distribution with density function 
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(3.2.10) 2 -1 1 m-l 1 n-l B18 <w; m,n,A ) = (B(~m,~n)) -w 2 · (l-w) 2 

-1A2 2 
•e 2 

1r1 C~(m+n); ~m; ~A w) 0 < w < 1 

and hth moment 

(3 .• 2.11) EOJh) = rC~m+h)f(~(m+n))/(f(~m)fq.(m+n)+h)) 

2 
-~A F (1( ) , " 1 ,( ) h _2,,2). ·e 2 2 ~ m+n ,~m+11; ~m, 2 m+n + ; A 

Z = v-l = Y/X has a noncentral 2 
X ln the numerator and 

has the noncentral Beta type 28 distribution with density 

function 

(3.2.12) 2 -1 1 m-l . - 1 (m+n) s28 <z; m,n,A ) = (B(im,in)) z 2 (l+z) 2 . 

-~A2 F (1( )· , ,,2 (1 )-1) •e 1 1 2 m+n , 2 m; 2 A z +z 

and hth moment 

(3.2.13) E(Zh) = f(lm+h)f(~n-h)/(f(~n)f(~m)) 

We not~ also that U = V(l+V)-l = (l+Z)-l 

and that 'vJ = (l+V)-l = Z(l+Z)-l. 

3. 3 Hul ti variate Beta type 1 distribu.tions 

Real Case 

z > 0 

The results of section 3.2 are now extended to the 

multivariate Beta type lA and lB distributions as follows. 

Theorem 3.3.1 (Constantine (1963), de Waal (1968)) 

Let A~ W(E,n) and B ~ W(E,m,A) independently. 
-1 -1 -1 -1 

Let L = (A+B) 2 A(A+B) 2 and M = I-L = (A+B) 2 B(A+B) 2 

Then 
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(a) L has the noncentral multivariate Beta type lA 

distribution with density function 

(3.3.1) va < L. " . A) - ( r ( ., ) r ( , ) I 2" I ~ ( m+n) ) -1 uplA ~ t..,m,n, - p 2m ~p 2n t.. . 

·etr(-~A)ILI~Cn-p-l)II-LI ~<m-p-l) f etrC-~r- 1T> 
T>O 

0 < L < I 

(b) M = I-L has the noncentral multivariate Beta 

type lB distribution with density function 

(3.3.2) ~1S (H· Em n A)= Cr (~m)r U-n)j2LI~(m+n))-l 
lB ' ' ' ' p 4 p 2 

·etrC-iA>IHI~(m-p-l)II-Mii<n-p-l) f etrC-~r~ 1Tl 
T>O . 

0 < H < I 

(c) EILih = r (·21n+h)f (-21 (m+n))Xf (-2'n)f (-21 (m+n)+h)) p - p p .. p .. 

(3.3.3) 

and 

(d) EII-Lih = EIMih 

(3.3.4) 

= r Cim+h)f (~(m+n))/(r C!mlr (~(m+n)+h)) p p p p 

The above general results have so far proved intract-

able for computational purposes, and vJe will therefore 

examine more closely the "linear case", where A rv W(I,n) 

and B rv W(I,m,A 2 ). 

It should be noted that any matrices A* rv W(L,n) and 

B* rv W(E,m,B) can be expressed in canonical form by 
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transforming by a suitably chosen nonsingular matrix F, 

so that n::F' = I and FHH' F = A (diagonal matrix). 

Then A= FA*F' ~ W(I,n) and B = FB*F' ~ W(I,m,A). 

Although the distribution of L will not be invariant under 

this transformation, that of ILl will, as 

(3.3.5) 

= IFA*F'I!IFA*F'+FB*F'I 

= IFIIN':IIF' I!IFIIN':+B~':IIF' I 

= IA1:1 !IA-~+B~~,. 

The var1ous tests of statistical hypotheses based on deter-

minants of Beta distributions will therefore be invariant 

with respect to such transformations, and the assumption 

of covariance matrix I does not restrict the generalisa-

tion. The assumption that A has rank one is obviously 

more severe, but results for this case may possibly pro-

vide bounds for a more general case. 

Theorem 3.3.2 (Kshirsagar (1961), Troskie (1966)) 

Let A~ W(I,n) and B ~ 2 \.J(I,m,A.) independently. 

Let L = (A+ B) 
-l -l 

2 A(A+B) 2 and 
-l _J 

M = I-L = (A+ B) 2 B(A+B) 2 Then . 
(a) L has the noncentr~l multivariate Beta type lA 

distribution (linear case) with density function 

( . 2) _ ( ( 1 , ))-lj ~~(n-p-1) (3.3.6) MBlA L, I,m,n,A. - Bp ~m,~n L 

0 < L < I 
where 



(3.3.7) B (~m,J;n) = r (~m)f (~n)/f (~(m+n)) p ~ p p p 

is the multivariate Beta function and R,ll is 

the top left hand element of matrix L. 

(b) M = I-1 has the noncentral multivariate Beta 

3.8 

type lB distribution (linear case) with density 

function 

(3.3.8) ,.1a ('·A" I , 2 ) _ ( B ( 1 1 ) ) -11 M I ~ ( m-p-1) 
1 ~-'lB 1., ,m,n,A - p 2 m, 2 n 1 

0 < 1'1 < I 

(c) EILih = r (~n+h)f (~(m+n))/(r (~n)f (~(m+n)+h)) p p p p 

(3.3.9) 
-lA2 . 2 

•e 2 F (l(m+n)· -21 (m+n)+h,· ·21 A ) 
1 1 2 

' 

and 

(d) EIMih = EII-Lih 

(3.3.10) 
= <r (-2im+h)f (~(m+n))/(f (-21 m)f (-21 (m+n)+h))) 

p p "' p p 

The earlier derived results for the central case follow. 

Corollary 3.3.1 (\'\/ilks (1932), Anderson (1958)) 

Let A rv ~vO:: ,n) and B rv ~1( 2:: ,m) independently and 
-l _J_ 

let L = (A+B) 2 A(A+B) 2 • Then 

(a) L has the (central) multivariate Beta type 1 

distribution with density function 

(3. 3.11) M(:3
1 

(L; E ,m,n) = (Bp(~m,~n) )-ll Ll ~(n-p-l) I I-Ll ~(m-p-l) 

0 < L < I 
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( 3. 3. 12 )(b) r (-2Jn+h)f (~(m+n))/(r (-21 n)r (-21(m+n)+h)) p p <. p p 

and 

(3.3.13)(c) Eji-Ljh = r (~m+h)f (~(m+n))/(f Cim)f Ci(m+n)+h)), p p p p 

and (3.3.11), (3~3.12) and (3.3.13) are independent of L:. 

vJe now define a third noncentral multivariate Beta type 1 

distribution, for both the 'general and linear noncentral 

cases. 

Theorem 3.3.3 (de VJaal (1968), Pillai, Al-Ani and 
Jouris (1969)) 

Let A rv ~-HE 1 ,n) and B rv t·HE 2 ,m) independently and 
1 1 

let L = (A+B)-~A(A+B)-~. Then 

(a) L has the noncentral multivariate Beta type lC 

distribution with density function 

·ILl ~(n-p-l) I I-Ll ~(m-p-l) J etr(-~L:; 1T) 
T>O 

0 < L < I 

with moments of ILl and II-LI g~ven by 

(b) 

(3.3.15) 

and 

(c) 

(3.3.16) 

EILih = r (~(m+n))f (-21n+h)/(f (-21n)f (-21 (m+n)+h)) p ·- p p p 

Eji-Ljh = r <i<m+n))f Cim+h)/(f <Jm)f ClCm+n)+h)) 
p p p P. 

I "-1" I ~n F (, , ( ) . , ( ) h. I E-lL: ) • ~1 ~2 2 1 2n,2 m+n ' 2 m+n + ' - 1 2 • 
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The noncentral linear case holds when 

only one nonzero root, ( 1-A. 2 ), and the moments of 

ILl and !I-Ll then become 

(d) E!Lih =r (~m+n))f Cin+h)/(f (~n)r (~(m+n)+h)) p p p p ~ 

(3.3.17) 

and 

(e) 

(3.3.18) 

r <~<m+n))f <~m+h)/(r <imlr <iCm+n)+h)) p p p - p 

, n ..., ( , , ( ) . , ( ) 1-. • ( 1_, 2) ) • 
"A 2 r 1 2n,~ m+n , ~ m+n +11, A 

(f) The central case holds when l.: 1 

Note that (3.3.17) may also be written as 

by transposing m with n. and A with -1 A in (3.3.18), 

or by applying the Kummer transformation formula (Erdelyi 

(1953)) 

to (3.3.17). 

Complex Case 

We nm-J consider variables ,Z which have a complex 

normal distribution. From section 3.1 we know that ZZ' 

obeys the complex Wishart distribution given by (3.1.5). 

If A and B are complex 'iJishart matrices then 
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-1 __ , -l -l 
L = (A+B) 2 A(A+B) 2 , which we will write as (A+B) 2 A(A+B) 2

, 

is Hermitian positive definite, i.e. L = L'. 

Theorem 3.3.4 (Khatri (1965), de Waal (1968)) 

Let A rv CvHE,n) and B rv CvHE,m,A) independently. 

-1 -1 
Let L = (A+B) 2 A(A+B) 2 • Then 

(a) L has the noncentral multivariate complex Beta 

type lA distribution with density function 

- '!" 'i'i" I I m+n -1 ( (3.3.21) CM~lA(L; E,m,n,A) = (1p(m)1p(n) E ) etr -A) 

(b) 

(3.3.22) 

and 

(c) 

(3.3.23) 

·ILin-pii-Ljm-p J _ etr(-L-lT)jTjm+n-p 
T=T'>O 

O<L<I, 

r (n+h)T Cm+n)/(T (n)T Cm+n+h))etr(-A) p . p p p 

Eji-Ljh = T Cm+h)T (m+n)/(T Cm>T (m+n+h)) p p p p 

The type lB density CMs 13 CM; E,m,n,A) follows by setting 

M = I-L in (3.3.21). 

~,Je shall be mainly concerned with the moments of I L I 
and ji-Lj. These follow in the noncentral linear case 

by setting 2 A = A , and in the central case by setting 

A = 0 in (3.3.22) and (3.3.23). It can be seen that the 

moments for the complex case follow from those of the real 

case if m,n and A replace ~m, ~n and ~A, and the 

real gamma and hypergeometric functions are replaced by 

complex ones. 
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Theorem 3.3.5 (de Waal (1968)) 

Let A~ CWCE 1 ,n) and B ~ CWCE 2 ,m) independently, 
--1 -l 

and let L = (A+B) 2 A(A+B) 2 • Then 

(a) L has the noncentral multivariate complex Beta 

type lC distribution with density function 

0 < L < I, 

with moments of ILl and ji-Lj given by 

(b) 

(3.3.25) 

and 

(c) 

(3.3.26) 

EILih = r (m+n)T (n+h)/(f (n)f (m+n+h))1~1-li21n p p . p p 

I I h _ - - >- I -1 In E I-L = r (m+n)r (m+h)/(r (m r (m+n+h)) E1 I 2 p p p p 

For the noncentral linear case the moments are 

(d) EILih = f (m+n)T (n+h)/(f (n)f (m+n+h))A 2n 
p p p p 

(3.3.27) 

(3.3.28) = f (m+n)f (n+h)/(f (n)f (m+n+h))A- 2m 
p p p p 

. and 
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(e) T (m+n)T (m+h)/(Y (m)f (m+n+h))A 2n 
p p p p 

(3.3.29) 

(f) The central case holds when E1 = E
2

• 

3.4 Multivariate Beta type 2 distributions 

Real Case 

We now extend the univariate results of section 3.2 

to two distinct multivariate distributions. 

Theorem 3.4.1 (de \Jaal (1968), (1969)) 

Let A~ W(E 1 ,n) and B ~ W(E 2 ,m,A) independently. 

Let 
-l -l 

V :: B 2 AB 2 and Then 

(a) V has the noncentral multivariate Beta type 2A 

(3.4.1) 

and (b) 

(3.4.2) 

distribution with density function 

·etr(-~A)IVI;cn-p-l) J IBI~(m+n-p-l)etr(-~E; 1B) 
B>O 

v > 0' 

IV I has hth moment 

EIVIh = r (~n+h)r C~m-h)/(r (lm)r (ln)) p 2 p 2 p 2 p 2 

(c) If E1 = E2 = I 

( 3. 4. 3) 

II Vl -~(m+n) ( ,A) F (1( )· • + etr -~ 1 1 2 m+n , ~m; 

v > 0 
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(d) Z has the noncentral multivariate Beta type 2B 

distribution with density function 

(3.4.4) 
, ,m 1 

MS 2B(Z; Zl,I 2 ,m,n,A) = (fp(in)fp(~m)I2E 1 1~ni2I 2 j~ )-

•etr(-~A>IZI-}(n+p+l) J IBI~(m+n-p-l)etr(~~I; 1B) 
B>O 

z > 0 

and (e) IZI has hth moment 

(3.4.5) EIZih = r <im+h)f c;n-h)/(r (~m)r (~n)) p p p p 

(f) If I 1 = I 2 = I 

(3.4.6) Ma (Z T A) - (B: (1 ~ ))-liZI~(m-p-1) 
n~->2B ; ~,m,n, - p 2rn,2n 

·II z,-~(m+n) t ( ,A.) ~ (1( ) , ,AM(I Z)-1) + - e r -~ 1 r 1 ~ m+n ; ~m; ~ ~ + 

z > 0 

Theorem 3.4.2 (Troskie (1966)) 

Let A"' H(I,n) and 2 B "' tJ( I , m , ;\ ) independently. 

Let and 
J. -1 l 

Z = B~A B 2 • Then the moments of 

iVI and IZI are g~ven by 

(a) 

(3.4.7) 

EIVIh = r (~n+h)f (lm-h)/(f (ln)f (lm)) p ~ p 2 p 2 p 2 

1 "\ 2 
-~1\ F (, " , 112) •e ~ 11 2m-n; 2m; 2 /\ 
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ai1d (b) EjZ!h = f Cim+h)f (~n-h)/(f <im)f Cin)) p p - p p 

(3.4. 8) 

and (c) the densities of V and Z for the noncentral 

linear case follow similarly from equations 

(3.4.3) and (3.4.6). 

Complex Case 

If A and B are complex vJishart matrices the moments 

of lVI and IZI may be derived from (3.4.2) and 

( 3. 4. 5) by changing im, ~n and iA to m,n and A re-

spectively and using complex gamma and hypergeometric 

functions. The densities of V and Z may be found in 

de ~·J aal ( 19 6 8 ) • 

3,5 I'1ultivariate Dirichlet distributions 

Real Case 

Theorem 3.5.1 (de Waal (1968), Troskie (1972)) 

Let A. "' ~nJO:,n.), J = 1' ••• ,k and B "' HO: ,m,A), 
J J 

where A. ' j = 1 ' ..• ,k and B are independent. 
J 

Let L. be defined by 
J 

(3.5.1) J = 1' ••• ,k 

where 

(3.5.2) \'~ 1A.+B = CC' 
LJ = J 

and C is a lower triangul.ar matrix. 



-l -l 
Also let V. = B 2 A.B 2 j = l, ••• ,k. Then 

J J 

(a) the joint distribution of L1 , ... ,Lk is the 

nonceritral multivariate Dirichlet type 1 

(3.5.3) 

distribution MD1 CE; m; n1 , ••• ,nk; A) with 

density function 

(f (-21m)IT~ 1
r (~n.))- 1 12II-~(m+n)etr(-1A) 

p ]= p - J 4. 

n = \~ 1n.,(I-'~ 1L.) > 0, LJ= J l.J= J 
0 < L. < I. 

J 

3.16 

(b) The joint distribution of v
1

, ..• ,Vk is the 

noncentral multivariate Dirichlet type 2 distri-

with density function 

(3.5.4) (f (-21 m)IT~ 1
r (-2)n.)>- 1 12II,-i<m+n)etr(-~A) 

p J= p J .. 

·rr~ IV-I~(nj-p-l)II+I~ v.l-~(m+n)J etr(-+I-1T> 
J=l J J=l J T>O 2 . 

v. > 0. 
J 

The above integrals may be simplified when I = I 

(de Waal (1968)), when B is a central Wishart matrix 

(Olkin and Rubin (1964)), or when A is of rank one 

(Troskie (1966), (1967)). When k = 1, (3.5.1) and 

(3.5,2) reduce to the multivariate Beta type lA and type 2A 
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densities respectively,and when p = l 
~ ' ( 3 • 5 • l) be comes 

the univariate Dirichlet distribution (Wilks (1962)). 

Theorem 3.5.2 (Troskie (1966), (1967), (1972)) 

Let vH I ,n .. ) , 
2 

A. "v J = l' ••• ,k and B "' \fJ(I,m,A) 
J .J 

where A.' J = l' ••• ,k and B are independent. Let 
J 

L. and 
J 

v. 
J 

be defined as in Theorem 3.5.1. Then 

(a) the joint distribution of L1 , .•• ,Lk lS the 

noncentral .multivariate Dirichlet type l distri-

2 
bution (linear case) MD1 CI; m; n 1 , .•. ,nk; A) 

with density function 

(3.5.5) 

L.> O, I-'~ 11. > 0 
] LJ = J 

~here n = \~ 
1
n. 

LJ = J 
and Ji,jll lS the top left hand element 

of matrix 

(b) The joint distribution of v1 , ••• ,Vk is the 

noncentral multivariate Dirichlet type 2 distri-

2 
bution (linear case) MD 2 CI; m; n 1 , ••• ,nk; A) 

(3.5.6) 

with density function 

k k ~(n.-p-1) 
<rp(~(m+n))/(rp<!m)ITj=lrp<!nj)))ITj=liVjl J 

I 
\k 

1
-l(m+n) -~A 2 

• I+Lj=lvj 2 .e 2 lFl(~(m+n); ~m; 

v. > 0 
J 

1~2 11) 
21\ w ' 
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where n =I+'~ _v. 
LJ=.l J and 11 w is the top left hand element 

of 
-1 n • 

(c) 

(3.5. 7) 

where 

(d) 

(3.5.8) 

(e) 

(3.5.9) 

Note that 

and that 

= r (·21 (m+n))TI~ 1
r (~n.+h.)/(IT~ 

1
r (~n.)r (~(m+n)+h)) p ]= p ~ ) J ]= p ~ J p ~ 

k 
h = '· lh. LJ: J and h. > - ~ ( n. -p). 

J - J 

=IT~ 1 r <*n-+h.)f (-21 m-h)/(IT~ 1
r (-21 n.)f (-2

1 m)) 
]= p ~ J J p ]= p J p 

Eli-I~ ,L.jh =<r (~(m+n))f <im+h)/ 
J=~ J p . p 

-l).2 
r (~m)f <i<m+n)+h))e 2 

p p 

(equation (3.3.10)). 

-l -l 
V. = (I-i:L.) 2 L.(I-EL.) 2 

J J J J 

(I+EV.) = (I-EL.)-l. 
J J 

Complex Case 

If A. , j = 1, ••• ,k and B are complex vJishart 
J 

matrices the moments of rr.jL.I, rr.jv.j and II-E.L.j 
J J J J J J 

may be derived from (3.5.7), (3.5.8) and (3.5.9) by 
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changing ~m, ~n, ~n. 
J 

and to m,n, n. 
J 

and 

respectively and uslng complex gamma and hypergeometric 

functions. The joint densities of the L. 
J 

and the v. 
J 

may be found in Troskie (1967). 
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C H A P T E R 4 

MULTIVARIATE HYPOTHESES AND TEST CRITERIA 

4.1 Introduction 

Numerous test criteria have been proposed to test a 

variety of statistical hypotheses. They were at first 

confined to univariate samples and populations, but were 

later extended to the multivariate case as knowledge of the 

appropriate multivariate distributions increased. Important 

papers in this regard vvere those of \tJishart (1928), Fisher 

(1928), Hotelling (1931) and ~Jilks (1932). 

One of the most powerful and widely used test criteria 

is the likelihood ratio criterion, developed by Neyman and 

Pearson (1928). The multivariate test criteria that we 

shall examine will all be directly or indirectly based on 

the Neyman-Pearson principle and will .all involve samples 

taken from a multivariate normal population. We shall 

examine the distributions of the test criteria under the 

null and alternative hypotheses and shall be concerned with 

the associated percentiles and powers. 

One of the major problems of statistical hypothesis 

testing is the evaluation of the percentiles of the distri

butions, particularly under alternative (non-null) hypo

theses. The advent in multivariate analysis of functions 

such as the zonal polynomial, G-function and hypergeometric 

function, has meant that many distributions previously 

only expressed in integral form can be explicitly derived. 
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Unfortunately this improvement in mathematical elegance 

has not aided the computational aspects of hypothesis test

ing, and the numerical evaluation of percentage points and 

povJers still presents enormous problems. 

Mathai (1973) lists the main techniques used in deriv-

ing exact null and non-null distributions of multivariate 

test criteria as the methods of direct integration, charac-

teristic functions, convolutions, differential equations, 

calculus of residues, inverse Mellin transforms, and 

partial fractions. As regards computation, some of these 

methods are currently successful only for the null distri-

butions, while others provide results for a restricted 

class of parameter values. 

In this chapter we shall see how the distributionsof a 

number cf important test criteria may be found by expressing 

them in terms of a product of independent Beta distribu-

tions. In the chapters that follow we shall discuss how 

percentiles and powers of each test criterion may be de-

rived, and compare results with those obtained by other 

methods. 

4.2 Testing linear hypotheses about regression 
coefficients 

Consider the linear relationship between N pre-

determined (qxl) variables X(a)' (a= 1,2, ••• ,N), 

and N dependent (pxl) variables Y(a)' (a= 1,2, ••• ,N), 

which are normally distributed and depend on the X(a)" 

We may express this relationship as 



(4.2.1) Y = B X + E where E ~ N(Q,E). 
pxN pxq qxN pxN 

If ~oJe partition into 

we may test the null hypothesis 

(4.2.2) 

against the alternative hypothesis 

(4.2.3) 

4.3 

Let X be similarly partitioned as X = 
qxN 

[

X ( 
1

) l rxN • 
X( 2 ) (q-r)XN 

Then the special case of (4.2.2) where B~ = 0 lS the 

hypothesis that x< 2 ) does not add significantly to the 

regression of Y on X. 

The likelihood function is glven by 

(4.2.4) L(B,E) = (2n)-ipNIII-~Netr(-iE- 1 CY-BX)(Y-BX)') 

and if ~ve let T = Y-B~tcx( 2 ) 
2 

then the likelihood ratio criterion of the hypothesis is 

where Wilks' (1932) likelihood criterion 

(4.2.5) 

(4.2.6) 

and 

(4.2.7) 

u = ;. 2
/N = I TAT' I /ITAT'+T(Al-A)T' I' 

A= I-X'(XX')-lX 

As A and (A1-A) are idempotent it follm·JS that 

(4.2.7) TAT' ~ W(E,N-q) 

and 

(4.2.8) T(A
1

-A)T' ~ W(E,q-r,A) 

where 

' 1\ 
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(4.2.9) 

and S. . = X ( i) X ( j) ' • 
l] 

We see that the distribution of. the criterion will be 

central (i.e. 

is positive definite). Now, in Theorem 3.3.1, set 

m = q-r and n = N-q. Then Wilks' likelihood criterion 

U = ILl where L ~ MB 1A<E,q-r,N-q,A). 

E < uh > = E I 1 I h 

Also, 

(4.2.10) = f (!(N-q)+h)f (i(N-r))/(f (~(N-q))f (i(N-r)+h)) p p p ~ p 

Hence, by Theorem 2.3.5 we have 

Theorem 4.2.1 (Greenacre (1972)) 

The non-null density of Wilks' likelihood criterion 

U is given by 

( 4. 2 .ll) 

0 < u < l 

Pillai and Nagarsenker (1972) have obtained a general 

density incorporating an H-function which is applicable 

to various test criteria, and in this case reduces to 

(4.2.11). Pillai, Al-Ani and Jouris (1969) obtained the 

density in the form 
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(4.2.12) f(u) = etr(-~A)(rp<!<N-r))/rp<;<N-q)))ul<N-p-q-l) 

( 

!Cq-r)+kp-i+l+!(i-1)] 
•E E (~(N-r)) C (;A)G u 

k K 2 K K 2 p 
l<i-1) 

There does not currently appear to be a method capable 

of finding percentiles and powers of this distribution for 

completely 13eneral values of the parameters. He shall 

now examine the distributions where A is of less than 

full rank. 

Theorem 4.2.2 (de 117 aal ( 19 6 8 ) ) 

If 1 'V J.VISlA (I ,m,n ,Ar) \·Jhere Ar denotes that 

diagonal (pxp) and of rank r < p, and if 1(pxp) 

partitioned as (Lll 1 121 where 1 11 is an (rxr) 

1 21 1221 

matrix, then 

(a) MBlA(L; I,m,n,Ar) = MS 1AC111 ; I,m,n,Ar) 

(4.2.13) 

and 

(4.2.14) (b) 

where 

and 

0 < 1 11 < I, 0 < u.' w .. < l 
l l] 

fCI11> = f 1 CIL11 1 )TI~ 1 f.(u.) 
1=r+ 1 1 

A 

is 

The problem even in this case remains the fact that 

functions, such as zonal polynomials, of matrix argument 

are present. This may be overcome when the noncentral 

linear cases or central cases of the distributions are 

considered. 

lS 
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Theorem 4.2.3 (Kshirsagar (1961), Troskie (1966)) 

If L ~ MB 1ACI,m,n,A 2 ) (the noncentral linear case), 

(a) f( I L I) = ni? 1f<~-> l= l 
where the $!,. 

l 
are independent, 

l = 2 ' ••• ,p and 

(b) If L lS central, f(~l) = S 1A<~ 1 ; m,n) 

(Anderson (1958)). 

The density of U follows by setting m and n equal 

to (q-r) and (N-q) respectively in the above theorem. 

In Chapter 5 we shall see how percentiles of U, which is 

the product of a number of univariate s1 densities, may 

be found 

Canonical Form of the hypothesis 

By a suitable transformation of the variables, the null 

hypothesis H0 : B2 = 0 can be changed to canonical 
px(q-r) 

form. If Y,B and X are as in (4.2.1) we may choose a 

suitable orthogonal matrix V such that 

and 

Then the joint density of Z = CZ 1 , ••• ,ZN) is 

-lpN -lN 
( 4. 2 .1 7) f ( z 1' ••• 'ZN) = ( 2 7T) 2 

. I L I 2
-

•exp{-l\q (z -~· )'l:-1 (z -i-t )-l'N z'l:-lz] 2 La=l a ~a a a 2 La=q+l a a 

and the null hypothesis H0 : B2 = 0 is equivalent to 
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Hilks likelihood criterion U then becomes 

(4.2.19) u = IAI!IA+BI \>Jhere 

(4.2.20) A = \N Z Z' and B = \q Z Z' 
la=q+l a a la=r+l a a 

This has the nonnull density (4.2.11) and reduces 1n the 

noncentral linear case to 

(4.2.21) f(u) = S1A<u1 ; q-r N-q A 2 )IT~ S(u. · q-r.N-qli+l). 
' ' 1=2 l' I 

Note that N > p+q and r < q. 

If the nonzero roots of 

(4.2.22) IB-AAj = 0 

are denoted by <, ••• ,<A <1 s Hhere s = min(p,q-r) 

then U may be written as (Pearson and Wilks (1933)) 

(4.2.23) u = IAI!IA+BI 
s -1 =IT. ,(l+A.) 
l=.L l 

4.3 Testing the equality of means of several normal 
distributions with common covariance matrix 

Consider q multivariate normal populations with common 

(i) 
covariance matrix L. Let. ya be an observation from 

(4.3.1) 

a = 1, ••• ,N. ; i = 1, ••• ,q. 
l 

Ho ·. 11(1) -- (2) - - (q) 
I"' ll - ••• -1.1. 

The null hypothesis 1s 

Anderson (1958) shows hmv the null hypothesis may be re-

duced to 

(4.3.2) 

by setting B = ( B1 B2) 
pxq px(q-1) pxl 

where 
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{4.3.3) B 
-· { (1)_ (q) {q-1)_ (q)) 

1- J.l J.l , ••• ,J.l J.l 

The density of vJilks' likelihood criterion U, 

for the noncentral linear case, is then given by Theorem 

4.2.3 with m = q-1 and n = N-q. i.e. 

(4.3.4) 

4.4 Testing the multivar•iate general linear hypothesis 
1n 1'1ANOVA ' 

Consider a p-variate t~vo-way layout v<i th k observations 

per cell, written in (pxl)-vector form as 

{4.4.1) Y
1
·J·k = J.l + a. + s. + y .. + e .. k l J lJ lJ· 

w ere 1 = 1 , ••• , I ; J = 1 , ••• ,J ; k = 1 , ••• , K; K > 1 

and -1 
a.(= I L:.a.) = s. = y .• = y •. = 0. l l l J 

Assume 

eijk ~ N(O,t) where the eijk are mutually independent. 

Let 

(4.4.2) A = ~~ 1~~ l~kK l(y .. k-y .. )(y .. k-y. ·. ) ' 
Ll= LJ= L : lJ lJ• lJ lJ• . ' 

(4.4.3) BI = JK\~ , (y. -y . ) (y. -y ) ' 
Ll=.L 1• • • • • 1• • • • • ' 

(4.4.4) BJ = IK'J (y. -y )(y -y ) I 
Lj=l •j• ••• •j· ••• and 

(4.4.5) 

• ( y . . -y . -y . +y ) ' 
1]• l•• •J• ••• 

Then A represents the total sample variance within 

populations (error sum of squares). 

present total sample var'iances between columns or rows, 

and BIJ represents sample variance for interaction. 

It can easily be shown that 
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(i) A~ W(E,IJ(K-1)) for p < IJ(K-1) 

(ii) Under H(I) 
0 : a. 

l. = 0 l = 1, ••• ,I 

BI ~ vJ(L:,I-1) for p < I-1 

(iii) Under H(J) : s . = 0 j = l' ••• ,J 0 J 

BJ ~ ~'1/0: ,J-1) for• p < - J-1 

(iv) Under H(IJ) 
0 : y .. 

l.J = 0 i = 1, ••• ,1; J = l' ••• ,J 

B ~ W(E,(I-1)(J-l)) IJ for p ~ (I-l)(J-1) 

Wilks' likelihood criteria for the hypotheses in (ii), 

(iii) and (iv) above are given by 

(4.4.6) 

(4.4.7) 

and 

(4.4. 8) 

for r· <I) -1 
0 

for H(J) 
0 

f LI ( IJ) or ! 0 

where L1 , LJ and LIJ are multivariate Beta distributions. 

The densities of the criteria in (4.4.6), (4.4.7) and (4.4.8) 

respectively are given by 

(4.4.9) 

(4.4.10) 

and 
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where A2 is the appropriate noncentrality parameter in 

each case and 0 < ~Ii' ~Ji' ~IJi < l. 

For the two way layout with one observation per cell, 

the hypotheses H~I) : ai = 0 i = l, ••• ,I and 

H(J) · B. = 0 j = l, ... ,J are appropriate and the densi-0 . J 

ties of Wilks' likelihood criteria for the hypotheses are 

respectively 

(4.4.12) 

and 

(4.4.13) 2 
f ( I L J I ) = B lA ( ~ J i ; LT -1 ' ( I -1 ) ( J -1 ) ' A ) 

with appropriate l 2 and 0 < ~ 1 . 9 ~J. < 1 . 
. l l 

4.5 Testing for independence of sets of variables 

Consider X ~ N(~,E) 
pxl 

where X = (x(l)]P1 and 

x< 2 > P 
2 

l: 

He wish to test the hypothesis 

(4.5.1) Ho : x<l> and x<2) 

= (l: 11 l:l2rl 
l2: 21 E22 P2 

pl p') ... 

are independent. 

As X ~ N(~,E) this is equivalent to 

(4.5.2) 

pl < p2 -
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Hi th a sample of N vectors X( a), a = 1, ••• ,N, the 

likelihood ratio criterion is the N/2 power of (Wilks (1932)) 

(4.5.3) 

where A= I:=l(X(a)-X)(X(a)-X)' and 1s partitioned similarly 

to E. 

Definition 4.5.1 (Khatri (1964), Troskie (1969)) 

The generalised (sample) multiple correlation matrix is 

defined as 

(4.5.4) 

(where we adopt the convention that in an expression such as 
1 1 1 

A~BA~ the postmultiplier is actually (A~)'). From this 

(4.5.5) 

(4.5.6) 

(4.5.7) 

II-RI = lAlli IA221-IA121 IA2li!IAlll IA221 

= I AI I I All II A2 21 

(4.5.8) 
pl 2 

= u = n. 1 <1-r.) 
l= l 

where r~ are the characteristic roots of ~. 
l 

_]_ -l 
'f:Je can also ~rJri te R as (F+G) 2 G(F+G) 2 

and -1 
G = Al2A22A21" 

where 

The distributions of functions of R depend on whether 

or not the set x< 2 ) 1s fixed. 

If X( 2 ) is fixed (regression model) 

This implies A22 fixed and, by Anderson (1958), 

F ~ W(~ll•2'n-p2) ' 

G ~ W(l:ll•2'p2,A) ' 

n = N-1 

F and G independent, and 
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(4.5.9) 

G has a central Wishart distribution iff S = 0 1.e. iff 

Hence,by Theorem 3.3.1, with m,n, and p 

replaced by and we have the conditional 

distribution 

and 

(4.5.11) 

By Theorem 2.3.5 it follows that (Greenacre (1972)) 

(4.5.12) f(u) = (f (ln)/f (~(n-p )))etr(-lA)u-l 
pl 2 pl ~ 2 2 

(~n) C (~A) 
•L 2:: K K 

k K k! 
~n+kj-~(j-1) l 
~(n-p 2 )-~(j-l) 

0 < u < 1 

He now exam1ne the special case of ( 4. 2 .11) , VJilks 1 

criterion for testing hypotheses about regression coeffi-

cients, '.vhere (4.2.2) is n0 : B2 = 0, and r = 1 

(representing the constant term in B). It can be seen 

that this case of (4.2.11) is equiv~lent to (4.5.12) with 

r = 1 (the constant) 

p = pl (the number of dependent variables) 

q = p2+1 (the number of predetermined variables, 

including the constant). 

If x< 2 > is random (correlation model) 

The ur1eondi tional distr·ibution of R is found by 
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multiplying the conditional distribution of R by that of 

A22 <~ WCE 22 ,n)) and integrating over A
22

, but it appears 

difficult to derive an explicit expression. By using 

Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 and appropriate integration we have 

Theorem 4.5.1 (Troskie (1969)) 

The hth moments of IRI and U = II-RI are given by 

EIRih = (f Cin)f (~p 2 +h)/f (~n+h)f (~p 2 )) 
pl pl pl pl 

(4.5.13) 

and 

(4.5.14) 

where 

(4.5.15) 

is the population multiple correlation matrix. From (4.5.14) 

and Theorem 2. 3. 5 it follmJs that 

Theorem 4.5.2 (Greenacre (1972)) 

The non-null density of U for testing independence is 

(4.5.16) 

This is given in terms of a more general H-function by 

Pillai and Nagarsenker (1972), whose density contains two 

errors (a factor of 

should be ~(n-q)). 

-1 y has been omitted and ~(n-2) 

Pilla.i, Al-Ani and Jouris (1969) 
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obtained the density in slightly different form. 

Because of computational difficulties we again consider 

the linear case, i.e. when ~ 12 1s of rank one. This 

implies that P is of rank one and has only one root 

2 
pl -t o. 

Theorem 4.5.3 (Kshirsagar (1961), Troskie (1969)) 

In the noncentral linear case, Wilks' likelihood cri-

terion for testing independence of twc sets has the density 

(4.5.17) 

(4.5.18) 

and 

Similarly 

(4.5.20) f( I Rl) 

(4.5.21) 

and 

pl 
= IT. 

1
f(w.), 

l= 1. 
where the 

u. 
l 

independent. 

i = 2 ' ••• ,pl 

w. 
1 

are independent, 

( 4 • 5 • 2 2 ) f (vJ i) = ( B ( ~ ( n-p 
2 

) , ~ 
2

- i + 1) ) ) -l 

~Cp 2 -i+l)-l . i<n-p 2 )-l 
·t-v. ( 1-w. ) · 

l 1 
l = 2' ••• ,pl 
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More than two sets of variables 

\~e g1ve a fevJ results shm,;ring how the likelihood ratio 

criterion U (in the null case) may be expressed as a 

product of independent univariate Beta distributions 

(Anderson (1958)). 

Let X be partitioned into q subvectors with 

p1 ,p2 , ••• ,pq components respectively, where p = I~=lpi. 

Then the central density of U is 

(4.5.23) f(u) 

tv here 

to 

(4.5.24) f(u) 

P· = IIq II 1 B ( - - . 1) i=2 j=l 1 uij; pi,n-pi-J+ 

+ ••.• + P· 1" l-
~vhen q = 2 this reduces 

which Anderson shows lS equivalent to 

(4.5.25) f(u) 

the central case of (4.5.17). 

If q = p, i.e. p. = 1, the density of U is 
l 

(4.5.26) 

If 

f(u) 

= p = 2, q 

4.6 Testing the equality of two covariance matrices 

Assume N. 
l 

observations are taken from N(~i ,Ei ) i=l,2 
pxl pxp 

We wish to test the hypothesis 

(4.6.1) against H, .... 
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This has likelihood ratio criterion (Anderson (1958)) 

(4.6.2) A= <IAli~NliA2j~N2N~N/IAI~NN~NlN~N2) 

t-Jhere A. IN. 1.s the max1.mum likelihood estimate of 1. 1. 

The modified likelihood ratio criterion A* (Bartlett 

(1937)) replaces sample numbers N. 
l 

by degrees of freedom 

of the A. and omits the numerical constant, i.e. 
l 

(4.6.3) 

where ni = Ni-l (i = 1,2) and n = n 1+n 2 • 

distributional properties are as follovJS: 

Its non-null 

Theorem 4.6.1 (Khatri and Srivastava (1971)) 

The modified likelihood ratio criterion for testing 

equality of two covariance matrices 
, , 

(4.6.4) . A*= ILI~n1 1I-LI~n 2 , where L ~ MB
1

c<L; E1 ,E 2 ,n2 ,n1 l, 

has hth moment 

(4.6.5) E(A*h) = (f (~n)r (~n1 (l+h))f (~n 2 (l+h)/ p p p 

and density function 

(4.6.6) 
-ln 

f(A*) = <r (ln)/r (~n )f (l.n ))IT~p(p-l)IQI 
2 1 

p 2 p 2 1 p 2 2 . 
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'VJe no~<-J examine another statistic not related to the 

likelihood ratio criterion of this test, but similar to 

those of other tests. 

~'Jilks 1 criterion 

Let X and Y 
pxn1 pxn 2 

be independent n1atrix variates with columns of X indep-

endently 'V N(O,t.: 1 ) and those of y independently 

'V N(O,t.:
2

). Hence sl = XX' and s2 = YY' are in de pen-

dently 'V \tJ( L, n . ) , 
l l l = 1,2. 

Now let < ••• <f <co be the characteris-
p 

tic roots of 2 2 0 < w1 ~ w2 < ••• and 
2 < (;J < 00 
p be 

those of We consider testing the hypothesis 

(4.6.1) and will use Wilks' criterion 

(4.6.7) 8 . = f ./( 1 + f . ) ' l l l i = 1,2, ••• ,p 

lrJhich has hth rJ.ornent (Pillai, Al-ani and Jouris (1969)) 

(4.6.8) EUh = <r C}n)r <1n 2+h)/r (}n 2 )r <~n+h)) 
p p p p 

·(by applying ( 3. 3. 20) with matrix argument and changing n 1 

to m and n respectively and transposing 

E2 this reduces to (3.3.15)), and density function 

-ln l(n -p-1). 
2 1 2 2 

(4.6.9) f(u) = crp<ln)/rp<ln2))jnl u 

L: 1 and 

[ 

~n +k · . +!(i-1)] 
·E I Cln) Cln ) (k!)-lC (I-Q-l)G u~ l p-l+l 

k K - K 1 K · K p 1 ( • 1) . 2 l-

In the noncentral linear case, i.e. when 2 w is the 

only root of Q that is not equal to one (we shall call 
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this a non-unit root), the mornents of U are given by 

(3.3.17) and alternatively by (3.3.19). VJe derive the 

density of U by noting that the hth moment of U 

(4.6.8) is equivalent to that of U for the correlation 

model (4.5.14), with the following changes: 

-ln 
( 4 • 6 • 10 ) p 1 -+ p ; ( n ~ p 2) -+ n 2 ; I I-P I ~ n . -+ I Q I 2 1 ; 

Noting in the noncentral linear case that and 

are the only nonzero and non-unit roots of P and ~ 

respectively, and that 

substitution in equations (4.5.17) - (4.5.19) gives: 

Theorem 4.6.2 

\hlks' criterion for testing equality of covariance 

matrices in the noncentral linear case has density 

(4.6.12) 

vJhere 

(4.6.13) 

and 

(4.6.14) 

f(u) = TI~ 1f(u.), 
l= l 

u. independent, 
l 

-n 
·w 1

1r 0 <in; (l-w- 2 )(1-u1 )). 

l = 2, ••• ,p 

Thus a test criterion for equality of covariance 

2 w 

matrices exists which, for the central or noncentral linear 

case, may be expressed in the computable form of a product 

of Beta variables. 
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4.7 Testing whether k multivariate populations are 
identical 

Consider k multivariate normal populations n" N ( l.l • 'L • ) • 
J J 

A modified likelihood ratio criterion A* for testing 

whether the distributions are identical is (Anderson (1958)) 

(4.7.1) 

A. and B are respectively the "within" and "between" 
J 

matrices of sums of squares and cross products. 

If L. 
J 

is defined by 

(4.7.2) <I~ lA.+B) 
-l k -1 L. = 2A.<I· lA.+B) 2 j = l' ••• ,k 

J J = J J J= J ' 
then 

TI~=liLjj 
~n. 

(4.7.3) A~,~ = J 

Under the null hypothesis A~ W(E,n), Aj ~ W(E,nj) 

and B ~ W(E,m), m = k-1, and 

It can be seen that (4.7.1) is a combination of test 

criteria (4.2.19) and (4.6.3). By Wilks (1932) it is 

possible to test the null hypothesis by first testing the 

hypothesis of equality of covariance matrices and then the 

hypothesis of equality of mean vectors. If the covariances 

are identical but means are different, B will have a 

noncentral Wishart distribution with m degrees of freedom. 

In the noncentral linear case th~ moments of A* are 

given by (3.5.7) and the joint distribution of 

2 CL1 , ••• ,Lk) is :rvm1 CI; m; n 1 , ... ,nk; A). 

Troskie (1972) and Money (1972) have suggested the 

use of II-I~=lLjl as a test criterion for the hypothesis 
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I I-'~ L.l 
L] =1 J 

are g1ven by (3.5.9) and are shown to be the same as those 

of I I-Ll where L = \~ 
1

1 .• 
L]= J 

Consequently we have 

Theorem 4.7.1 (de Waal (1968), Troskie (1972)) 

The test criterion in the noncentral linear 

case has the density 

(4. 7.4) 

where 

(4.7.5) 

and 

(4.7.6) 

4.8 

w. independent 
l 

1 ,(k l) 1 ~En.-1 
f(w

1
) = (B(~(k-l),~Enj))- wi - - (l-w

1
) J 

-~A2 (1( . ,( ) ,,2 .) 0 < wl < .1 •e • 1 F1 ~ k-l+EnjJ; ~ k-1; ~A w1 , 

l = 2, ••• ,p 0 < w. < 1 
l-

General form for test criteria of sections 4.2-4.7 

Test criteria, in the noncentral linear case, for a 

number of statistical hypotheses i1ave been expressed c;:ts a 

product of univariate Beta distributions, and the results 
( 

may be generalised as follO'i·Js: 

Theorem 4.8.1 

The density of each test criterion A considered may 

be written in the general form 

(4.8,1) f(A) = crr~* 1fcu.)).n* l= l 

where 

(continued on page 4.22) 
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TABLE 4.1 PARAI1ETERS OF BETA DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DIFFERENT 

. TEST CRITERIA A IN THE NON CENTRAL LINEAR CASE 

TESTS BY SECTICN .,? .• 
n!~'~ .•. EQUATION D" n" -"-

(+ parameter defn.) 

4.2 Regression p q-r N-q (4.2.21) 

p dependent variables 

q predetermined vars. 

r 1st subset of q 

4.3 I1eans p q-1 N-q (4.3.4) 

p dimension of vars. 

q no. of populations 

l.j.. 4 I1ANOVA p (I-1) IJ(K-1) (4.4.9) 

I no. of rows p (J-1) IJ(K-1) (4.4.10) 

J no. of columns p (I-l)(J-1) IJ(K-1) (4.4.11) 

K elements per cell p (I-1) (I-l)(J-1) (4.4.12) 
p dimension of vars. p (J-1) (I-l)(J-1) (4.4.13) 

4.5 IndeJ2endence pl p2 n-p2 (4.5.17) 

pl dimn. of 1st subset pl n-p2 p2 (4.5.20) 

p2 dimn. of 2nd subset 

4.6 Covariances p nl n2 (4.6.12) 

p dimension of vars. 

4.7· Populations p L:n. k-1 (4.7.4) 
J 

k no. of populations 

p dimension of vars. 

N, and Ni' denote number of observations from the only, 

and ith, populations respectively; n = N-1; n. = N.-1. 
~ ~ 

(See Theorem 4.8.1) 
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TABLE _4 • 2 NONCENTRALITY COMPONENT n~·, OF f(A) FOR 

DIFFERENT TEST CRITERIA A IN THE NONCENTRAL 

LINEAR CASE 

SECTION A rl* EQUATION 

4.2 ILl 

'"\ 

1)./ 
e- 2 1F1 C~(m*+n*); ~m*; ~A 2 (1-u1 )) (4.2.21) 

4.3 ILl II " II II (4.3.4) 

4.4 ILl II " II II (4.4.9) 
to 

(4.4.13) 

4.5 I I-RI 
2 · 1 (m~''+n1') 

(4.5.17) (1-p ) 2 
1 

• 2 F1 C~Cm*+n*>,i<m*+n*); ~m~':; p2 (1-u )) 1 1 

IRI 2 l(m~''+n~·q 
(4.5.20) (1-p )2 

1 

• F (l(m*+n*) l(m*+n*)· ~n ~':; 
2 

2 1 2 )2 ' plul) 

.. ,. . -2 4.6 I cl -m~ .. 
(4.6.12) w F (l(w*+n*)· (1-w )(l-u

1
)) 1 0 2 ' ' 

4.7 II-l:L.j 
J 

-lA_2 1( •• e 2 F (- m~: +n ~:) · 1 1 2 ·~ 
~n ~·: ; ~A.2ul) (4.7.4) 

(See Theorem 4.8.1) 

(4.8.2) f(u.) = (B(lm* l(n*-i+l)))-l 1. 2 )2 

1 (n*-i+l)-l - 1 m*-l 
·u~ (l-u.) 2 

1. .1. 
1 = 1, ... ,p;': 

and n:':, the noncentrality component of fCu1 ) is given 

in terms of m*, n* and p* in Table 4.2 •. Table 4.1 

gives, for each test, the appropriate value of m*, n* 

and p:';. 

This theorem will be useful in establishing a general 

form for an algorithm used in calculating f(A). It can 
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be seen that equation (4.8.2) is the density of a 

variable. 

4.9 Tests with complex distributions 

Host of the tests mentioned so far may be carried out 

when the data comes from complex normal populations. 

Initial work by Goodman (1963) 3 James (1964), Giri (1965) 

and Khatri (1965) established basic distributional forms 

and examined several test criteria. Troskie (1967, 1969) 

and de Waal (1968) derived further results on complex 

multivariate Beta and Dirichlet distributions, while Pillai 

and Jburis (1971), Pillai and Nagarsenker (1972), Money 

(1972) and Troskie and Money (1974) have illustrated the 

connection between the real and complex distributions of 

the various test criteria considered, in both the general 

and the noncentral linear case. 

I3y comparing the moments of the criteria for the real 

and complex cases, we may express the densities for the 

complex case in the following general form: 

Theorem 4.9.1 

The densities of the test criteria A considered for 

the real case in Theorem 4.8.1 may be expressed in general 

form for the complex case as 

(4.9.1) 

tv here 

(4.9.2) 

f(A) = (IT~* f(u!)) Q*' 
J.=l J. • 

13
1 

( u ! ; m ~·: ', ( n 1: - i + l ) ' ) , 
J. • 

(i = 1, ... ,p~·q' 
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and parameters m;~' and n;';' in fp'•' , which replace para-

meters and n;'; in are such that 

(4.9.3) m ~·· ' = 2m;': and ( n -'• - i + 1 ) ' = 2 ( n ;': - i + 1 ) , ( i = l , 2 , • • • , p 1: ) 

For equations (4.2.21)~ (4.3.4), (4.4.9) to (4.4.13) and 

(4.7.4), i.e. those involving A2 , ~A 2 is replaced by A2 • 

As pi and w2 are the roots of ratios of covar1ance 

matrices they rema1n unaltered 1n equations (4.5.17), (4.5.20) 

and ( 4 • 6 • 12 ) • 

In Chapter 9 we shall see how these results lead to an 

algorithm which enables us to calculate percentage points 

and pov1ers of the test criteria considered when the variables 

are complex. 

4.10 Testing for reality of a covariance matrix 

Let z have the complex normal distribution 
pxn 

with density function 

~vhere E - E + iE 2 - 1 is Hermitian positive definite, 
pXp 

11 is a complex matrix ancl l'1 
pxq qxn is either a given com-

plex matrix of rank q < n or has a distribution which is 

independent of E and 11. 

Then the test for reality of I has null hypothesis 

(4.10.2) H0 : E2 = 0 

with alternative hypothesis 

Khatri (1965a) showed that under H0 the likelihood 

ratio statistic is 



where 
~ 

(4.10.5) s 1+iS 2 = Z(I-M'(MN 1 )-..~..M)Z 1 

and the likelihood ratio criterion is 

By Khatri (1965), S = CS 1 +iS 2 ) ~ CW(E,n-q). 
pxp 
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Under H0 : E2 = 0., s 1 and s 2 have joint density function 

(4.10.7) 

, 1 

Setting real skew-sy~~etric matrix Q = Si2s2si 2 , 

we have 

(4.10.8) 1\. = II+iQI 
1 

= I I-QQ I 12 
and 

(4.10.9) E(l\.h) = n~= 1 (r<n-q-~(i-l))f(n-q+h-i+l)/ 

•f(n-q-i+l)f(n-q+h-~(i-1))) 

(4.10.10) = rr~: 1 (r<n-q-i+~)f(n-q-t+h-i+l)/ 

·r(n-q-t-i+l)f(n-q+h-i+~)), 

where 

( 4 o 10 • 11) t I : t = ~p , p even 

= t-1 = ~ ( p-1) , p odd ( > 1) • 

It follows from (4.10.10) that 

( h) t' ( h E-· C rrt. 'lu. )h 4.10.12) E(l\. = rr. 1E u.) = 
1= l l= l 

where the u. are independent Beta variables with density 
l 

function 

(4.10.13) (B(t-~.n-q-t-i+l))-lu~-q-t-i{i-u.)t- 312 , 0 < u. < 1 
~ l l l 

Consequently the density of the test criterion A under 



H0 may be Hritten in the general form 

p~·, 

(4.10.14) f(A) = (Tii=lf(ui)) 

where 

i = l,2,.~.,p 1~, 

(4.10.16) p* = t', m* = 2t-l, n* = 2(n-q-t) 

and t' and t are defined in (4.10.11). 
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\ve shall discuss computation of the percentiles of this 

criterion in Section 9.2 The noncentral distribution is 

complicated by the skew-symmetric form of Q, and it is 

unlikely that it can be reduced to the general form of 

Section 4.8. 
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CHAPTER 5 

AN ALGOIUTHr1 FOR DERIVING NONCENTRAL LINEAR 

DISTRIBUTIONS BY THE METHOD OF CONVOLUTIONS 

Introduction 

5.1 

In this chapter we shall shm..r how the densities and 

cumulative distribution functions of the test criteria of 

Chapter 4 may be found. We shall concentrate our attention 

on v··lilks' likelihood ratio criterion 

(5.1.1) 

where 

and 

(5.1.2) 

A 
pxp 

ILl = IAI!IA+BI 

'V ~.J(I,n) and B 
pxp 

2 
'V W(I ,m,A. ) 

and will later show hm;i results for this criterion can be 

extended to other criteria. vJe will use and 

U to denote ILl in the noncentral linear and central p,m,n. 

cases respectively. 

The exact distribution of U under the null p,m,n 

hypothesis was found by Wilks (1935) using direct integra-

tion for values of p and m < 4 and gener~l n. Later 

work by Bartlett (1938), Hald'and Brookner (1941), Rao 

(1948) and Box (1949) developed asymptotic approximations 

to logarithmic functions of u . . 
p ,m,n Consul (1966, 1967, 

1969 and other papers) used inverse Mellin transforms and 

operational calculus to derive exact null expressions of 
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U for various values of p,m and n. p,m,n 

Using the method of convolutions, Schatzoff (1964, 1966) 

derived the central distribution of U for either p 
p,m,n 

or m even. He also developec a computer algorithm to 

tabulate correction factors for converting 2 
X percentiles 

to exact percentiles of a logarithmic transformation of 

u ' p ,m,n for m and p < 10, mp < 70 . - and either m or 

p even. Pillai and Gupta (1969) ~erived explicit finite 

series expansions for u p,m,n with either, p or m even 

and p = 3,4,5 and 6, also extending Schatzoff's tables, 

while Lee (1972) simplified the form of the distribution 

for both p and m odd, further extending the tables to 

include values for all p < m < 20 and pm < 144 with 

omission when p or m is odd and greater than 10. 

Mathai and Rathie (1971) used the method of partial 

fractions to derive explicit series expressions for the null 

case of u • p,m,n Mathai (197la), using inverse Mellin 

transforms, calculus of residues and the properties of Psi 

and Zeta functions, found alternative expressions and 

published tables of percentage points of u for p,m,n 

p < 8 ' m 2 16, n 2 20, mp 2. 98, mnp 2_ 882 and either -
m or p even. Mathai (197la) claimed that the method 

used was simpler than any other used to date. 

Because of the added complication of the noncentrality 

component, the published work on non-null distributions of 

test criteria has tended so far to fall into either of 

three groups. The first involves the derivation of com-

pletely general distributions which at the moment offer 

little hope of computation. The second deals with finding 
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asymptotic representations vJhich are functions of more 

easily computable terms. In the third group, exact evalua-

tion is made possible by restrictions on the rank and size 

of noncentrality, or on the size of p,m and n. Papers 

providing actual numerical values include Roy (1960, 1965)~ 

Ito (1962), Posten and Bargmann (1964), I'1ikhail (1965), 

Pillai (1965), Pillai and Jayachandran (1967, 1968), de Waal 

(1968) and Lee (1971, 197la). 

Gupta (1971) used the method of convolutions on equation 

( 5 .1. 2) to find explicit exp1..,ess ions for the non central 

linear case of with p = 2,3,4 and 5 and 

m even, and from these tabulated percentiles for 

p = 2 and 3, m = 2, n < 20 and 2 
A. ~4,0. 

5.2 Important theorems 

The following two theorems are extensions of those given 

by Anderson (1958) for the central distribution: 

Theorem 5.2.1 (Gupta (1971)) 

In the noncentral linear case u2r,m,n(A.2) 

and x2r 

is distri-

buted as 

pendently distributed as 

't.Jhere xl 

SlA(xl; m,n,A.2) 

are inde-

and 

respectively, and the Y . ( i = 1 , 2 , • • • , r- 1 ) 
J.. 

are independently distributed as 

is distributed as 

s1 Cyi; 2m,2(n-2i)). 

s 2 
xlrr. ly. where xl 

J..= J.. 
J..S u2s+l,m,n(A.2) 

distributed as and the Y.(i = 1,2, ••• ,s) 
J.. 

are independently distributed as B1 <yi; 2m,2(n-2i)). 

Also, the random variable Zi = x2ix2i+l has density 

function 



(5.2.1) f( z.) 
]_ 

1 ~(n-2i-2) 1 1 = (2B(m,n-2i))- z. (1-z~)m-
l ]_ 

Theorem 5.2.2 (Das Gupta and Perlman (1973)) 

In the noncentral linear case 

(5.2.2) u ('2) = u ( 2)• p,m,n A m,p,n+m-p A 

This follows because 

(5.2.3) 

5.4 

(5.2.4) =IT~ ~~n X X' + ~m y yil!l~n X X' +tm .Y Y'l 
1=l La=l a a ~a=i+l a a La=l a a La=l a a 

- u - m,p,n+m-p(;\2) 

VJe now state a theorem on the convolution of two variables. 

Theorem 5.2.3 (Schatzoff (1966)) 

If k > 0 and integral, and 

then 

(5.2.5) s = t 

(5.2.6) V ~ esv{~k+l(-l)r+1 k! 
Lr=l (k-r+l)! 

k-r+l 
v ' } 
(s-t)~ 

' 
s f; t. 

5.3 The method of convolution 

It has been shown in Chapter 4 that the densities of 

many likelihood ratio criteria reduce to the product of a 

number o.:f independent Beta densities. The density of 
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log U 2 is therefore that of a sum of independent p,m,n(A. ) 

variables, and may be found by using sequential convolution. 

'i:Je may write as 

(5.3.1) 

0 < X < l 

(5.3.2) 

where 

(5.3.3) 

and 

(5.3.4) b = ~(m-2) 

v·Jhen I:l 1s even we may expand powers of ( l-x1 ) 

·binomially in a finite series to get 

(5.3.5) f( ) = (B(l 1 ))-1 -~A 2 too tb+j(-l)k(b+j) i<n-2+2k) 
xl 2m,2n e Lj=oajLk=o k xl 

Putting y 1 = -log x1 gives 

(5.3 .. 6) f(yl) = (B(~m,~n))-le-}A2L~- a.lbk:j(-l)k(bk+j) 
J-O J -o , 

Similarly, if f(x.) = s
1

Cx.; m,n-i+l) 
l l 

(5.3.7) 

•exp(-i(n-i+2~+l)y.), 
l 

If z . = x" . x2 . 1 l ... 1 l+ 
and if Y! = -log z. 

l l 

(5.3.8) 

·exp(-l(n+~-2i)y!) 
2 l ' 

Y· > 0 
l 

y! > o. 
l-
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By uslng Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.3 and equations (5.3.6), 

(5.3.7) and (5.3.8), Gupta (1971) derived the follmving 

results for m even: 

Theorem 5.3.1 (Gupta (1971)) 

Case 1 

For p = 2 the density of u2 ,m,n(A2) is given by 

(5.3.9) Ke-~A 2u~n-lt~ a.{\b+j\b ((-l)t+k/(2t-2k-l)) 
L]=o J Lk:oLt:o . 

0 < u < 1 

where 

(5.3.10) K = 2IT~_ 1 (B(lm,~(n-i+l)))-l .J..-

and 

(5.3.11) 

Case 2 

For p = 3 the density of U 2 is given by ----"--- 3,m,n(A ) 

(5.3.12) K -~A 
2 ~ n -1\ oo _ { \ b + j ( _ ) k ( m-1 ) ( b + j ) 1 . 

e u Lj=oaj Lk=o u 2k+2 k og u 

where 

(5.3.13) K = (2B(~m,~n)B(m,n-2))-l 

Case 3 

For p = 4 the density of u ( 2 4,m,n A ) is given by 

(5.3.14) 
-1A2 ln-l,oo 

Ke 2 u 2 L· a.(T1 .+2T 2 .) 
J =o J J J 
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where 

(5.3.15) k+t k m-1 T1 . = rk t((-1) u /(2t-2k-3))f(G,t,k){( 2k+ 2 ) 
J ' 

t-k-3/2 m-1 t-k-3/2 •((2u -2)/(2t-k-3)-log u)-( 2t_
1

)u log u}, 

(5.3.16) 1+k 
T2 j = Ik, 1 , 1 ~ 2 k+ 2 ((-1) /(1-2k-2))f(1,0,k) 

. t b ~1-l t-3/2 
-It,t~~(l+ 1 )((-l) /(2t-1-l))(t)(u 2 -u )}, 

and 

(5.3.18) f(1,t,k) 

Case 4 

For p = 5 the density of u 2 5,m,n("A ) 1s given by 

(5.3.19) 

\vhere 

(5.3.20) 

(5.3.21) 

(5.3.22) 

2 -l"A ln-1\co 
Ke 2 u 2 £· a.(T1 .+4T 2 .+BT~.) J=O J J J ~J 

" k ~1 2 = ~k(-u) f(2k+2,0,k){( 2k+ 4 )(log u) 

t m-1 lt-k-2 
+4rt,t~ 2k+ 4 <C-l) /(t-2k-4))( t )((2u 2 -2)/ 

•(t-2k-4)-1og u)}, 

k T2 j = ;,k, 1 ~ 2 k+ 2 ((-u) /(1-2k-2))f(1,0,k)log u 

{( m-1) ~1-k-l_(_ 1 ,1(m-l )} 
• 1+2 u J 2k+4 ' 

T':l. vJ 
. 1+k = r 1 k 1 ~ 2k+ 2 <<-1> /C1-2k-2))fC1,o,k> , , .,.. 
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, t m-1 k lt-2 ~ 
·{~t,t¢2k+4(-l) ( t )((u -u2 )/(L-2k-4)) 

and 

(5.3.24) f(,Q, ,t ,k) 

The cumulative distribution functions are obtained by 

straightforward integration of the density functions and 

are given in Gupta (1970). 

He shall now outline the main developments of the con-

volution approach for central densities, and its associated 

problems. l"lathai (1973) states that the method of success-

ive convolution is usually as difficult as that of direct 

integration, and points out that a density derived by in-

verse Mellin transform would similarly be a sum of terms of 

the type b c au (-log u) • 

Schatzoff (1964, 1966) obtained his results by using 

equation (5.1.2), Theorem 5.2.2 and Theorem 5.2.3. 

and Gupta (1969) added Theorem 5.2.1 ~vith 

Pillai 

r 2 u2 "' n. 1Y. r,m,n 1= 1 
and They stated 

"~vhile Schatzoff' s method is not sui table for handling the 

distribution problem for odd values of m, the method of 

this paper gives the distribution explicitly in all cases. 

Also, unlike Consul (1966) who gave the distributions for 

p up to 4 as infinite series, we are giving the distri-

bution here in finite series form except when both p and 
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m are odd in which case alone the serles is infinite. 11 

The main point, however, is that both Schatzoff' s and 

Pillai and Gupta's methods provide solutions for either p 

or m even, but Pillai and Gupta's use of Theorem 5.2.1 

Ineans fewer convolutions and less compounding of error, and 

obviates use of Theorem 5.2.2. Also, when m and p are 

both odd, only the final convolution involves an infinite 

series. Lee (1972) found percentiles for densities with 

both p and m odd and less than 10, by expressing them 

in integral form and using r.ecurrence relations. He noted 

that the computation could only be carried out for the lower 

values of p and m, because of the severe loss of signi-

ficant digits by taking differences of nearly equal numbers. 

This, together with the infinite series representation, will 

be seen to be the major computational problem in the non-

central linear case. 

~·Ji th successive convolutions the densities and cumulative 

distribution functions of U become increasingly un-p,m,n 

manageable, and Schatzoff (1966) gave the following general 

form for u . p,m,n 

Theorem 5.3.2 (Schatzoff (1966)) 

Hhen m is an even integer the density function of 

U is of the form p,m,n 

where 

(5.3.26) Ki = (f(~(m+n-i+l))/f(i(n-i+l))f(im)) 

and constants c. 
J 

and integers q,Q.. 
J 

and k. 
J 

are deter-

mined from p,m and n. 
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This is more concisely expressed by 

Theorem 5.3.3 (Lee (1972)) 

"1 

If W = (U )~, p < m and either p or m is even, p,m,n 

(5.3.27) f(w) 
. m+p-2]·-3 k n-prt J\ 

= Kw Lj=o(-log w) l.k= 2 j ajktv 

where K is the normalising constant, and t = ~p (p even) 

or ~(p-1) (p odd). The a..;k depend on p and m only, 
j 

and satisfy the relation 

(5.3.28) aj,m+p- 2 j~£- 3 = a(p,m,j)aj, 2 j+£ 

\<Jhere ( .) {(-l)j+l a p,m,J = 
(-l)p+j+l 

~m even 

~m odd. 

For m ~ p, m and p may be interchanged. 

(Lee (1972) gives the value of t for p odd as ~(p+l), 

but examination of the successive densities shotvs ~{p-1) 

to be correct. ) 

Gupta (1971) proposed the follotving general form for 

the noncentral linear case, but used the explicit expressions 

of Theorem 5.3.1 to calculate percentiles for p = 2 and 3. 

Theorem 5.3.4 (Gupta (1971)) 

The probability density function of U 2 is of p,m,nO. ) 

the form 

(5.3.29) 
,,2 q. l<n-bk) · dk 

p --A Loo L J (II. 1K. )e 2 • a, k C.ku (-log u) 
l= l J =o J =o J 

where 

(5.3.30) 

a. 
J 

is defined as in (5.3.3), and the constants and 

integers qj, bk and dk are determined from p,m and n. 
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Gupta stated that Theorem 5.3.4 did not indicate explicitly 

how to find values for c 'k' q.' bk J '- J 
and but provided 

a basis for a recurs1ve algorithm for deriving the density 

and distribution function at successive stages of the 

convolution process. 

5.4 An algorithm for deriving density and cumulative 
distribution functions 

For any value of p t.ve shall be concernc~d with the 

density of 

(5.4.1) yp =-log u ('2) = 2~-1(-log x].). p,m,n 1\. 1- _ 

By carefully studying Theorem 5.3.1 or by performing a ser1es 

of convolutions we may observe that 

Theorem 5.4.1 

For any p, and even m, the density of y 
p 

= -log U ('2) may be expressed in a general form as an p,m,n 1\. 

infinite ser1es involving integral powers of yp and 

-~y 
e P: 

(5.4.2) 

vJhere 

(5.4.3) 

(5.4.4) 

(5.4.5) 

f(y ) 
p 

2 c - 1 ~y 
. -1 -~>. Loo Ls f 2~ p r-1 = K e . a. 1 d. e y 

p J=o J r= .c=c Jrc p c 

p odd 

= B(~m,~n)(IT~:i<2B(m,n-2i)))B(~m,~(n-p+l)), 

p even, 

s = ~(p+l), p odd; = }(p+2), p even, 

= n-2s+2r and 

This differs from Gupta's (1971) general form in that 
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there is a triple, not double summation. But whereas Gupta's 

form includes four sets of unknovms (poweps, constants and 

summation limits), the density of Theorem 5.4.1 is completely 

specified once the constants d. are known. 
Jrc 

The density 

and cumulative distribution functions may then be found by 
-y 

setting u = e P and integrating over the required range 

of u. 

At this stage we point out that in some cases the range 

of summation of Gupta's ·explicit densities is implicitly 

limited. In equation (5.3.12), for example, 

r~:~(-u)k(~1~~2)(b~j)log u is limited by 2k < m-1, i.e. 

k .::_ ~rn-2, i.e. k < b-1. The summation ln that case is 

therefore effectively ,b-1 
Lk=o· 

The distribution problem reduces to that of finding the 

matrix of constants 
(djrc)p 

for any [Slven values of 

p,m,n and 1..2. He shall solve it by determining the initial 

values of 
( djrc] p 

for p = l, and then show hm·J the new 

matrices of constants 
(djrc)p+l or (djrc)p+2 

are created 

at each convolution. vJe shall use Theorem 5. 2 .1 by perform-

ing a series of "double" convolutions, and fiDally a "single" 

convolution only if p is even. Unlike the central case, 

the general form of u 2 p,m,n(A. ) involves an infinite series 

expansion in j. Gupta (1971) noted that the total integral 

of the series determined by taking a few terms only, rapidly 

approaches the theoretical value one as more terms are 

taken into account. Our results 'i-Jill confirm this, and 

show that the rate of convergence depends inversely on >..
2

• 
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Theorem 5.4.2 

The matrix of coefficients for -p = 1 is 

given by 

(5.4.6) d. = (-l)~(c-n) 
JlC 

= 0 

( ~(m-2+2j)) 
~(e-n) 

(e-n) even 

(e-n) odd 

By examining carefully the effect of "single" and "double" 

convolution on the general form of Theorem 5.4.1, He have 

Theorem 5.4.3 

Let the general form of the jth term of f(Yp) be 

(5.4.7) 

where 

(5.4.8) 

and s, cc, cf, Kp and a. 
J 

are so defined 1n (5.4.2). 

Then the general form of Yp+l(j) after 

convolution with (5.3.7) and (5.3.8) respectively, is 

given by 

(5.4.9) yp+i(j) 

\'llhere 

(5.4.10) Gl 
= -( l)·~J~(t~':)d -~cyp+i r I 

t - 0 ~ • e y +' r , ;.," Jrc p 1 

(5.4.11) 

(5.4.12) 
r -ln~·:y . 

b ~·: Q, b ~·~ 2 1 2 p+ l 
G 

3 
= \ o ( -1 ) ( . ) d . ( ----r.) ( r-1 ) • e 

L;r.,:o Q. Jrc e-n" 
Q, t Q, ~·~ 

and for 1 = 1 or i = 2 
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(5.4.13) J . = J (B(im,i(n-p)))-l 
p+l p 

-1 
or Jp(2B(m,n-2s)) 

Q '}'~ = J. ( c+p-n) 2 01 ... c+2s-n 

b''· .. = &<m-2) or m-1 

·'· n" = n+2.R.-p or n+.R.-2s 

and 

t = 1 for .R, ~·~ integral 

= 0 for t -1: nonintegral 

is the union The new matrix of coefficients (d~rc]p+i 

of sets of contributions from each of the Gk (k = 1,2,3). 

From for r = 2, ••• ,s and c = 
d! receives 
]rC 

(5.4.14) d' ( 1) 
,R_·'· t·'· 

= t(-1) "<n:)d.( l) /(r-1). 
.>v" J r- c 

From for r = l, ••• ,s; c = G2' 

q = l, .•. ,r, d! recelves 
]rC 

(5.4.15) 

From G3 , for c = (cc-i), ••• ,(m+n-2s-l), 

d! 1 receives 
J c 

and 

(5.4.16) d' ( 3) =tis Lcf (-l).R.*<b~)(--2--)r (r-l)!djrg 
r=l g=cc .R,n g-c 

g#c 

The convolution procedure therefore determines the 

coefficients necessary to specify values of the density and 

cumulative distribution function, vJhich are given in the 

same general form below. 

Theorem 5.4.4 

The density and cumulative distribution function of 
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U 2 are civen by f(u) p,m,nO. ) and F(u) respectively 

vJhere 

(5.4.17) f(u) 
2 c 

K-1 -~A \oo Ls \ f d = e L· a. L . p J=o J r=l c=cc Jrc 

*<c-2) u)r-1 • u ,_ (-log 0 < u < 1 

and 

(5.4.18) F(u) -1 -lA 2 Loo Ls Lcf = K e 2 • a . 1 ( r-1 ) ! 
p · J=o J r= c=c c 

0 < u < 1 

and and a. 
J 

are as defined in (5.4.2) 

The convolution process obviously involves computation 

and storage of a large number of coefficients. Careful 

examination of (5.4.14), (5.4.15) and (5.4.16) enable us 

to streamline this by noting 

Theorem 5.4.5 

At any stage of convolution, only elements d. with 
Jrc 

the follovling subscripts may be non-zero: 

r = l and c = ( (m+n-2+2i), l = O,l, ••• ,j), all J 

or c = ( (n-2s+2), ••• , (m+n-2)), all j : 

and 

r > 1 and c = ( (n-2s+2r), ••• , (m+n-2r)), all J • 

The It follovJS that all djrc are zero for r~·= > ~m. 

results of Lee (1972) given 1n equations (5.3.27) and 

(5.3.28) do not hold in the noncentral linear case. 

5. 5 Computing percentiles and povJers 
and convergence 

accuracy 

In order to calculate the power of the test criteria 
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for any specified level of significance a, we first need 

to find the lower (for ILl) a-percentile of the central 1 

distribution. For a chosen level of noncentrality A2 , 

we then have to calculate the value of the noncentral 

cumulative distribution function at the a-percentage point. 

An iteration process is therefore necessary for the 

first stage, and the Newton-Raphson meth.od (Hildebrand 

(1956)) was chosen. This guarantees rapid convergence if 

the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) the sign of the second derivative F" ( u ( 0 )) 
a should 

be the same as that of 

is the initial value and u* the actual percentile. a 

(ii) F'(u) should not change s1gn in the interval be-

tween ·'· U" a (with a probability density 

function this should always be positive). The 

derivatives are easily determined and we do not 

list them here. 

The initial value (o) pm/n 
u = a , suggested by Schata 

zoff (1964), is often satisfactory, but if not, the 
(o) 

ua 

can be successively incremented until conditions (i) and 

(ii) are both satisfied. Alternatively, a starting point 

may be found for the exact calculation by iterating (more 

easily) one of the null approximations such as that of 

Rao (1948)~ 

(5.5.1) Pr(-a log U < z) = Pr<x 2 < z) p,m,n mp 

2 
+ Cy 2/a ){Pr<x2 < z) - Pr<x2 < z)} mp+4 mp 

-4( 2 2 + a y 4 {PrCx~p+B < z) - PrCxmp < z)} 
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where 

(5.5.2) a= n+~(m-p-1), 

(5.5.3) and 

(5.5.4) Y4 = ~y~+(mp/1920){3p4+3m4+10m2p 2 -50(m2 +p 2 )+159} 

(The remainder term R~ is of order O(N- 6
); if the 

first term only is used, error is of order O(N- 2 >, and if 

the first two are used, O(N- 4 ). Anderson (1958) gives 

further details.) 

The iteration takes place once the necessary set of 

coefficients d. (j = 0 here) 
Jrc 

has been found for the 

null distribution, by us1ng Theorems 5.4.2 and 5.4.3. 

Once a percentage point has been found to a predetermined 

level of accuracy, the iteration stops and the cumulative 

distribution function is evaluated at that point. This 

requires a new series of convolutions for the non-null 

distribution with noncentrality parameter 

stage of the convolution the coefficients d. 
]rC 

At each 

are 

needed, where, by Theorem 5.4.1, j = 0,1,2, ••• , 00 ; 

r = 1,2 , ••. ,s; c = n-2s+2r, ••• ,m+n+2j-2; and s = ~(p+l) 

for p odd and ~(p+2) for p even. The coefficients 

thus comprise an infinite set (in j) of matrices of 

size s x (m+2j+2s-3). Theorem 5.4.5 simplifies matters 

by listing the only possible non-zero elements, but it can 

be seen that the first row of each matri-x (when r = 1) 

tends to have infinite length as it is directly dependent 

on 2j. 
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The function F(u) lncreases monotonically with 

J and converges rapidly for reasonably low values of .A 2 • 

It can therefore be truncated where required, thus limiting 

the number and maximum dimensions of coefficient matrices. 

A suitable point for truncation may be found by monito1.,ing 

the sum of successive terms of the series for the cumulative 

distribution function vJhen u = l and p - l: this enables 

an upper bound on J to be set at the start. Once con-

vergence has started, at roughly j = (~.A2+1), the sequence 

of terms deCI'eases monotonically with J , and if truncated 

too.soon, the power will always be underestimated for ILl 

(but overestimated for test criteria such as ji-Ll where 

upper percentage points are used). 

Examination of the series expansion of F(u) ~hows that 

the part most affected by changes in J 

particularly .A 2 • Let 

(5.5.5) -1 -l.A 2 Loo F( u) = K e 2 • a. Q. 
p J=O J J 

ai1d let O<q<l. 

Then we may show that 

(5.5.6) 

is a., and 
J 

As an upper bound for F(u) we have that (assuming Qk = Qk+l) 

( 5 • 5 • 7 ) 

In practise this tends to overestimate F(u) slightly, as 

both the ratio ak+l/ak and the series 

decreasing. 

Q. are monotone 
l 

The maln problem ln ths use of exact formulae remains 
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the severe loss of significant digits through h8avy can-

cellation as p,m and n increase. (Schatzoff (1964) 

refers to this as the decimal accuracy problem.) -It can 

be seen that K~1 increases l:>apidly as p ,m and n become 

large. As all terms (a.Q.) in j are positive it follows 
J J 

that they must b'-~come correspondingly small. The indivi-

dual coefficients d. , however, tend to increase both ~n 
Jrc 

size and in number as m and p increase. This means 

that Q., a small positive number, is the end result of 
J 

addition of a large number of sizeable positive and negative 

terms. 

For example, the central cumulative frequency distri-

bution of u 5,10,10 at u = 1' given by 

(5.5.8) 
c 

K~ll~:lLc;c (r-1)!(2/c)rdjrc = 
c 

has max Q of order 105 
rc r,c 

:E ~ Q 
rl..c rc = K p of order 

but 

Thus at least 17 significant digits are needed if the answer 

is to be correct to only one significant digit. 

The position is not quite as severe with lower values 

of u, which aids computation of lower percentiles vJi th 

small n, but is aggravated by increasing j in the non-

central case. Consequently, computation with low values 

of 11.
2 is not-only quicker, but also more accurate, if 

sufficient convergence has taken place before the decimal 

accuracy problem b~comes serious. The problems of con-

vergence.and decimal accuracy act in concert so that, 

although one or two of the parameters p,m,n may 
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be quite large, they may not simultaneously be big. 

Without structural changes in the m6del, this problem 

appears insoluble·. The cancellation was monitored at all 

stages of convolution and function evaluation, and the 

truncation error noted a -J-,_ different times. In this way a 

good indication of the accuracy of each result was obtained. 

From the above discussion it is obvious that computation 

requires double precision facilities : multiple precision 

would be preferable and would increase the applicable para-

meter range. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS FOR THE TEST CRITERIA 

6wl Exact noncentral percentiles of ILl 

Results correct to at least six significant digits have 

been calculated for var1ous combinations of p up to 13, 

m up to 50, n up to 120 and A2 up to 32. \>Ji th 

a lower degree of accuracy they can be extended further, 

but accurate results with all parameters large cannot be 

achieved because of the decimal accuracy problems mentioned 

in section 5.5. All calculations were performed using 

double precision arithmetic. 

The only other published noncentral linear percentiles 

of ILl known to the author are those of Gupta (1971), 

calculated from the explicit expressions given in Theorem 

5.3.1, which he compares with Posten and Bargmann's (1964) 

approximations. In Table 6 .l we compare results derived 

by the method of convolutions with Gupta's comparison. 

This confirms Gupta's statement that the Posten and Bargmann 

approximation is not so good for small t = n+~(m-p-1) and 

large A2 • It also shows that for n (and t) large, 

.the approximation is even better than Gupta's "exact" 

calculation. This is probably due to Gupta's infinite 

series being truncated after too few terms - more terms are 

needed as A2 increases, and the greatest discrepancies 

occur where A2 is largest (i.e. 4,0). 
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T A B L E 6.1 

Gupta's exact (GE), Posten and Bargmann's approxima-

tion (PB) and Hart's exact (HE) percentage points when 

a = 0,95 

p m n GE PB H
,, 
L 

.. -------·--------------------------__,_ ... 

2 2 2 

2 2 8 

2 2 20 

3 2 8 

3 2 20 

0,5 
1,0 
4,0 

0,5 
1,0 
4,0 

0,5 
1,0 
4,0 

0,5 
1,0 
4,0 
8,0 

16,0 

0,5 
1,0 
4,0 
8,0 

16,0 

0,571752 
0,541292 
0,385821 

0,898552 
0,886876 
0,802938 

0,959648 
0,954656 
0,915845 

0,775704 
0,760957 
0,670107 

0,910887 
0,904028 
0,857452 

0,572598 
0,543222 
0,398234 

0,898554 
0,886881 
0,803031 

0,959648 
0,954656 
0,915839 

0,775729 
0,761017 
0,676552 

0,910897 
0,904040 
0,857602 

0,571752 
0,541292 
0,385821 

0,898552 
0,886876 
0,802938 

0,959648 
0,954656 
0,915836 

0,775704 
0,760957 
0,670098 
0,559692 
0,405089 

0,910897 
0,904039 
0,857585 
0,789103 
0,662312 

The ma1n use of the noncentral distribution is in deter-

mining the power of various tests and for this reason we 

shall not discuss it further, but shall list a few tables 

of percentage points for larger values of p in 

Appendix 2. 
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T A B L E 6. 2 

m = 2 n = 100 a = 0,05 

p = 2 :e = 3 p = 4 

A2 ITO EXACT ITO EXACT ITO EXACT 

1 0,103 0,1030 0,092 0,0912 0,085 0,0844 

2 0,165 0,1658 0,141 0,1407 0,126 0,1256 

3 0,234 0,2349 0,196 0,1964 0,173 0,1726 

4 0,305 0,3073 0,255 0,2564 0,224 0,2240 

5 0,377 0,3803 0,317 0,3189 0,278 0,2784 

6 0,447 0,4517 0,378 0,3820 0,333 0,3346 

7 0,513 0,5197 0,439 0,4442 0,388 0,3912 

8 0,576 0,5832 0,498 0,5044 0,443 0,4471 

6.2 ·~Comparison of exact and asymptotic powers of ILl 

In this section we examine the accuracy of some published 

asymptotic· powers of U = I L I in the linear case. J. Roy 

(1960) obtained an asyr:1ptotic expression for the distribu-

tion of -n log U to the order 
-1 

n . and tabulated appro-

ximate poHers for n = 200. These were extended by Ito 

(1962), who compared the approximate powers \vith those of 

the LavJley-Hotelling T2 test. 
0 

Table 6.2 compares Ito's 

results with those derived by our method and shows that for 

,2 2 
A > ' Ito's approximation underestimates the exact power 

by an amount which increases tvith A2 and decreases vJith 

p. The exact powers in Table 6.2 are all equal to or 

greater than Ito's approximate powers for the T2 test. 
0 

Mikhail (1965) used a Pearson type III appruximation 

to the moments of (n(l-U)/mU) for p = 2, and 

compared it Hith an exact power calculation. He used 
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TAB L E 6.3 

Ito's approximate (ITO) , l'1ikhail' s exact (HE) , Hart's exact 

(HE) and Patnaik's approximate (PA) powers of u2,2,97(>- 2 > 

when a = 0,05 

:\2 ITO l'1E HE PA 

1 0,103 0,105 0,1030 0,105 

2 0,165 0,168 0,1656 .0,169 

4 0,305 0,309 0,3070 0, 312 

T A B L E 6.4 

Mikhail's approximate (MA), Hikhail's adjusted (HB) and 

Hart's exact (BE) powers of u . 2 
2,4,n(:\ ) when 0: = 0,05 

n = 45 

:\2 MA HE 

1 0,087 0,0820 

2 0,134 0,1199 

4 0,252 0,2096 

noncentrality parameter 

n = 120 

MB MA · HE l'1B 

0,081 .0,087 0,0848 0,085 

0,118 0,132 0,1266 0,126 

0,208 0,244 0,2264 0,227 

A = I:\~ after showing that the 
l 

first two moments of his statistic did not depend on any 

other function of the 2 
:\. , and concluded that "the appro-

1 

ximation is evidently excellent for the larger values of 

N; for the smaller values of N it becomes poor for large 

A." This conclusion is based on an inaccurate calcula-

tion of the exact power. His statement that "Ito's 

approximation is no better than a simple limit using the 

Patnaik approximation" is also invalid (see Table 6.3). 
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t'Iikhail's approximation consistently overestimates the true 

power by an amount which increases vd th fl. and decreases 

with n. This is shown in Table 6.4, together with an 

"adjusted" power obtained by subtracting A312
/(4n) 

from Mikhail's approximation. 

Posten and Bargmann (1964) have developed approxima

tions of order q-l and q-
2 

to -q log up,m,n(A2) for 

the linear and pl~1ar cases, where q = n+~(m-p-1), and 

from Table 6.1 these appear to give very satisfactory 

results. Comparisons made in Posten and Bargmann (1964) 

for either p or m = 1 confirm the implied accuracy of 

their approximations of order -1 q and -2 q· 

Pillai and Jayachandran (1967) obtained an expansion 

for u 2 ,m,n{JI.) and tabulated exact powers for various values 

T A B L E 6.5 

Roy's (~amma approximation (RG), de liJaal's x2 approximation 

(detv) and Hart's exact (HE) powers for Up, 4 , 50 (A2) when 

a = 0,05. 

p = 3 p = 4 

A2 RG de\;J HE RG de\:J HE 

2 0,1053 0,1029 0,1044 0,0960 0,0931 0,0948 

6 0,2526 0,2505 0,2558 0,2180 0;2126 0,2194 

10 0,4168 0,4262 0,4321 0,3584 0 '3610 0,3705 

Here attention should be drawn to 

the ser1ous effect that rounding error or cancellation may 

have on computation and conclusions dratvn. Pillai and 
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Jayachandran (1967) calculated and tabulated percentiles to 

eight significant digits, yet checks by Lee (1.97la) and the 

author have shown that the associated powers in some cases 

were correct to only one significant digit. As the powers 

of different test criteria (such as Hotelling's T~ and 

Roy's V(p))are often very similar in magnitude, false con-

elusions regarding superiority of tests may easily be drawn. 

Pillai and Jayachandran's results appear most seriously 

affected when m is low and A2 high, and in almost every 

case underestimate the true power. 

de Waal (1968) derived a x2 approximation of order 

-1 
n to -q log U ('2), p,m,n 1\ 

where q = n+~(m-p-1). 

Table 6.5 compares this with J. Roy's (1965) Gamma approxi-

2 mations and our exact results. The x approximation 

appears better for larger A2 • 

Sugiura ~~d Fujikoshi (1969) found asymptotic expansions 

of ILl for the general noncentral case to the order of 

-2 Using these, Lee q (197la) tabulated approximate powers 

of ILl for p = 2,3 and 4, various values of m and 

n, and combinations of up to four non-zero values of A2. 

For p = 2 and n = 63, m = 3,5 and 7 and (A2+A2) 
1 2 

up to 10, Lee (197la) showed that the approximation did 

not differ from the exact value by more than 3 units 1n 

the fourth significant digit. The exac·t checks which can 

be made on Lee's powers for p = 3 and 4 also indicate 

good approximation. Using the approximation of Sugiura 

and Fujikoshi (1969), Fujikoshi (1970) tabulated approxi

mate powers of ILl for p = 3, m = 3,5 and 7, n = 85 

and 170 and combinations of up to l:A~ = 4,5. 
l 
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6. 3 I I-L I as a test statistic 

The statistic II-Lj = jBj/jA+Bj, where A and B are 

central and noncentral vJishart matrices with n and m 

degrees of freedom respectively, was originally proposed by 

Wilks (1932) in the central case as a generalisation of 

the correlation ratio. Pearson and vJilks ( 19 33), discuss-

ing the bivariate case, stated that II-LI could not be 

expressed as a single valued function of jLj and would 

not be suitable as an alternative test criterion for the 

hypothesis of equality of means of k populations. 

Hsu (1940) examined the moments and distribution of 

ji-Ll for general p and noted that, for p = 2, the 

disadvantage of ji-Ll was that it was unlikely to be able 

to detect the falsehood of the null hypothesis if only one 

of the two noncentrality parameters A? vanished. Ito 
l 

(1962) recorded its use as a test statistic, and its distri-

butional properties, both exact and asymptotic, have been 

examined by Troskie (1966, 1972), de Waal (1968, 1968a and 

1970) and Money (1972). 

Pillai and Nagarsenker (1972) stated that ji-Ll could 

be used as a test criterion for the three tests of 

(i) equality of two covariance matrices, (ii) canonical 

correlation and (iii) MANOVA, and gave exac·t and asymptotic 

noncentral densities of ji-Ll for the three tests. 

Fujikoshi (1972) noted that ji~LI could be used as a test 

criterion for the multivariate linear hypothesis or for 

testing equality of tvJO covar1ance matrices, and derived 

asymptotic expansionsof II-Lj 1n the noncentral case. 
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V.le shall noVJ exam1.ne the suitability of I I-L I as a 

test criterion in the general p-variate case. 

Under the null hypothesis H0 , ILl tends to one and 

H0 will be rejected if ILl is significantly close to 

zero. It seems reasonable, therefore, that under H 0 

tends to zero and H 
0 

should be rejected when I I-Ll 

I I-Ll is sufficiently close to one. If e.,i=l,2, ••• ,.R. 1. 

(.R. = min(m,p)) are the non-identically vanishing roots of 

the equation 

(6.3.i) I B-e<A+B) 1 = 0 

we have that 

(6.3.2) ILl 
.R. 

= II. l (1-6.) 1.= 1. 

and 

(6.3.3) I I-Ll 
.R. 8. = n. 1 1.= 1. 

It can be seen that, for ILl to tend to one, all e. 1. 

must tend to zero, tvhereas for I I-Ll to tend to zero, 

only one (or more) e. need tend to zero. 1. 

If we consider it: he MANOVA case, I I-Ll = 0 if 

(6.3.4) IBI = tiKI~= 1 <Y.j.-Y ••• ><Y.j.-Y .•• >' I = o 
(pxl) (lxp) 

i.e. if the sample variance between rows (or columns) is 

zero. In the noncentral linear case the j population 

means for each row (or column) lie on a straight line in 

p-dimensional space (Anderson (1946)). The j sample 

means will tend, as the sample size of each population in-

creases, to follow this pattern. If they too lie on a 

straight line it follmvs that 



(6.3.5) (y . -y ) = d. 
• J • • • • J 
(pXl) 

c 
p 

for all j • 
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J.. e. there is a cons·tant ratio bet\AJeen coordinate values 

for each of the J sample means. Then 

(6.3.6) IBI = IK}:~=ldj c 1 Cc1 c 2 ••• cp)dj 

c2 

= 

c p 

( IKt'-; d~) p 
LJ=l J 

= 0, as CC' is singular (C' = Cc1 

This implies that we expect II-Ll to tend to zero 

c )). 
p 

both under the null hypothesis and in the noncentral linear 

case. Consequently, use of II-LI as a test criterion 

for various hypotheses will result in acceptance of H
0 

J.n 

certain cases where it should be rejected. 

Intuitively, therefore, we vJOuld expect that the test 

criterion II-LI would not be able to distinguish between 

the central and noncentral linear distributions, if the· 

sample means approached positions on a straight line. 

Given the fact that with a noncentral linear alternative 

distribution the population means lie on a straight line, 

it follovJS that the sample means vJill follow suit once n 

is reasonably large relative to m. In Section 6.4 we 

shall show how distributional results can be obtained for 

I I-Ll and in Section 6.5 we shall see how the powers of 

the statistic support the above argument. 
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6.4 Distributional results for !I-Ll 

II-LI, which we shall write as ~J 2 ' p,m,nO. ) 1s the 

special case of II-~Ljl where J = 1. de 'iJaal (1968) 

has shottm that \•7 ( 2 ) p,m,n A is distributed as n 1? 1'!17. l= l 

where w1 is independently distributed as s18 <m,n,A 2 ) 

and the \J. are independently distributed as 
l 

!3 1 (m-i+l,n), 1 = 2,3, ••• ,p. The central densities are the 

same as those of· ILl vJi th m and n transposed. By 

comparing equations (3.2.6) and (3.2.10), it can be seen 

that the only difference in the noncentrality components 

is that 1 "\ 2 . 1 . . 
2/\ 'Vv1 1n t 1e hypergeometr1c function of lr-LI 

replaces ~A 2 (1-u1 ) in that of ILl. 

This similarity in form enables the aleorithm of 

Chapter 5 to be used, with certain modifications, to find 

densities and ·cumulative distribution functions of 

\f,] ( 2). p,m,n A 

When n is even (as opposed to m even for 

U 2 ) the binomial expansion of (l-u1 )~n-l is p,m,n(A ) 

finite, and by setting Z t - q r.J . - .. , 2 . '·'' 2 . 1 ' l . l. l+ 

V! = -log Z! we have 
l l 

(6.4.1) 

where a. is as in equation ( 5. 3. 3) and 
J 

(6.4.2) b = ~(n-2); 

(6.4.3) f(vi) = (B(}(m-i+l),~n))-l~~= 0 (-1) 1 (~) 

and 

•exp(-~(m-i+21+l)v.) 
~ l v. > 0' l = 2 ' ••• ,p 

l 



and 

(6.4.4) f(vi) = (2D(m-2i,n))-lL~=~(-l)~(n~l) 

•exp(-~(m+~-2i)v!) 
. - l v! > 0. 

l 

Using equations (6.4.1), (6.4.3) and (6.4.4) with 
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Theorems (5.2.1) and .(5.2.3), Honey (1972) derived explicit 

expressions for the densities of t·J 2 p,m,n(.A ) for general 

m and even n and p = 2,3,4 and 5. .The cumu-

lative distribution functions are given in Troskie and 

Honey (1974). 

The convolution algorithm may be extended to derive 

the density and cumulative distribution function of 

II-LI, by making the following changes: 

(i) transpose m and n in all formulae, but 

remains ( ( -21- (rn+n)) . ( i;.A 2 ) j I ( -21.m). J.!) 
J - J 

(ii) the matrix of coefficients 

is given by 

a. 
J 

(6.4.5) ( -l)~(c-m-2j) (~(n-2) ) 
d].lc = ,( ") (c-m-2j) even,> 0 

2 c-m-2] 

= 0 otherwise. 

Careful observation of the convolution process also shows 

that, at any stage, only elements d. with the follow-
JrC 

ing subscripts may be nonzero: 

r = 1 and c = ((m+2j-2+2i), i = 1,2, ••• ,~n) 

or c = ( ( m- 2 s + 2) , ••• , ( m+n- 2) ) , 

r = 2, ••• ,s-l and c = ((rn-2s+2r), ••• ,(m+n-2r)), 

and 

r = s and c = ((m+2j), ••• ,(m+n-2r)). 
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It follows that all d. ~ are zero for r* > -2
1_-n. 

Jr"c 

Upper a-percentiles u of the central distribution 
0:. 

of II-LI may be calculated by an iteration process and 

the powers of the test statistic are given by 1-F(u ). 
Ct 

Some percentiles of H p,m,n and vv 2 p,m,n(A ) are given 1n 

Appendices 1 and 3 respectively. 

6.5 Exact powers and power compar1sons of JLI and II-LI 

The algorithm described in Chapter 5 enables exact 

powers of II-LI and of ILl with p > 2 to be calculated 

for the first time. Exact percentiles and powers of ILl 

can be found for any values of p, even m,n,A and a, 

the only restrictions being due to the decimal accuracy 

problem discussed in Section 5.5. In addition, by Theorem 

5.2.2. (Das Gupta and Perlman (1973)), U 2 -p,m,n(A ) -

um,p,m+n-p(;\2) 

either p or 

and therefore the algorithm can be used if 

m is even. For both p and m odd, an 

extension of Lee's (1972) or Mathai's (197la) techniques 

for the central case or interpolation might be used. 

He shall now find a relationship between 

vJ . • 
n,rn+n-p,p 

Lemma 6.5.1 (Anderson (1958) 

(6.5.1) n~=l(r(~(n+l-i)+h)f(~(n+rn+l-i))/ 

•f(~(n+l-i))f(~(n+m+l-i)+h)) 

w p,m,n 

= n~=l(r<~(n+m+l-i))f(~(n+m-p+l-i)+h)/ 

·r<;Cn+m+l-i)+h)f(~(n+m-p+l-i))) 

and 
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From equation (3.3.10) the hth moment of W 2 lS p ,m,nO. ) 

(6.5.2) EII-Lih = (r (~m+h)f <*<m+n))/r (-2lm)r (-21 ~+n)+hl) p • p ~ p p ~·· 

-~A2 F (1( ) 1 h· , 1( ) h· ,,2) •e 2 2 2 m+n , 2 m+ , 2 m, 2 m+n + , 2 A 

(6.5.3) = rrl= 1 (r<~<m+n-i+l))r<n<m-i+l)+h)/ 

•r(~(m-i+l))f(~(m+n-i+l)+h)) 

• -~A 2 
F ( , ( + ) 1 +• . 1 1 ( + ) +h 1 , 2 ) e 2 2 2 m n , 2 m 11 ~ 2m, 2 m n ; J 1\ 

and by Lemma 6.5.1 Hith rn and n transposed this lS 

equivalent to 

(6.5.4) TI~_ 1 (rC~(m+n-i+l))f(}(m+n-p-i+l)+h)/ .L-

·f(~(m+n-i+l)+h)f(l(m+n-p-i+l))) 

-~A 2 
(1( ) ·1 1 ,( ) · __ ,

2
_,2) •e 2r 2 2 m+n , 2 m+h; 2 m, 2 m+n +h; 1\ 

Putting m' = m+n-p, n 1 = p and p 1 = n He have 

' (6.5.5) rrr= 1 (rC~Cm'+n 1 -i+l))f(~(m 1 -i+l)+h)/ 

•f(i(m'+n'-i+l)+h)f(~(m 1 -i+l))) 

__ :tA 2 ( 
•e 2 

2r 2 ±Cm'+n 1 ),l(m 1 +n 1 -p')+h; ~(m 1 +n 1 -p 1 ), 

Comparing equations (6.5.3) and (6.5.5) He see that the 

sections involving products of r;amma functions are equiva-

lent, with p', m' and n' in (6.5.5) replacing p, m 

and n in (6.5.3) •. In the noncentrality components, 
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however, ~m+h and ~m ln (6.5.3) are replaced by 

~(m'+n'-p)+h and ~(m'+n 1 -p') 1n (6.5.5). Hence, unlike 

U 2 the noncentral linear distribution of II-LI p,m,n(A )' 

cannot directly be expressed in terms of an alternative 

product of Beta distributions. This provides the follow-

ing result. 

Theorem 6.5.1 

In the central case, w· = W • p,m,n n,m+n-p,p 
This re-

lationship does not hold for the noncentral linear distri-

bution or for powers of Td 
"p,m,n· 

Powers of II-LI can therefore only be found for even 

n, and general 2 p ,m,A and a. We also note that to 

avoid singularity in IBI, m ~ p must hold, and that 

problems of decimal accuracy arise which are similar in 

magnitude to those for ILl. For ILl, approximations 

up to the order -2 
q Hhere q = n+}(m-p-1), have been 

obtained by Posten and Bargmann (1964), Sugiura and 

Fujikoshi (1969) and Lee (1971). If errors of this order 

are unacceptable because n is small, exact results are 

calculable from the algorithm. Using de Waal's (l9G8a) 

approximation, Fujikoshi (1972) derived an approximation 

of I I·-L I to the order -3 
r where 

r = m+~(n-p-1)+2 trA/p. No numerical results of approx1-

mations for II-LI appear to have been derived. 

A selection of exact powers of u p,m,n 

parameters is given in Appendix 4. 

Let 
2 . 

Tia(p,m,n~ ) denote the power of 

level a, under alternative hypothesis 

for various 

at 

and 
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2 
.A. = O,i = 2, ••• ,p. 

l 
Results obtained all confirm that, 

for k > 0, 

(6.5.6) na+k(p,m,n; .A2) > IT (p,m,n; .A 2) a+k<l 

( 6 • 5 • 7 ) Tia(p,m,n; .A 2+k) > 

(6.5.8) II (p,m+k,n; .A2) < 
a 

(6.5.9) IIa(p+k,m,n; ;.2) < 

2 (6.5.10) IIa(m,p,m+n-p; .A ) 

a 

n (p,m,n; 
a 

') 
A~) 

II (p,m,n; .A2) 
G 

IIa(p,m,n; .A2) 

2 = 11 (p,rn,n; A) a 

( 6. 5. 7) v.1as . shown by Das Gupta, Anderson and JVludholkar 

{1964); (6.5.8), {6.5.9) and (6.5.10) were proved by Das 

Gupta and Perlman (1973), while (6.5.11) is a conjecture by 

the latter authors. 

Po1tJer comparisons of ILl and II-Lj are shown in 

Appendix 5. These reveal that the power of ji-Ll also 

increases \cJi th .A 2 and n and decreases with m and p, 

but at very different rates from that of ILl. To clarify 

this we shall compare the poHers of the ti>JO statistics for 

p = 4; m = 4,6,8 and 10; n = 4,6,8 and 10; 

a = 0,10; 0,05; 0,025; 0,010 and 0,005 and .A
2 = 0,5; 

l,O; 2,0; 4,0; 8,0; 16,0 and 24,0. Figure 6.1 illustrates 

the set of values of a and .A 2 for which the power of 

!I-Ll exceeds that of ILl, and shows how this set typi-

cally changes as m and n vary. Cases with m > n 

are not shown; for these the set of a and ;.. 2 will in-

crease in size. 
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The ratio of the 

greatly. for p = 

close to p) it lS 

and reaches 1,708 

p = 4, m = n = 10 

pmJer of I I-Ll to 

m = n = 4 (i.e • Ill 

1,205 for A.2 = 8,0 

for 2 A. = 16,0 and 

the largest ratio is 

6.17 

that of ILl varies 

and n equal and 

and a = 0,05, 

a = 0,005. For 

1,044 at A.
2 = 4,0 

and a = 0,005. \-Jhen p = m = 4, n = 10, ILl is mark-

edly superior and the ratio drops to under 0,5 for 

A. 2 = 16,0 and all a. 

A rough generalisation is that I I-Ll lS more povJerful 

than ILl when m equals or exceeds n or '\A!hen m is 

close to n and a and A.2 are small. (These are the 

cases vJhere the power of any statistic would be expected 

to be minimal). In practice, however, it is desirable 

always to have n lal"ge relative to m. If the sample 

size has to be small it -vwuld be unreasonable to choose an 

alternative hypothesis with low A. 2 because of the low 

associated power. This supports the statement of Pearson 

and \,Vilks (1933) and Hsu (1940) regarding the usefulness of 

II-LI as a test statistic, and actually measures the 

degree to which the similarity of values of the noncentral 

linear statistic and of the central statistic affects its. 

ability to distinguish between these two cases. 

In Table 6.6 we show how the powers of ILl and II-LI 

(with p = 2, m = 2, a= 0,05, A. 2 = 0,5 and 16,0) change 

as n increases. This shows that for the lmv value of 

A. 2 = 0,5, there is not much difference between ILl and 

II-LI for all n. When, however, A. 2 
(= 16,0) is high 

(and the central and noncentral distributions are distinct) 

the power of I I-Ll is less ·than half that of ILl. from 
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T A B L E 6.6 

Pmver Comparison of ILl and I I-Ll vJi th increasing 

n for p = 2' m = 2 and ex = 0,05 

;.2 = 0,5 ;.2 = 16,0 

n 1 I-Ll ill Ratio I I-Ll ill Eatio -
2 0,0587 0 ,05Lf0 1,088 0,1742 0,1291 1,349 

4 0,0616 0,0598 1,030 0,2164 0,3585 0,604 

6 0,0631 0,0634 0,996 0,2482 0,5348 0,464 

8 0,0641 0,0657 0,976 0,2728 0,6415 0,425 

10 0,0648 0,0673 0,962 0,2921 0,7067 0,413 

12 0,0653 0,0685 0,953 0,3076 0,7487 0,411 

16 0,0660 0,0702 0,941 0,3310 0,7981 0,414 

20 0,0665 0,0712 0,933 0,3478 0,8254 0,421 

24 0,0668 0,0720 0,928 0,3604 0,8425 0,428 

n = 6 onwards. '(;Je have also shown br•oadly that I I-Ll is 

superior to ILl only when m > n. This implies, in the 

cases of 

(1) Regression N < 2q-r; 

( 2) l·1eans N < 2q-l; 

(3) ~1ANOVA J < 2 or I < 2 (one element per cell); 

(4) MANOVA K < 2 (K elements per cell - contra-
dictory). 

These are all statistically unreasonable. 

B~cause of its inability to distinguish between the 

central and noncentral linear cases ~ve conclude that 

II-LI should not be considered as an alternative test 

statistic to ILl. 

6.6 Tests using the statistic II-ELjl 

II-I~=lLjl has been proposed as a test for the equality 
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of k: multi variate norrnal populations, and it has been 

shown that its central moment reduces to that of !I-Ll. 

Under the alternative hypothesis of equal covariance matrices 

and noncentrality (means) matrix of rank one, the density 

of the statistic (given in Theorem 4.7.1) is equivalent to 

that of I I-Ll with L:n. = n. 
J 

The properties of and 

results for !I-Ll discussed in Section 6.5 will therefore 

also hold for I I-L:L ·I , and as En. \Jill always tend to 
J J 

be large compared with m, II-L:Ljl will not be a powerful 

statistic \.vhen the alternative hypothesis is that of un-

equal means. 

de Waal (1970) investigated a similar statistic where 

the means were all equal, but covariance matrices unequal. 

Theorem 6.6.1 (de Waal (1970)) 

Let A.' J 
j = 1' ••. ,k 'V vJ(L:l,nj) and B 'V vH L: 

2 
,m) 

where A.' j = 1' ••• ,k 
J 

and B are independent. Let 

(6.6.1) (
\'k ) __ l ("k ·)-1. L . = L. ~ _ 1 A . + B 2 A . L. • _ 1A . + B 2 

J J-~ J J ]- J 
vihere the usual 

conventions regardine square roots are adopted. 

Then 

( 6 • 6 • 2 ) 

Hhere 

If we consider the noncentral linear case, i.e. where 

(I-Ei1 E2 ) has only one nonzero root (l-w 2 ) we obtain 
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(6.6.3) 

which is the same as the hth moment of II-CI (given 1.n 

equation (3.3.18)) where A~ W(E 1 ,n), B ~ W(E 2 ,m), A 
-1 . __ l 

and B independent, and C = (A+B) 2 A(A+B) 2 • 

We shall show in Chapter 8 how II-CI may be used to 

test for the equality of hJO covar1.ance matrices and shall 

see that under practical conditions the associated powers 

are sometimes better' than for the o·ther proposed test 

criterion lei. The practical range of parameters m 

and n tends to be more limited for II-ELjl than for 

I I-CI ' as here n = L:n. 
J 

will almost always be larger 

than m. \·'Je note also that for computational purposes 

n = L:n. must be even, and that the nature of the infinite 
J 

ser1.es uill depend on whether 2 
(J) 1.8 < 1 or > l. If 

2 
(!j is < 1 the series will converge monotonically, but 

if 2 
(Jj > 1, the series will alternate in sign and vJill 

only converge for certain low values of 2 
(!j • 
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C H A P T E R 7 

TESTS OF INDEPENDENCE 

7.1 Extension of the alcorithm to II-Rj and IRI 

It can be seen that, with appropriate degrees of free-

dom m and n for hypothesis and error respectively, the 

central distributions of ILl a_nd I I-RI are equivalent. 

To extend the results for ILl to the non central linear 

distribution of I I-RI ' written u ( 2)' \AJe need 
p ,m,n p1 

only compare the noncentrality components given in Table 

4.2. It follows that to derive 

U 2 we should p,m,nO. ·) 

(a) replace 
-l'2 21\ e by and 

(b) set a.= (((~(m+n)).) 2 p 12 j/(~m).j!). J J J 

from 

Similarly, the central cases of ji-Ll and IRI, the 

square of the vector correlation coefficient (Anderson 

(1958)), are equivalent. To derive the noncentral linear 

distribution of IRI, written W ( 2)' from p,m,n p1 
ttJ ( 2 we also make changes (a) and (b) above, where p,m,n A. ) 

m and n are now the degrees of freedom appropriate to 

these statistics. (See Table 1+.1.) Using this method, 

percentiles of the central and noncentral distributions 

may be derived, and po\AJers calculated. 

Because of the finite series binomial expansion used, 

we are restricted, for computation, to p 2 even for II-RI 

and to (n-p 2 ) even tor IRI. We shall now show how these 

restrictions may be partially overcome. 
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From Theorem 4.5.1 we have 

(7.1.1) El I-Rih = (r C~n)r., (~(n-p 2 )+h)/r. (~(n-p 2 )) 
pl ~1 pl 

1 

r ( 1 h)) I I r) I "Jil -~ ( 1 1 • 1 1 . p) • 2n + ~ r 2 .t 1 2n ) 2n' 2n + 1' • pl . 

Using Lemma 6. 5 .1 with the follmving chan[:,es: 

VJe obtain 

(7.1.2) Eji-RI 11 = (r (~nH. (~(n-p1 )+h)/r_ (~n+h) 
p2 p2 p2 

This is the distribution of (7.1.1) with p1 and p 2 

transposed. It follows that 

Theorem 7 .1.1 

The likelihood ratio criterion for testing the inde-

pendence of tvJO sets of variates 

(7.1.3) 

The central distributions and powers of 

U are equivalent. 
p2,pl,n-pl 

From Theorem 4.5.1 v:~e also have 

(7.1.4) 

and using Le~ma 6.5.1 with 
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(7.1.5) (r< _ )(~n>r<· _ )<i<n-p1 )+h)/ 
n p2 n p2. 

Putting I'' = "1 vJe obtain 

(7.1.6) 

Comparing ( 7 .1. 4) and ( 7 .1. 6) we see that the central 

components are equivalent, with p]_, P2 and n' in (7.1.6) 

replacing p 1 , p 2 and n in (7.1.4). This correspondence 

does not extend to the noncentrality component. This 

gives rise to 

Theorem 7 .1. 2 

In the central case 

This relationship. does not hold for ·the noncentral linear 

distribution or for powers of 

From Theorem 7.1.1 it follows that powers of II-Rj are 

obtainable in all cases except where both p1 and p 2 are 

odd. Theorem 7 .1. 2 shaHs that povJers and non central 

linear percentiles of I Rl can only be determined for 

(n-p2) even. 

In Appendices 6 ' 7 and 8 we list some 

percentiles and powers of i I-RI and some 

linear percentiles of IRI respectively. 

for the first time Hith p1 > 2. 

noncentral linear 

noncentral 

These are found 
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7.2 Distributional results for the likelihood ratio 
criterion ji-R[ 

We now outline the distributional results so far obtain-

ed for the likelihood ratio test of independence between 

two sets of variates. As the null distributions of jLj 

and II-Rj are the same, results derived by authors such 

as VJilks (1935), lJ.Jald and Brookner (1941), Box (1949), 

Anderson (1958), Consul (1967), Schatzoff (1964), Pillai 

and Gupta (1969), Hathai (197la) and Lee (1972) are appli-

cable to both. 

Kshirsagar (1961) expressed the noncentral linear case, 

u ( 2)' p,m,n p 1 
in terms of a product of Beta functions and 

Pillai (1965) used the first four moments to calculate 

powers of the statistic undeT noncentral linear alterna-

tives with p = 2, m = 7 and 13, n = 53, 83 and 123 

and 2 
pl = 0,0025 and 0,01. In Table 7.1 we compare some 

of Pillai's values with those derived by the algorithm. 

TAB L E 7.1 

Pillai's (1965) approximate (PA) and Hart's exact (HE) 

powers of 

2 
pl 

0,0025 

0,01 

n = 53 

PA 

0,0118 

0,0190 

tihen 

HE 

0,010854 

0,013714 

a. = 0,01. 

2 
pl 

0,0025 

0,01 

n = 83 

PA 

0,0140 

0,0280 

HE 

0,011375 

0,016246 

It can be seen that this approximation greatly overestimates 

the true power, which results in false conclusions being 
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dra1.m as to the superiority of this statistic over others 

for n = 83. 

Using Constantine's (1963) joint distribution of the 

characteristic roots 2 r. of the generalised multiple 
l 

correlation matrix R, Pillai and Jayachandran (1967) de-

rived an expression for the noncentral cumulative distri-

bution function of ji-RI with p = 2. They also tabulated 

powers of u 2 2 2,m,n(p 1 ,p 2 ) 

and 

~(n-p-1); 

2 2 
0 2. pl' p2 

m1~ = 0,1,2 

2. 0,15. 

for m* = ~(m-p-1) and 

and n1; = 5,15,30 and 40 

It should be noted that Pillai 

and Jayachandran's (1967) "exact" powers are also based on 

a truncated series. For small values of i.e. 

2 -p 1 - 0,0001 and 0,01, Pillai and Jayachandran's values 

are all identical to those calculated by the algorithm. 

2 For Pillai and Jayachandran' s larger parameters, p 1 = 0,10 

and 0,15, a comparison with the exact values obtained by 

the algorithm is given in Table 7.2 

Asymptotic distributions and pm-vers were derived by 

Sugiura and Fujikoshi (1969) (neglecting terms of order 

-3/2 . 
q , where q = n+~(rn-p-1)) and by Lee (1971), Muirhead 

(1972) and Sugiura (1973) (ali neglecting terms of order 

q.,.. 3 ). Nagao (1973) has obtained an asymptotic expression 

. for the noncentral distribution (neglecting terms of order 

q- 312 > for the general case of 2 or more sets of-variates. 

Lee (1971) tabulated comparisons of his approximations to 

powers of ji-Rj with the "exact" powers of Pillai and 

Jayachandran (1967), for p = 2, m = 3t5,7 and 13, and 

n = 63 and 83. Lee's approximations in the linear case 

(to 3 significant figures) are in full agreement with 
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T A D L E 7. 2 

Pillai. and J ayachandran' s (1967) exact (PJ) and Hart's 

exact (HE) power's of u 2 2,m,63(p 1 ) 
when Cl. = o,os. 

.J.. 

') 
L PJ HE 12. m n pl -

2 3 63 0,10 0,447 0,449 

0,15 0,664 0,669 

2 5 63 0,10 0,363 0 '36 5 

0,15 0,574 0,572 

2 7 63 0,10 0,314 0,315 

0,15 0,489 0,506 

exact pot.,Jers calculated by the algorithm, and it appears as 

if they are s:enerally more accurate than Pillai and J aya-

chandran 's poHers, for these values of n. Numerical 

results given by Sugiura (1973) also indicate that his 

approximations are of the stated level.of accuracy for 

n = 83. Usine systems of partial differential equations, 

Huirhead (1972) tabulated approximations of order 

-3 q (q = n+~(m-p-1)) to U with m = 7 and 13 and n = 2,m,n 

13,33 and 83, and compared his approximations with the 

2 powers of Pillai and Ja.yachandran (1967). For small p1 , 

his results appear to be correct to the stated O(q- 3 ). 

Muirhead's values are always less than Pillai and Jaya-

chandran's, but as both become inaccurate with increasing 

no conclusions can be dravm for larger Huirhead 

states that the method used can theoretically give the ex-

pansion up to any order of N. 

Using the work of Kshirsager (1961), Troskie (1969) and 

Gupta (1971), Honey (1972) shmved how explicit series ex-
2 p,n,p1 and rn even, oressions for U ( 2), for general - p,m,n p1 

could be derived. The algorithm used by the author follows 

these results. 
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7.3 The statistic IRI 

Wilks (1932) first defined this statistic in the central 

case as a generalisation of the correlation ratio. It is, 

of course, then equivalent to ji-Ll of Chapter 6. 

Anderson (1958) notes that IRI is the sample equivalent 

of the square of a vector correlation coefficient. Troskie 

(1969) derived the moments and noncentral linear distribu-

tion of I Rl and showed that the distribution could be 

expressed as that of a prod~ct of independent Beta variables. 

He also extended these results to the complex case, vJhere 

IRI is the sample vector coherence coefficient. 

Money (1972) and Troskie and Money (1974) showed how 

the density of IRI could be derived by usinL the method 

of convolutions. Money (1972) gave explicit series ex-

pressions for IRI for both the real and complex cases. 

The author has seen no reference to I :RI as a test 

statistic other than th~t of Pillai and Nagarsenker (1972), 

who refer to it as the \'Jilks-Lawley U-criterion for 

canonical correlation and provide a density for tlie general 

noncentral case. 

For p = 1, IRI has the density of the square of the 

multiple correlation coefficient. Lee (1972a) used term-

wise integration on Fisher's (1928) density function of 

the sample ~ultiple correlation coefficient, and by suitable 

truncation of the infinite series, calculated upper percent-

iles of the ~ultiple correlation coefficient. These may 

be easily calculated by using the alcorithm to find the 

noncentral percentiles of H 2 l,m,n(p )' and then taking the 

square roots of these percentiles. The results obtained 
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agree exactly with those of Lee (1972a). 

Using percentage points tabulated by Mijares (1964), 

Huirhea.d (1972) calculated asymptotic powers for VJ 1 ,m ,40 

where m = 2,3,5,10 and 15 and 2 pl = 0,03; 0,05; 0,07; 

0,10; 0,20; 0,30; 0,40; 0,50. The results show that l'1uir-

head's approximation loses accuracy when 2 
p1 J.s larr;e, 

and particularly as m increases, and may in some cases 

only be accurate to one significant figure. This may be 

due to the basic decimal accuracy problem encountered in the 

Muirhead also shoHs hoH a normal distribution 

expansion of Sug.iura anC. Fujikoshi (1969) may sometimes be 

a better approximation. 

~·Je shall no~A7 shoH vJhy I Rl can not be regarded as a 

suitable test criterion for the test of independence of two 

sets of variates. Our argument parallels that foP the 

statistic I I-Ll. 

IRI = IIl=lr~ vJhere ri (i = 1, •.• ,p) are the sample 

canonical correlation coefficients between the two sets~ 

Consequently, if any r. 
]. 

are zero, will be zero. 

If ~ 12 is of full rank, all of the population canonical 

correlation coefficients p. will be nonzero. 
]. 

rank J.S not full, one or more of the p. will be zero and 
]. 

the r. vJill tend, for moderate sample size, to follow 
]. 

this pattern. An increased sample size should mean in-

creased poweP, but it will also mean that the 

come closer to the (zero) p .• 
l 

r. will beJ. 

~fuen the rank of ~ 12 is less than p, and particularly 

when it is one, the value of the statistic IRI will 
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approach zero. As IRI should also tend to zero in the 

central case, it behaves ambig•.1ously as a test criterion for 

independence and should not be used. Two other test cri-

teria for independence proposed by Pillai (1955), R(q) = 
-1 -1 q(tr R ) are shown by 

Troskie (1971) to be unsuitable for si~ilar reasons 

Troskie (1971) states that they could only be used for large 

deviations from the null hypothesis, when the population 

canonical correlations are all different from zero. 

7.4 Powers and power comparisons of IRI and II-Rj 

Powers of ji-Rj and of jRj were calculated for a 

parameter range similar to that of ILl and ji-Lj. 

Powers accurate to 5 decimal places were obtained for 

values of 2 
p 1 up to 0,7; for larger 2 p

1 
the convergence 

was too slow to avoid the effect of the decimal accuracy 

problem. For U 2 2,2,4(pl) vJi th 2 p
1 

= 0,9 for example, con-

vergence starts only at the 25th term, and by the 55th 

term an amount of 0,005 is still being contributed to the 

2 integPal. I Rj behaves similarly for large values of pl. 

For large n, hm"1ever, large values of 2 
pl <vould not be 

practically necess;:cry. The powers of I Rl and I I-Rl 

computed all obeyed equations (6.5.6) to (6.5.11) (where 

0 < pi< 1 replaces A2 > 0). 

In Appendices 7 and 9 powers of ji-P.j and power com-

parisons of jRj with ji-Rj are given. These confirm 

the inferiority of jRj as alternative test criterion to 

ji-Rj, as stated in Section 7.3. The relative behaviour 

of the powers of ji-RI and jRj can be seen to closely 



parallel that of the powers of 

generally more powerful than 

ILl 

I Rl 

and I I-Ll . 

7.10 

I I-RI is 

is greater than or equal to n. 

except for cases when m 

For the test of independ

m > n implies N ~ 2p* + 1, ence of two sets of variates, 

These are clearly the cases where 

the lack of data would cause any test criterion to have a 

very lmv power. As n becomes large relative to m, the 

povwr of I I-RI increases much more rapidly than that of 

I Rl. For p = 1 the power•s of I I-RI and I Rj , the 

square of the multiple correlation coefficient, are identical, 

and I I-RI is therefore an alternative criterion in this 

case. 
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C H A P T E R 8 

TESTING THE EQUALITY OF COVARIA.t"JCE !1ATRICES 

8.1 Published results on test criteria 

The likelihood ratio test for the hypothesis E1 = E2 

against the alternative 2: '# " l £. 2 ' ~vhere L: l and 2: 2 are 

the covariance matrices of two normal populations, was shown 

by Das Gupta (1969) to be biased for N1 '# N2 • (In this 

section we shall use the notation of Section 4.6.) The 

modified likelihood ratio test ~-Jas shown by Sugiura and 

Nagao (1968) to be unbiased, but exact numerical values have 

not been derived for this test. Asymptotic non-null distri-

butions under the alternative E1 ~ E2 were derived by 

Sugiura (1969) and Nagao (1970). These approximations, 

however, are inaccurate under alternatives close to the null 

hypothesis, and Pillai and Nagarsenker (1972), Sugiura (1973) 

and Khatri and Srivastava (1974) have obtained asymptotic 

expansions which are valid in this case. Approximate nume-

rical results were given by Nagao (1970) and Sugiura (1973), 

and by Greenstreet and Connor (1974), who used Monte Carlo 

methods. 

Kiefer and Schwartz (1965) suggested a test based on 

!S1+S 2 I!IS 2 1 which Giri (1968) noted was invariant and ad

missible and, by Anderson and Das Gupta (1964), had a 

monotonically increasing power function in the 

2 w. 
l 

are the characteristic roots of 

where 

Giri 

(1968) pointed out that the test of equality of two covar-

iance matrices could be reduced to that of testin8 the 



hypothesis 

(8.1.1) 2 w l 

against the alternative 

(8.1.2) 

Giri (1968) remarked 

(8.1.3) H2 Ll=l 
2 < : w. 
l 

reduces to (8.1.2) when 

2 = w = l p 

that the dual alternative 

p 

sl and 82 are interchanged 

(We may reHri te ( 8 .1. 3) as 

(8.1.4) 

where 

T I":J'~ • 
! 2 • 

2 ( 1/ w. ) 
l 

I p 2 ; 
1

Cl/w.) > p 
l= l 

are the roots of 

8.2 

in 

The null hypothesis will be rejected when the value of 

the statistic is greater than a preassigned constant. 

To align this statistic with Wilks' likelihood ratio 

criteria ILl and II-RI for other tests, most authors 

have subsequently used the statistic !S 2 I!IS1 +s 2 1, which 

has a rejection region close to zero. h7e shall refer to 

this statistic as l c! (or TT 2 
up,m,n(w ) in the noncentral 

linear case). 

the 

Pillai and Jayachandran (1968) proposed the test statistic 

as a test for hypothesis H 0 
against the alternative 

hypothesis 

(8.1.5) \1( lw? > p. 
L1: 1 -

They derived the noncentral distribution of the statistic 

and tabulated pmv-er comparisons for p = 2, \vhich indicated 

that I C I 1o1as at times more powerful than Roy's largest 

root, Pillai's V(p) and Hotellin~'' s T2 criteria. Pillai 
. 0 0 

and Gupta (1969) pointed out that lei was not directly 
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related to the likelihood ratio criterion, and that, unlike 

the tests for equality of means and independence, large 

values of both m and n could be expected. Pillai, 

Al-Ani and Jouris (1969) derived .the noncentral distribution 

of for testing the hypothesis M~ = I , 
p 

6(known > 0, also finding explicit expressions for the 

density and cumulative distribution functions when p = 2. 

These results were extended to the compl~x case by Pillai 

and Jouris (1971), for 6 = 1, i.e. for the test statistic 

Nagao (1970) noted that had been pro-

posed as a test criterion for the null hypothesis ~l = L 2 

against the alternative HA' and that the null hypothesis 

would be rejected for large values of the statistic. He 

further derived an asymptotic expansion of ls 2 cs 1+S 2 >- 1 1 

which ner,lected terms of order n- 312 (n = n 1 +n 2 ), and 

observed that it was continuous at the null hypothesis. 

Nagao ( 19 70) showed that, for p = 2, n 1 = 13, n 2 = 6 3 

2 and w1 = 1,5, the asymptotic central percentile and power 

agreed closely with those of Pillai and Jayachandran (1968), 

and also obtained asymptotic values for p = 4, n 1 = 50 and 

n 2 = 100. Pillai and Nagarsenker (1972) considered a 

general statistic p a b Y = n. 
1
- e.c1-e.) 

l= l l 
in both the real and 

complex cases, and showed how the noncentral distributions 

of lei and II-el .could be derived by setting a= 0, b = 1 

and a = 1, b = 0 respectively. They also found asymptotic 

distributions for I e! and I I-el ,,,rhich neglected terms of 

order n- 312 

8.2 The use of lei and II-el as test statistics 

In this section i:J<-= shall cxaJ:!line the behaviour of I e I 
and II-ej and assess their suitability as test statistics. 
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In Theorem 3.3.3 the moments of ICI and II-CI 1-vere de

rived as ILl and II-LI uslng the consistent format 

I Cj was also 

expressed in this way in the general form of Section 4.8, 

and we shall use this format to extend the algorithm to the 

statistics I C I and I I-C I • In this chapter as in Section 

4. 6 ~~~e shall discuss the statistics in the form used by most 

Changes in notation from ILl of Theorem 

3.3.3 ~o that of Chapter 8 are therefore 

(8.2.1) 

~ve shall refer to the noncentral distributions o'f I C I and 

II-cl with parameters p,m,n and 2(' 1 ) w. l = ' ••• ,p 
l 

as 

u 2 2 p,m,n(w1 , ••• ,w ) 
p 

and respectively. 

The statistic vJill tend, as and 

Under the null hypo-

thesis H0 : E
1 

= E2 , this will tend to 

(8.2.2) ln 2 EI!In 1 E+n 2 ~1 = Cn 2 /Cn1 +n 2 ))P. 

Similarly II-CI = ls 1 I!IS 1+s 21 will tend under H0 ·to 

(8.2.3) 

Consequently the null hypothesis should be rejected when

ever the statistics depart appreciably from these values. 

Anderson (1958) notes that the modified likelihood ratio 

criterion 

(8.2.4) 

( 8 • 2 • 5 ) 

measures hmJ close the ei are to n 1 /n 2 , where the e . 
l 
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are the roots of js1-os 2 j = o, and points out that any 

other measure of the closeness of the ei to n 1 /n 2 will 

be a test of H
0 I Cl will satisfy the latter 

-1 are (l-ei) , and if 

under the null hypothesis ei is close to n 1 /n 2 , (1+8.)-l 
J. 

will be close to 

roots of lr-cj 

n 21<n1+n 2 ) as stated. Similarly, the 

-1 are e. ( 1+8.) , v-Jhich vJill be close to 

for e. 
l 

J. J. 

If the e. are significantly less than or greater than 
J. 

n 1 /n 2 , the value of the modified likelihood ratio criterion 

v1 will be less than a preassigned constant, and a one-

tailed test is used. is used under alternative 

hypothesis HA of equation (8.1.5), departure from the null 

hypothesis will mean (from equation (8.2.2)) that 

If ICI is used under alternative 

hypothesis 

(8.2.6) w? < l (i = 1, •.• ,p); p?_
1

w? < p, 
l - l- J. 

departure from the null hypothesis will lead to 

Thus a two-tailed test may be needed jcj > (n2/(nl+n2))P. 

when statlstic lei is used. If II-Cj is used under 

alternative HA' departure from H0 leads (from 8.2.3) 

to !I-Cj > (n1 /Cn1 +n 2 ))P, and if it is used under alter

native HB, departure from H0 leads to 

II-Cj< (n1 /Cn1+n 2 ))P. Thus use of ji-Cj may also necessi

tate a two-taled test, which is the case for other test cri-

teria such as Pillai's 

largest root. 

V(p)' Hotelling's T2 and Roy's 
0 

A further important characteristic of a test statistic 

is its convergence. The statistics I L I , I I- L I , I R I and 
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and II-RI all converge, at different rates, in the noncentral 

case. The hth noncentral moment of lCI is given in 

equation (4.6.8), whose hypergeometric function has the matrix 

-1 arguE1ent t1 = (I-Q ) • Under the alternative hypothesis 

HA' the absolute value of the largest characteristic root 

2 1 2 2 2 (1-(wp)- ) of M is < 1 (0 < w1 < w2 < ••• < wp)~ Thus, 

by condition (ii) of equation (2.1.6) the hypergeometric 

series of I cl will converge for all values of 2 w. 
]_ 

sat is-

fying equation (8.1.5). Under the dual alternative hypo-

thesis HB, the absolute value of the largest char•acteristic 

root of M is 11-w~ 2 !, and the hypergeometric series in 

I cj will only converge for 2 w. > ~. 
]_ 

In this case we may use (as Giri (1968) has noted) the 

statistic I I-C I vli th transposed n 1 and n 2 and 'ivi th 

alternative hypothesis 

(8.2.7) H* . w~.~2 > 1. ~p ~2 > A . 1 ; Li:lwi p, 
-1 

w~:: = w. 
]_ ]_ 

It can be seen that 

(8.2.8) 

that the upper a-percentiles of either or 

W would be used in this case. 
p,n2,nl 

In order to examine further the convergence of ICI and 

I I-CI ' we must derive the moments and density of I I-C I . 

As lei = ls2 I!IS1+s 21 and I I- C I = I S 1 1 I I S 1 + S 2 I , re. s u 1 t s 

for II-CI will follow from those for ICI by transposing 

and vJith From equation (4.6.8) 

and Theorem 4.6.2 we have 

Theorem 8.2.1 
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equality of two covariance matrices has hth moment 

(8.2.9) <r (~n)f (}n
1
+h)/f (~n1 )r (~n+h)) 

p p p p . 

and density (in the noncentral linear case) 

(8.2.10) 

.where 

(8.2.11) 

and 

f(w) = TI~ 1f(w.), 
l= l 

w. independent, 
l 

(8.2.12) 
. _1 ~(n1-i+l)-l ~n 2 -1 = (B(~n 2 ,~<n1-l+l))) w. (1-w.) , 

. l l 

l = 2, ••• ,p. 

Thus the density of II-CI may be expressed in the non-

central linear case as that of a product of Beta variables. 

The hypergeometric function in the hth moment of II-Cj 

has matrix argument M = (I-~). Under HA the absolute 

value of the largest characteristic root of M lS 
2 

jl-w I p 

and the series will therefore only converge for 2 w. < 2. 
l 

Under H" the series in 
D 

I I-CI will converge for all 2 w. < 1. 
l 

When testing the hypothesis H0 of equality of co

variance matrices against each alternative HA and H8 ~ we 

therefore may use either I Cj or I I-Cl. Calculations 

of power are made difficult for II-CI when w2 > 2 and 

for i cl when 2 1 w < 2• Table 8.1 summarises the fea·tures 

so far examined. 
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T A B L E 8.1 PROPERTIES OF TEST STATISTICS UNDER TWO 
ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES 

Alternative 
Hypothesis 

2>1 )' 2 wi- ; ..... wi>p 

(HA) 

Test 
Statistic 

u 
p,nl,n2 

lv 
p,nl,n2 

u 
p,nl,n2 

\1 
p,nl,n2 

Hejection 
Region 

lOitJ u 

high w 

high u 

low w 

Convergence 
Range of w? 

l 

all 2 w.>l 
l 

2 l<w-<2 
l 

1 2 1 2<w.< 
l 

all 2 w.<l 
l 

From equation (8.2.8) it can be seen that, for alterna-

tive hypothesis the test statistics 

U may be used instead of 
p,n2,nl 

u 
p,nl,n2 

\1V 
p,n2,nl 

and 

and vJ 
p,nl,n2 

respectively. The rejection regions will rema1n high and 

low respectively and the noncentral distributions will be in 

terms of ... 2 -2 
w~· = uJ •• 

l l 
Because of this relationship it 

follows that powers of both test criteria I C I and I I-CI 

may be calculated against both alternative hypotheses HA 

and H8 by using lower percentiles of lei and upper per-

2 centiles of II-CI, and w. > 1. This reduces the range 
l-

of parameters needed for power compar1sons. 

For purposes of computing powers of ICI and II-Cj we 

shall restrict further comment to the noncentral linear case, 

i.e. vJhere n has only one non-unit ~oot 2 w • As with 

the other test criteria of this form, results for ICI and 

II-CI can only be calculated by the algorithm for even n 1 

and n 2 respectively. 

for ILl and II-RI 

We showed in Chapters 6 and 7 that 

(8.2.13) u - u p,m,n(T) - m,p,m+n-p(T) 



For ICI and II-CI; however, this lS not the case. 

Applying Lemma 6.5.1 to equation (4.6.8) with the 

follo-v?ing changes 

(8.2.14) (m; n; m+n) + Cn1 ; n
2

; n), 

we may rewrite E!Cih as: 

(8•2.15) EjCih = (fn (~n)f (~(n-p)+h)/f (~(n-p)) 
1 nl nl 

-~nl 
·fn1 <~n+h))[nl 2 r1 Cin,~n 1 ; ~n+h; I-n-1 ). 

Because in the noncentral linear case 

it follm.Js that 

(8.2.17) 

8.9 

Consequently we are only able to express ICI as a pro-

duct of Beta variables in the central case, and use of 

the algorithm for the noncentral linear case reqpires n
1 

to be even, irrespective of p. Examination of equation 

(8.2.9) reveals that II-Cj can only be written as the pro-

duct of Beta variables in the central case, and there-

fore the algorithm cannot be used in the noncentral linear 

case if p is even and odd. 

de Waal (1970) examined the distribution of I I-l:L 0 I ' 
J 

where Aj , j = 1 , ••. , k "' \-J ( l: 1 , n j ) and B "' wu: 2 ,m), A. 
J 

j = 1, ••• ,k and B are independent, and 
-l -l 

L. = o.:.A.+B) 2 A.(E.A.+B) 2 • 
J J J J J J 
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The hth moment of I I-EL ·I , g1ven 1n equation ( 6. 6. 2) , 
J 

equals that of II-CI in equation (8.2.9) if the tr·ansform-

ation (8.2.1) is made. II-L:L.j may be used to test for 
J 

the equality of covariance matrices of k populations, 

given that the means are all equal, and that the alternative 

hypothesis is that one covariance matrix o:2) differs 

from the others (E 1 ). It was pointed out in Chapter 6 

that for powers of the test to be calculated n = En. 
J 

should 

be even, and that En. 
J 

would usually be greater than m. 

Exact powers of this test in the noncentral linear case, for 

different values of p,m,n and 2 w are discussed in the 

next section. 

de VJaal (1970) also obtained an asymptotic distribution 

for order -1 m for the case 

where 

-(m+l(n-p-l))logii-ELjl to 

~ -1 L-E 1 E2 = (2/n)P, where P is fixed as n ~ oo 

8.3 Powers and power comparisons of I cl and I I-CI 

Because !CI and II-CI can be expressed as products 

of independent Beta variables, the algorithm of Chapter 5 

can be used to derive their central and noncentral linear 

densities .and cumulative distribution functions. Results 

for ICI can be obtained similarly to those for ILl by 

(a) replacing 

(b) setting 

Results for 

(c) replacing 

(d) setting 

by w-m and 

-2 . 
a. = ((~(m+n)).(l-w )J/j!) 

J J 

lr-cl follbw those for 
-lA.2 

e 2 by wn and 

I I-Ll by 

The values of m and n follow in both cases from equation 
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(8.2.1); n is the number of degrees of freedom of the 

numerator sum of squares matrix in ICI. 

Powers of I C I in the noncentral linear case may be de-

rived for a range of parameters p,m and n similar to 

that of ILl and I I-RI .• The rate of convergence and 

accuracy of results decreases with increasing 2 w ; accuracy 

to 5 decimal places was achieved for values of 2 w up to 

4,0. Section 8.2 discusses convergence with respect to 2 w 

of the moment hypergeometric series. For povJer calculations 

the convergence of the infinite series of the cumulative 

distribution function is important, and this depends on 

m and n. The above remarks apply also to I I-CI ' but 

is limited to less than 2 for convergence. 

2 w 

Pillai and Jayachandran (1968) have tabulated powers of 

jcj for p = 2 and m and n both odd, comparing them 

with powers of other test criteria. As u 2 f; p,m,n(w ) 

U 2 in the noncentral linear case, these results m,p,m+n-p(w ) 

cannot be directly confirmed by the algorithm. Table 8.2. 

shows Pillai and Jayachandran's (1968) values with those 

computed by the algorithm for adjacent even values of m. 

Power increases monotonically as m,n and 2 w increase, 

the only exception being Pillai and Jayachandran's (1968) 

values for u 2,13,13 and u 2,13,33 ~.vith 
2 w = 2,0. This 

is probably caused by rounding error - Pillai and J?-yachandran 

do not tabulate powers of 

for Hotelling's T2 (H( 2 )) 
0 

I cl for <wi+w~> > 3 

and Pillai's v( 2 ) 

although 

criteria 

2 2 results extend as far as <w1+w 2 ) = 12. Pillai and 

Jayachandran's values in these cases of 0,227 and 0,298 

should be nearer 0,215 and 0,322; this does not really 
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T A B L E 8.2 Powers of u 2 2,m,n(w ) obtained by Pillai 

and Jayachandran (1968) (odd values of m) and by the 

algorithm (even values of m) 

2 w 

~ 

.lil n 1,00001 1,001 . 1,1 1,5 2,0 

2 13 0,0500007 0,050073 0,057541 0,09178 0,1394 

3 13 .0,0500008 0,050082 0,058538 0,0981 0,154 

4 13 0,0500009 0,050089 0,059290 0,10294 0,1664 

5 13 0,0500009 0,050094 0,059888 0,106 0,173 

6 13 0,0500010 0,050099 0,060380 0,11001 0,1836 

7 13 0,0500010 0,050103 0,060793 0,112 0,185 

8 13 0,0500011 0,050106 0,061148 0,11508 0,1959 

10 13 0,0500011 0,050111 0,061726 0,11893 0,2054 

12 13 0,0500012 0,050115 0,062178 0,12198 0 '212 8 

13 13 0,0500012 0,050117 0,062368 0,122 0,227 

14 13 0,0500012 0,050119 0 ,0625l~3 0,12447 0,2189 

2 33 0,0500009 0,050087 0,059110 0,10175 0,161 

3 33 0,0500010 0,050100 0,060580 0,1119 0,186 

4 33 0,0500011 0,050111 0,061755 0,12034 0,208 

5 33 0,0500012 0,050119 0,062740 0,127 0,223 

6 33 0,0500013 0,050127 0,063595 0,13394 0,242 

7 33 0,0500013 0,050133 0,064347 0,139 0,251 

8 33 0,0500014 0,050139 0,065021 0,14485 0,270 

10 33 0,0500015 0,050149 0,066184 0,15399 0,293 

12 33 0,0500016 0,050157 0,067161 0,16183 0,313 

13 33 0,0500015 0,050161 0,067594 0,164 0,298 

14 33 0,0500016 0,050164 0,068000 0,16867 0,330 
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affect the conclusions they have drawn. 

From their results, Pillai and Jayachandran (1968) observed 

(i) For small deviations from the hypothesis, v< 2 > 

seems to have more power than ICI, in general, 

and I C I more pov-Jer than H ( 2 ). 

(ii) For large deviations from the hypothesis, when values 

2 2 of w1 and w2 are far apart (which includes the 

2 noncentral linear case with w large), powers of 

H(2) seem to exceed those of I Cl and I cl those 

of v<2) 

(iii) \rJhen 2 and 2 close, of v<2> in wl w2 are powers 

general exceed those of I Cl and I cj those of 

H(2) • 

Using Pillai and Jayachandran's (1968) results, we shall 

also examine the relationship betvJeen certain linear and 

planar cases. The above authors tabulated powers for pairs 

2 2 <w1 ,w2 > including (1,0; 1,1), (1,05; 1,05), (1,0; 1,5) 

and (1,25; 1,25). The first and third pairs are examples 

of the noncentral linear case 

(8.3.1) 2 
(a) w1 = 1,0; 

while the second and fourth are of the type 

(8.3.2) (b) w
1
2 = ,,,2 _ 1 ( 2 2) 

""2 - 2 wl+w2 • 

Except for the case m = n = 13, the values of n used 

(13, 33, 63 and 83) always exceeded m (3, 5, 7 and 13), 

often by rather unrealistic amounts for the hypothesis being 

considered. For constant, powers of with 

alternatives of type (a) exceeded those vJith alternatives 

of type (b) in most of these cases. For lovJ n or high m 
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(i.e. m reasonably close to n) this situation vJas reversed 

but for all m and n the relative difference in power be-

tween cases (a) and (b) was under 5%. From this one 

might conclude that powers of jcj for case (b) slightly 

exceed those for case (a) when m is close to n, and per-

haps also when m exceeds n. No check has been possible 

on the accuracy of the pov.1ers of type (b), but the accuracy 

of those of type (a) has been confirmed. 

Greenstreet and Connor (1974) used Honte Carlo methods 

based on 5 000 generated samples to find results for 

different test statistics. They considered the test for 

equality of k covariance matrices against the alternative 

Greenstreet and 

Connor found powers for the test criterion -2p 2 log L, 

where 

(8.3.3) 

L is the modified likelihood ratio criterion, n. = N.-1 
l l 

and N. 
l 

is the sample size of the ith 

simplicity it was assumed that for the 

-1 
~ll:k ' 

(8.3.4) 2 2 2 w""': w~"~ wl = w2 = = w = p ' 
and that Nl = N2 = = lJ 

! k = N. 

p 

> 

population. 

2 roots w. 
l 

1, 

For 

of 

'iiJe note that, for p = 2, the alternative ( 8. 3. 4) is of 

type (b) (equation (8.3.2)), and. that here m = n = N-1. 

The results obtained led. Greenstreet and Connor to 

state that the power increased with N, w~'; and p, and is 

a concave function of q. In the noncentral linear case 

the power decreases as p increases (we vJOuld expect this 
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as the ''total noncentrality" Ll=l <wf-1) = Ct/-1) remains the 

same as p changes). In Greenstreet and Connor's case the 

pm,;er depends on \~ (w~-1) = p(w*-1)·, L1=l l 
the 1'total non-

centrality" increases with p, and thc::re is no general 

reason why the power should either increase or decrease with 

p here. Although Greenstreet and Connor stated that for 

·'· simplicity they would treat only cases with eigenvalues W" 

of -1 
E1 Ek gr•eater than one, the modified likelihood ratio 

criterion has a single tailed rejection reg1on for w* 

significantly less than or greater than one. Consequently 

direct power comparisons are not possible between L and 

lei without considering alternatives of the form w* < 1. 

Greenstreet and Connor (1974) found the power of 

-2p 2 log L, with N = 10, q = 2, w* = 1,5, a= 0,05 and 

p = 2, to be 0,074. The comparable parameters for ICI 

would be p = 2, m = n = 9 and wi = w~ = 1,5, but from 

the earlier discussion on noncentrality types (8.3.1) and 

2 (8.3.2), the noncentral linear case with w1 = 1,0 and 

2 
w~ = 2,0 should provide similar powers. To use the algo-

L 

rithm we would also need to interpolate powers for m = 8 

and 10, as m = 9 is odd. 

In Table 8.3 exact powers are g1ven for u 2,8,9 

u2 10 9' vJith a = 0,05 and 
' ' 

2,0. From this, the powers of 

0,025 and 2 w = 1,5 

u 2,9,9(2,0) at the 

and 

and 

0,025 

and 0,05 a-levels can be seen to be about 0,097 and 

0,167 respectively compared with Greenstreet and Connor's 

(1974) power for -2p 2 log L at the 0,05 level of 0,074. 
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T A B L E 8.3 Pmvel''S of u 2 p,m,9(w ) 

p = 2' m = 8 p = 2 2 m = 10 

2 0,05 0,025 0,05 02025 w a = a = a = a = 

1,5 0,1020 0,0556 0,1045 0,0570 

2,0 0,1635 0,0953 0,1691 0,0986 

p = 4, m = 8 p = 4, m = 10 

2 0,05 0,025 0,05 0,025 w a = a = a = a = 

1,5 0,079 0,041 0,080 0,042 

2,0 0,110 0,060 0,113 0,062 

3,0 0,173 0,102 0,180 0,106 

Similarly, powers of u 4,9,9(3,0) can be seen to be 

about. 0,104 and 0,177 compared Hith the power for 

-2p2 log L at the 0,5 level of 0 ,071. For both p = 2 

and 4, the power of -2p2 log L is less than half of 

that for the statistic I Cl at the same 0,05 level, and 

less than that for c at the 0,025 level. Sugiura 

(1973) mentioned a similar case for p = 2 ' m = 13, n = 63, 

2 2 = 1,05 and wl = w2 a = 0,05. The asymptotic power for 

L of 0,05130 was compared "tvith the powers of 0,0670, 

0,0701, 0,0703 and 0,0703 obtained by Pillai and 

Jayachandran (1968) for their four test criteria. Sugiura 

(1973) stated that this did not mean that the modified 

likelihood ratio criterion was worse than the others, as 

the sets of alternatives differed. 
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Power comparisons of I Cl and I I-Cl for 2 w > 1 given 

in Appendix 12 shoVJ that for n > m I Cl tends to be more 

pm-Jerful than I I-C I ' except when m is .close to n and 

2 w is low. I I-CI would therefore not seem to be an 1m-

portant alternative in this case. No powers of any test 

criteria appear to have been published for the case where 
.., 

w~ > 1 and m > n. 

this is the case where 

Using the notation of Section 8.2, 

-1 
2: 1 2: 2 > 1 and n 1 > n 2 • Although 

in tests for equality of means and independence the case 

m > n is impractical, it Hill be as common an occurrence as 

m < n for the test of equality of covariance matrices. 

By equation (8.2.8) both cases would occur if a two-tailed 

test is required. Here the powers of II-C! tend to ex-

ceed those of lei over the range 1 < w2 < 2 for which 

II-CI is calculable. 

For alternatives w2 
< 1 the reverse holds: I I-CI 

\vill generally be more powerful than I C I for n > m and 

less powerful for m > n. Specific comparisons are given 

in Appendix 12. II-CI has therefore been shown to be 

superior to ICI in certain (practical) cases, but lack of 

published inforr.aation makes it impossible to assess its 

performance against other test criteria in these cases. 

The results for II-CI also extend to the test statistic 

II-EL.I, for which, as previously stated, we will generally 
J 

expect to have 

w2 < 1 or > 1. 

n = l:n. > m, and may have alternatives 
J 

Selected powers of ICI and II-Cj 
given in Appendices 10 and 11. 

are 
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9.1 

C H A P T E R 9 

TESTS WITH COHPLEX VARIABLES 

\ 

9.1 A general algorithm for test criteria with complex 
variables 

In Section 4.8 the distributions of test criteria for 

various statistical hypotheses with real variables were ex-

pressed in a general form as a product of Beta variables. 

In Chapter 5 it was shown how percentiles and powers of the 

general form could be found, and this was carried out for 

different test criteria in Chapters 6, 7 and 8. Section 4.9 

showed how the general form could be extended to the case 

where the variables were complex. 

For the real case the Beta variables have the density 

(9.1.1) 

but in the complex case this becomes 

(9.1.2) · -1 n*-i m*-1 f(u!) = (B(m;~ n~~-i+l)) u! (1-u!) 
1 ' 1 l. • 

In the complex case the term 2(n;~-i+l), and not (2n*-i+l), 

replaces (n*-i+l) of the real case. This means that the 

results obtained for real variables cannot be extended to 

complex variables by using distributions with doubled para

meter values 2m*, 2n* (and 2A 2 for ILl and I I-Ll). 

The process of convolution is different in that the exponent 

of i.e. (n*-i), 1.n the density of successive variables 

decreases by one and not a half at each stage. 

Hhen testing the equality of mean vectors, for example, 

we have 
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(9.1.3) 

vJhere 

(9.1.4) 

and 

(9.1.5) 

ILl = rrl? 1 f(u!) 
l= l 

2 
-A ,_~ ( .•• . •. ·e .1. m"+n"· 1 1 , m~':; 2 A (1-u')) 

1 

f( u!) 
l 

= (B(m~·: ,n1=-i+l) )-1u!n:'=-i(l-u! )m~~-l, 
l l 

Setting Y· l 
=-log u!, and expanding (1-u!)m*-l 

l l 

binomially, we have 

'(9.1.6) L
oo 
. a. 
J =o J 

tb+J' k b+]" . 
"L (-1) ( )exp(-y (nH+k)) k=o k 1 

and 

(9.1.7) 

where 

(9.1.8) ( ( ... . •. ) ' 2 j I ( ... ) . ' ) a. = rn··+n" >1\ m" ·J· 
J J J 

and 

(9.1.9) 

From the above it can be seen that 

l = 2 ' ••• ,p. 

(a) as b lS alVJays integral, a finite binomial expansion 

is always possible (m* odd or even), 

(b) as the exponent of u! 
l 

decreases with each i by a 

full unit, Theorem 5.2.1 (the method of double convolu-

tion) cannot be used and hence the full (p-1) con-

volutions are necessary, and 

(c) the algorithm for complex variables should use equations 

(9.1.6) and (9.1.7) rather than equations (5.3.6), 

(5.3.7) and (5.3.8) in the real case. 
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It follows from (a) that Theorem 5.2.2 is unnecessary; 

(b) implies that explicit series expressions become unman-

ageable, and results obtained. by a computer algorithm lose 

accuracy, for.comparatively low values of p. From (c) 

it follows that slight changes will occur in the results 

summarised in Theorems 5.4.1 - 5.4.5. 

Having outlined the main differences of approach in the 

complex case we shall not proceed further, as the methods 

used for all test criteria essentially parallel those for 

the real case. Money (1972) used the method of convolutions 

to derive explicit series expressions for the complex non-

central linear densities of the vector coherence coefficient 

IRI and II-RI, for p = 2 and 3, and showed how they 

could similarly be obtained for ILl, II-LI and II-ELjl• 

9.2 Central percentiles of the test criterion for 
reality of a covariance matrix 

In Section 4.10 we showed how the density of the test 

criterion A for reality of a covariance matrix could be 

expressed as a product of Beta variables 

(9.2.1) f(A) 

where 

(9.2.2) 

(9.2.3) p~: = t', m~·: = 2t-l and n~·: = 2(n-q-t) 

and 

(9.2.4) t' = t = ~p , p even 

= t-1 = ~(p-1) , p odd (> 1) 

This is the general form of the test criteria for real 

variables in the central case, where p*, m* and n* have 



the follo~dng values: 

p odd (> 

( 9 • 2 • 5 ) p-;"c = ~(p-1) 

(9.2.6) rn~': = p 

(9.2.7) n ~': = 2(n-q)-p-l 

1) p even 

p-1 

2(n-q)-p 

9.4 

From the above He see that l!t 1~ is always odd and n 1' 

is always even, and that the algorithm may not be directly 

applied. Using the fact that under the null hypothesis 

(9.2.8) up*,m*n* = um*,p*,m*+n*-p* 

we may, however, use the algorithm to obtain exact percent-

iles of the criterion for p even. Percentiles for p 

odd may be found by interpolation, approximation, or the 

methods of Lee (1972) and Mathai (197la). Khatri ( 1965a) 

gives the second order approximation 

(9.2.9) 

2 ) -3 - Pr<xf~~) + O(r ) 

where 

(9.2.10) r = 2(n-q)-p-~, f = ~p(p-1) and 

y2 = p(p-l)(p 2+(p-1) 2-B)/48. 

vJe notice that, when p is odd, n•': > p''' implies 

2(n-q)-p-l > ~(p-1), l.e. 

(9.2.11) n-q ~ ap + ~-

ltJhen p is even, n•·~ ~ p''' implies 

2(n-q)-p ~ ~p, l.e. 

(9.2.12) n-q > ap. 
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For p odd or even, n-q ~ p implies n* > p* (p > 1). 

Thus, when p is even, the central percentiles of A may 

be foun0 by setting 

(9.2.13) p* = p-1 

(9.2.14) m* = ~p 

and 

(9.2.15) n* = 2(n-q)-l-~p 

and using the central density of Up*,m*n*· 



APPENDIX 1 Sm1E CENTRAL PERCENTILES OF I I-Ll 

p m n 0,90 0,95 0,975 0,99 0,995 -
4 4 4 0,03965 0,06539 0,09580 0,14144 0,17886 

6 0,01268 0,02209 0,03403 0,05345 0,07062 

8 0,00522 0,00937 0,01485 0,02416 0,03273 

10 0,00252 0,00462 0,00745 0~01241 0,01709 

12 0,00137 0,00253 0,00414 0,00700 0,00975 

14 0,00080 0,00150 0,00248 0,00423 0,00595 

4 6 4 0,16480 0,21515 0,26458 0,32765 0,37322 

6 0,07243 0,09905 0,12697 0,16522 0,19474 

8 0,03637 0,05118 0,06733 0,09039 0,10889 

10 0,02015 0,02892 0,03873 0,05312 0,06497 

12 0,01203 0,01752 0,02376 0,03311 0,04095 

14 0,00762 0,01121 0,01535 0,02165 0,02701 

4 8 4 0,27745 0,33475 0,38741 0,45075 0,49440 

6 0,14501 0,18195 0,21799 0,26420 0,29795 

8 0,08225 0,10589 0,12980 0,16166 0,18581 

10 0,04987 0,06539 0,08148 0,10349 0,12059 

12 0,03191 0,04241 0,05351 0,06897 0,08120 

14 0,02133 0,02866 0,03650 0,04760 0,05650 

4 10 4 0,36803 0,42580 0,47702 0,53670 0,57677 

6 0,21510 0,25739 0,29700 0,34591 0,38059 

8 0,13275 0,16254 0,19141 0,22837 0,25547 

10 0,08594 0,10701 0,12792 0,15536 0,17596 

12 0,05793 0,07307 0,08836 0,10880 0,12441 

4 12 6 0,27830 0,32300 0,36376 0,41288 0,44702 

8 0,18277 0,21656 0,24838 0,28805 0,31650 

10 0,12439 0,14969 0,17406 0,20517 0,22798 

12 0,08736 0,10641 0,12507 0,14932 0,~6741 

4 14 6 0,33401 0,37941 O,lf2004 0,46818 0,50115 

8 0,23010 0,26633 0,29977 0,34066 0,36952 

10 0,16293 0,19130 0,21806 0,25153 0,27567 
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p m n - - 0,90 0,95 0,975 0,99 0,995 

5 6 6 0,09161 0,03000 0,04211 0,06047 0,07593 

8 0,00771 0,01218 0,01760 0,02618 0,03370 

10 0,00351 0,00566 0,00834 0,01271 0,01663 

12 0,00178 0,00291 0,00435 0,00674 0,00893 

5 8 6 0,06361 0,08493 0,10713 0,13749 0,16098 

8 0,02982 0,04099 0,05307 0,07025 0,08405 

10 0,01540 0,02160 0,02848 0,03853 0,04682 

12 0,00857 0,01221 0,01632 0,02245 0,02759 

5 10 6 0,11687 0,14605 0,17476 0,2120l 0,23961 

8 0,06164 0,07906 0,09682 0,12072 0,13905 

10 0,03481 0,04550 0,05667 0,07210 0,08421 

5 12 6 0,17113 0,20537 0,23789 0,27873 0,30817 

8 0,09830 0,12078 0,14284 0,17150 0,19284 

10 0,05942 0,07428 0,08922 0,10911 0,12423 

6 6 6 0,00271 0,00501 0,00816 0,01370 0,01897 

6 0,00080 0,00153 0,00256 0,00447 0,00637 

10 0,00029 0,00057 0,00097 0,00174 0,00252 

12 0,00012 0,00024 0,00042 0,00077 0,00113 

6 8 6 0,02289 0,03296 0,04423 0,06077 0,07437 

8 0,00866 0,01287 0,01778 0,02530 0,03172 

10 0,00374 0,00569 0,00802 0,01168 0,01487 

6 10 6 0,05732 0,07515 0,09360 0,11872 0,13817 

8 0,02543 0,03432 0,04387 0,05738 0,06822 

10 0,01238 0,01703 0,02206 0,02889 0,03356 

7 8 8 0,00177 0,00293 0,00441 0,00688 0,00917 

10 0,00063 0,00106 0,00163 0,00259 0,00347 

7 10 8 0,00899 0,01287. 0,01728 0,02388 0,02943 

8 8 8 0,00018 0,00035 0,00060 0,00106 0,00150 



APPENDIX :~ SOME NONCENTRAL PERCENTAGES OF ILl 

P: 5 H= 6 N:.t4 I P= 6 M= 6 N=20 

LA f1B D A a<.=.lOO .oso .025 .olo .005 I • 1 oo ,050 .025 .nto ,ODS 
SQUARED 

.ooo .18397 o15851f t138lf2 ,11727 ,10'+23 ,08522 o069(3Q ,05821 ,01f666 ,03989 

,500 d 8017 ,}5506 .13523 ,11'+if2 ,10161 ,08326 .06811 .05675 ,OqSqq ,03881 

1 • 000 • 17653 .15176 .13221 ,1117'+ ,09915 ,08139 .06651 ,05536 
•. 

,O'tlf28 ,03780 

2o000 .}6971 e1'+G59 .12661 ,10679 ,09lf62 ,07791 .0635'+ ,05280 ,D'f216 .o359'f 

q,ooo .1576'+ o13lf77 .11687 .09826 ,08688 .07180 .05!138 .0'+838 ,03852 ,03277 

6.()00 .1'+726 ·12557 .tOB66 ,09113 ,080'+6 I ,06661 eOS'f03 ,Qlflf69 ,035So ,03016 

a.ooo .13823 oll763 .10161 ,DA506 ,07501 I .062llf o05031 .0'+155 ,03295 .o2797 

r= 1 t·1= 6 N=15 I r== 8 11 = '+ N=25 

LAHBD,'\ «= • 1 0 0 ,050 ,Q25 • 0 1 0 ,oos • 1 oo ,oso .025 .o1o ,oo5 
SQUARF:O 

.ooo .01788 • 0 1 3 1 '+ ,00993 ,00706 ,00555 I ol't66G ol2lf'+S .1 0715 ,08926 ,o7B'+o 

.sao ,01739 .01277 .0096q ,00685 ,00538 .1'+356 d2168 t10'f66 ,08708 ,076'+2 

1. 000 .01693 .012'+1 .00937 .oob~s ,00522 .llf061 tllt)Qq .10230 ,0AS03 ,071f5b 

2,000 .01608 o01177 .ooaa7 ,00629 ,00'+92 .13507 • 1 1 If 1 3 ,09791 ,08123 .0711'+ 

'foDOO ,01'+61 .01067 .00802 ,OQ567 ,OOlf'f't .12529 ·10552 ,09028 ,07'+67 ,06527 

6.000 ,013'+0 o00976 ,00733 ,00517 . , OOlfO't .11689 ·09821 .08385 ,06919 .060'+0 

a,ooo ,01237 .00900 .00675 ,OO'f75 ,00371 .10959 o091B9 .07833 ,06't53 .o5626 



APPENDIX 2 SOME NONCENTRAL PERCENTAGES OF ILl 

P= 9 M= l.f N:d 5 I 
P=12 M= 't N=l5 

\ 

LA rHI D A cX.:,lOO ,050 .025 .010 ,oos .100 ,050 • 025, • 01 0 ,005 
SQUARED 

.ooo ,Ollf97 o01053 o0076q ,00515 ,00389 ,00108 o00063 ,00039 ,00021 ,OODl't 

.soo ,0Itt52 ·01020 .oo73~ ,00lf98 ,00376 ,OOIDS o00062 ,00038 ,00021 ,00013 

1. 000 ,01L!lO o0099Q .oo717 ,OOlf83 ,0036lf ,00102 o0006Q ,00037 0 00020 ,00013 

2.000 ,01332 ,QQ93lf .00675 ,OO't5q .oo3q2 ,QOQ97 .onos? o00035 ,00019 ,00012 

lf. 000 ,01201 o00339 ,00605 ,OOlf06 ,00306 ,QOl.:88 o00051 ,00031 ,00017 ,00011 

6.000 .01093 .00762 .005lf9 ,00368 ,00277 ,ooooo o000lf7 o00028 ,00015 ,00010 

a.ooo ,01003 ·00699 .00503 ,00336 ,00253 ,0007lf .000lf3 .00026 ,DOOll.f ,00009 

P=l2 M= 2 N=2't I P=13 M= 2 Na:15 

LAHSDA o<.=.IOO ,aso ,025 • 01 0 .005 I • 1 oo ,050 ,025 • 0 10 ,ODS 
SQUARED 

.ooo .15LfDl .t27AS • o10772 ,08722 ,07lf99 I .00575 .00323 ,00188 ,0009't ,00057 

,sao .15039 ·121f69 olOI.f91.f ,08'+88 ,07291 I ,00557 .00313 ,00181 .ono91 ,oooss 

1 • 000 .1'+695 .!2169 .10232 ,08267 ,07097 ,OOS'tr.l o00303 • 0017 6 ,oooaa ,00053 

2o000 .1'f053 tl16ll.f ,09750 ,07863 ,067't2 .oosoa o00285 ,00165 ,00083 ,00050 

q,ooo .12933 ·106SI.f ,08920 ,07173 ,06139 .ooq55 o002S't ,OOl'f7 ,00071.f ,OOO'tS 

6.000 d 1986 t09fPt9 ,08.230 ;0660't ,OS6'tS ,OO'tll .00230 .00133 ,00067 ,OOO'tO 

s.ooo .11173 o0916'f .076'+6 ,06126 ,05231 ,00376 .00210 .00121 ,00061 ,00037 



APPENDIX 3 SOME NON CENTRAL PERCENTILES OF I I-Ll 

P= 2 M= 2 ~!=30 

I 
P: If H= 't N= lf 

LAHRDA o(.:,900 ,950 ,975 .• 990 ,995 .900 .crso ,975 .990 ,995 
SQUARED 

.ooo ,QOS'f6 .oO?OJ ,01339 ,02025 ,02621 .03965 .o6S39 , o9s'ao ,l'fllflf ,17886 

.sao ,00668 ·01097 ,Ol6llf ;o 2 tt 1 9 ,03110 .0 1+165 ,Q6Att1 ,09986 ,ltt678 ,IR506 

1 • 000 ,00788 ·Ol2AO .01866 ,02766 . ,03531 .0'+350 .07117 • 1 035'1 ,15159 ,19062 

2.000 .OI01A .ol6t8 .02317 ,03370 ,O't250 .O't677 o076Q'f , 1 099B ,1599q ,20019 

tt.ooo .Ol'f36 ·02210 .0308'f ,0'1365 ,05'+11 .05203 .08376 .• 1 20 1 1 ,1729't ,21503 

o.ooo .o21tt1 .03178 .Ott310 ,05917 ,07195 ,05911 o 09 1tl 3 .1336fl ,19030 ,23't79 

16.000 .03212 .olfl>23 ,06110 ,0815'1 ,09738 I .06658 .}0519 o1't829 ,20918 ,256't3 

-·~-

I -
P= 't 11= 1 0 I'J =. 't P= 6 M= 6 N= 6 

LANBDA c:(::,900 ,950 ,975 .990 ,995 I .900 .950 ,975 .990 ,995 
SQUARED 

.ooo .36802 olf258Q ,'17702 ,53670 .57677 .00271 o00501 .00816 ,Dt37o ,01897 

.sao .37156 .q2?'11 ,lfR06l ,5'+019 .5801'f .00291 .oost9 .onB'f3 ,Ot't13 ,Ol95q 

1 • 0 00 .37tt90 o'f3280 .'f8399 ,51.f3't7 ,58330 .0029() .00535 .00869 ,D1't53 ,02008 

2.000 ,38103 .lf3?0'1 ,'t9019 ,5tt9'18 .ss910 ,00308 ·00565 ,00915 ,01527 ,0210't 

tt.ooo ,39153 ,qq971 ,50079 ,55973 ,59899 .00337 .00616 ,00993 ,0}6'f9 ,02265 

8.000 ,tt0751 olf6596 ,S169tt ,57539 . ,6llf10 ,00380 o0069l .01108 ,DI82fl ,02501 

16.000 ,Lf2795 o'IB691 ,53788 .• 59583 ,63390 .OO'f31 ·00780 ,Ol2lf6 .020'fi.t ,02785 

2'+.000 .lf'f0lf8 ,q9992 ,55103 ,60881 ,6'1658 ,OO'tbO .00831 .01325 ,02168 ,02950 



APPENDIX 4 SoME POWERS OF ILl 

P::: 5 M= 6 N=16 P= 5 M= 6 N=2't 

LAI'-1BDA o<.= • 1 0 0 .oso .025 .010 .oos • 1 oo .oso .025 .olo .oos 
SQUARED 

.sao .10820 • 0 5 118 3 .0277'+ ,01125 .oo56s ,1091f7 o0556'f ,0282q ,011lf9 .oosa2 

loOOO .11657 .05983 ,03061 ,01257 ,006'tO d 1923 ·06156 ,03167 ,01311 ,00671 

2,000 ,}3376 o07G3Q ,03671 ,0151fq ,00798 ,}3956 .o7tqa .03916 • 01 6 7 0 ,00872 

tt.ooo ,}6966 .09296 ,05033 ,02206 ,01173 .18303 ol02'fO ,05656 ,D25lf3 ,01377 

6.000 .2070'+ ol1761f ,06572 .02986 .o162s o2293't ol3'+17 .07708 ,03629 ,02027 

8,000 .2'+532 ollf398 ,08272 .03880 ,02157 .277'+9 ol6A93 .}OOS't .Ott931 • 0283.2 

--·--..,.--

P: 6 M= 6 N=20 F'= 7 M= 2 N:bO 

LAf'lBDA o(.;:. • 1 0 0 ,050 ,Q25 • 01 0 .oos • 1 oo ,oso ,Q25 .oto .oos 
SQUARED 

.sao • 1 01 e 2 • 05 116 3 ,02763 ,01120 ,00565 d 1752 .06078 ',03131f ,0}302 ,00669 

1. 000 .11582 .059'f2 .03039 ,012'+8 ,00636 ,13600 ,Q7256 ,Q38'+8 ,0165q .ooa7o 

z,ooo ,13229 .069'18 ,03628 ,0}526 .oo79o .1·7593 ,Q9902 ,05518 ,02517 0 01380 

q,ooo ,16691 ,Q91'f1 .ott951 ,02173 ,01157 I ,2638'+ .}6239 .09816 ,04939 .02899 

6,000 .20325 ·115'+8 ,06't59 .029'+2 ,01606 I .35755 .23672 .15300 ,083'+7 .oslaq 

8.000 ,2'f07'+ ol'+l39 ,08139 ,03833 ,021'fO ,lJSl't'f ·31789 .21757 ,12727 ,08300 



APPENDIX 4 SOME POWERS OF ILl 

P: 7 M= 6 N: l 5 P: a ~1= ,2 I'J='+O 

LAI'-1BDA o<..s,lOO 
SQUARED 

,050 ,025 • 01 0 ,oos • 1 00 ,050 .025 ·010 .oos 

.sao .10599 t05350 .02697 ,01089 ,OOSqe .11'+98 ·05909 .03029 ,012'f8 ,00637 

1. 000 ,112D'f .05706 ,02899 ,01181 ,oos9a .13072 .06090 .03613 ,0!530 ,00796 

2.000 ol2't32 • 0 b ,. '+ 0 .03320 ,01375 ,007oq • 16't27 .09063 • .0'+951 ,02202 ,0118'+ 

'+.ooo ol'f9'+2 o0798Q .O'f223 ,01802 ,009'+1 .23788 d '+177 ,08301 ,O't007 ,02280 

6,000 .17506 ;09606 .05202 ,02.279 ,01210 ,31690 o201'+9 .12506 ,061169 ,03060 

s.ooo .20101 ol130l .06250 ,02803 ,01512 l ,3976o· .26735 elilf60 ,09597 ,05971 

P: 8 t1 = Lf N::25 I 1':: 9 t1= q N::lS 

I L Af-1BD A 0(,:,100 ,050 ,025 .oto· .oos • 100 ,050 ,025 • 0 10 .005 SQUARF.:D 
.soo .10873 .0'5518 .02796 ,01136 . ,0057tt .10500 .05335 •02687 ,OtOAq .ooS'f5 

leOOO d 1770 ,Q6DS9 ,03108 ,012a2 ,006Stt .t1lo~t ,Q5677 .02879 .ott7o ,00591 

2.000 o13632 o07205 ,o378t.t ,01603 ,0083'+ ol23lf'f o0637'f ,03275 ,01351 .oo6a9 

q,ooo .1759() .Q971J6 .05335 ,02372 ,0127t+ ol't71f2 .o7R26 eO't116 ,017't2 ,oo9oq 

6.000 .21792 ·1258't ,071lf3 ,03312 ,01B31 .17171 .Q93lf3 .05017 ,02173 .otlttt+ 

a.ooo .26157 ·15676 .09193 .Olfli27 ~02510 .1961'1 ·1 0911 .05969 ,02639 ,Ol't08 



APPENDIX 4 SOME POWERS OF ILl 

P=lO t1= 2 N=15 

I 
P:10 M= '+ N:lS 

! 

LAf18DA eX.:: .100 ,050 .025 .a to .oos • 100 ,oso ,025 .010 ,005 
SQUARED 

.sao .10718 .os,to9 ,02725 ,01099 ,00552 .10502 .05289 ~02660 ,01071 ,00538 

1. 000 .11lflf5 o05827 ,02957 ,01201 ,00606 .11005 o05581 .02823 ,Otl'+lf ,00577 

2.000 .12922 .06690 ,03'+'+0 • 0 1 '+ 1 8 ,00722 .12018 o0617't ,03158 ,0!295 ,00658 

/.f,OQO .159'+9 ,QA507. ,OiflfBl ,Ot89q ,oo?so .l'H::J61 .07396 .o3850 ,01617 ,00833 

6o000 o190't2 olOLJ29 ,o5612 .02'+26 ,01272 .1611lf oOfl657 .ott596 ,Ot96q ,01025 

s.ooo .22168 -12'+37 ,06823 ,03010 ,01599 o1Bl-'6 ,Q99't8 ,05366 ,0233q ,01231 

..._,.,. -- ___ ... 
P: 1 1 M= 2 N=15 P=ll ~1 = 't N=15 

LAMBDA o<..= .100 .oso .025 • 0 1 0 ,oos • 1 oo ,oso .025 • 0 1 0 ,ODS 
SQUARED 

.sao .10602 ,Q53lfO .02685 .otoao ,oosqz .10 1\29 o052Lt5 ,02635 ,01060 . ,00532 

1 • 000 .11208 o05b8't ,0287q ,01163 ,00586 .10859 o05 1t92 .02773 ,01121 ,o056'+ 

z.ooo .12lf33 .06389 ,o326tt ,01335 ,00677 .11719 .05992 ,03052 ,012'+6 ,00631 

q,ooo .1Lf920 o07fl53 ,Q't088 ,01705 ,0087't ol31fl10 .07008 .03628 ,01507 ,00772 

(),OQQ .t7't38 ,()9377 ,O~i966 ,o;noa ,01091! ,15155 .oaotttt ,Ott22S ,01783 ,00922 

8.000 .19968 .10951 ,OSA90 ,025'+o ,01329 .16859 .0909'+ .O't8'+0 ,02072 .otOa2 



APPENDIX ·1 SOME POWERS OF ILl 

P=12 M= 2 N=2'f I P=12 N= ~ N:15 

LMlfJDA ()(.:.too ,050 ,025 '0 1 0 ,oos I .too ,050 .025 oOlO .oos 
SQUARED 

.soo .10866 .05507 .02785 ,01129 ,00569 ol0360 .os2o'+ • 0 261' 2 ,Ot01f9 '• 00526 

1.000 .11755 .06035 .03086 ,01267 .oo6~.t'l .10719 • 05'109 ,o2721f • 01098 ,00552 

z.ooo ,13599 .o7,S2 .OJ73q ,0!569 .oosto tll'f35 o05019 ,02952 ,01199 ,00605 

~.ooo .17509 .09616 ,05211 • 02283 ,01212 .12855 o066'f6 t03'f1'f ,01'+06 .oo7t6 

I 
6.000 .21650 ol/.357 .06920 ,031'+6 ,01711 .1'+259 • 0 1'+ 7 8 ,03886 ,Ot620 ,00831 

a.ooo .259'+6 o15335 .oBB'f9 ,0'+161 ,0231'+ .156'+3 o08312 ,Q'f366 ,Ot8'fO ,oo9so 

P=13 M= 2 N=lS P=13 M= 'f N:lS 

LAI~BDA o(.a,IOO ,050 .025 '0 l 0 ,oos • 1 oo .oso ,025 • 01 0 .oos 
SQUARED 

.sao .10383 .05210 ,02612 ,Ot0'f7 ,0052'f l .10291 t05163 ,02588 ,01038 ,00520 

loOOO .10766 oOS'f21 .02725 ,01095 ,OQ5q9 .10580 ·05325 .02677 ,01076 ,005'fO 

2.000 .11529 .oSA'f'f .07.952 ,0!192 ,00599 .11153 o056SO ,0285'+ ',0115.3 ,oosao 

tt,ooo '130'+2 o0669'f ,03'f12 ,OJ390 ,00702 .12281 o0629'f .03209 ,01309 ,oo662 

6,000 .1'+537 o075lf8 ,03879 ,01593 ,oosoa .13385 o0693'f ,Q356S ,01'+67 ,oo7'+6 

a.ooo .16012 o08'f03 ,0'+352 ,o1ao 0 ,00917 ,llf'f65 t07568 .03921 ,01626 ,008.31 



APPENDIX 5 POWER COMPARISONS OF ILl AND II-LI 

P= 4 M= t.t N= 4 P= 4 M= 4 N= 6 

lMi!:lOA ALPHA= .lUll .050 .025 .010 .oos .ltiO .()50 .025 .010 .GOS 
SQUARED 

MOO I-L .1U600 • 05 3 7 3 .02721 .01105 .00558 

1 

.10Gi38 .05430 .r.:2755 .01122 .. Q05S8 
.50 MOD L .H.d24 .iJ5169 .(J258G .01035 .00518 .. 10682 oi.153!:S2 • iJ 2 7iJ 7 • 010 3 s .OG547 

RATIO l.l!Z67 1 .. ()395 1.0520 1.(1676 1.0786 1.0005 l.(i088 1 .. 0177 1.0300 1.0395 

MOL) I-L .11151 .• o 5 720 .02928 .012:)5 .00614 .11.325 .05832 .D2997 .01239 .OOE3LJ 

1.lJO MOD L .1UG39 .05333 .nz&71J .01069 .0(1535 .11359 .GS7b5 .fl2~15 .01130 .(10594 
RATIO l.uttet 1.0726 1.0966 1el271 1.148€ • s:no 1.0117 1.0278 1.'1503 l.OE81 

~WD I-L .12125 .Ot:d44 .U3307 .01390 .00720 .1246.2 .0£563 .03442 .Ollf50 .00760 
2.U('J MGD L .11241 .OSG49 .02831 .au 34 .00567 .12597 .OG528 .033.35 .iJ13S3 .oossc 

RATIO l.[.J786 1.1231 1.1678 1.2257 1.2679 .:-3815 l.(i(.t53 1.0~22 l .. fl711"1 1.1!718 

t1C 0 1-L .13657 .0736D .rJ3940 .01711 .OCI906 .14294 .0'7775 .iJ42J4 .01349 .oosae 
4.lll.1 MOD L .12~54 .0£234 .. (:3]32 .01256 .00629 .15:S07 .08U49 .t:4183 .01739 .GOe89 

RATIG 1. Fl63 1. 180 7 1.2582 1.3523 1.4408 .9338 .96Gl 1.0,..,49 l.'J533 1.1115 

MOD 1-L .15G87 .08755 .(14848 .02196 .(11198 .lG 7o 9 .09495 .n5330 .oztt57 .81358 
~ .tJO t10 0 L .14293 .tl72o4 .03662 .01473 .00738 .20l60 .1104 5 • iJ 5 9JO .02520 .013(;9 

RATlO l.u975 1.2053 1.3238 1.4516 l.62Lt6 .8277 .8597 .9034 • 9 7'1 8 1.03 72 

i10 tJ I-L .17706 .lfl235 • 1J5868 · .D2782 .01569 .19352 .11403 .Cl6E54 .03223 .01342 

1b. uo ~100 L .17423 .08953 .Ol!540 • 0133'2 .00919 .29144 .15776 .£',19?41 .04158 .02211 
RAT IC 1elH62 1•1432 1.2924 1.5132 1.7080 • 66 40 .6797 .7123 .7753 .8357 

MOD I-L .18665 .1(1973 .06401 .03106 .()1785 .20630 .12394 .P7371.f .03666 .('12143 

24.ll0 i10 0 L .19942 .10338 .U5267 .02132 .01070 .36814 .22102 .12711 .05343 .03155 
RATIO • 936 0 1. 0614 1.2152 1.4572 l.G67B .5604 .5608 ~5801 .6274 .£770 



APPENDIX 5 POWER COMPARISONS OF ILl AND ji-Lj 

P= 4 M= 4 N= 8 P= 4 M= 4 N=1o 

L Ar·~ jj 9A AI..PHA= .1t)0 .o 50 ' • 025 .010 .005 .100 • nso .ozs .n10 .o;:;s 
SGUARED 

rwu l-L .1J7SO .05469 .f]2779 .01134 .00575 oHJ795 .054'39 .02797 .01143 .oosar:: 
.so ~lOU L .10884 .U5508 .(!2781 .01124 .00565 .lltl21 .055~5 • (;2 8 34 .01150 .(10580 

RATIC .'3377 .9930 .5993 1.0087 le0162 .9795 .9828 .• ss 7 3 .9943 1.0003 

MOD 1-L .-11447 .05911 .n3P46 .01254 .00649 .11538 .c:. 9 71 .03rl83 .012B3 .00560 
1.uo 1'1 0 0 L .11772 .U6024 .03r170 .01253 .00635 .12JJ57 .OG2U7 .iJ3181 .01308 .OOc65 

RATIO • :J 72 4 • 9813 .9922 1.0086 1.0219 .9:!69 .95lg .9C91 .9810 .9912 

t10 0 1-L ~12703 .OS721 .D3542 .01511 .0079C: .12883 .OG841 .03613 .01550 .OCJ81L! 
z.uo I"WD L .135b0 .07080 •. Q~ 6 57 .01524 .00780 .l'H6 8 .C74eO .(13915 .01547 .(i[J351 

RATIO .9363 .9491~ .sssa .'3')15 1·0130 .91lS3 .9146 .9:?40 .9410 .9562 

tiOO 1-L .14754 .. oens7 •. f.\4403 .01954 .01051 .15104 .08327 .£14558 .02038 .r::u.oz 
4.00 t·10 0 L s1715L! .092b9 .04'336 .02112 .01101 .18498 .101::!.3 .1]5528 .02418 .01281 

RATlO .C:bUO .8725 .8919 .9252 .9546 • d 15 5 .6lb9 .8246 .8426 .3505 

f·:S 0 I-L .17SS1 • H!D71 .U5712 .02567 .r:Jl488 .18235 .1053U .1161121 .0284C o015Sf 
e.uo i":OU L .24274 .13851 .U7709 .03457 .01855 .27297 .lbl(JO .!19239 .04298 .. [12367 

RATIC .'1247 .7271 .7409 .7716 .aozc • 66 80 .6540 .6517 .66iJe o6744 

t10D 1-L .2Ub55 .12355 .r:t73H1 .• 035C13 .02091 I .21709 .13142 .fl7864 .03930 .02303 
lb.UU ~1GD i. .37546 .23253 .13330 .osc;s3 .03728 I .113939 .28587 .17924 .09152 .0534!; 

RAT.iO .5501 .5313 .5285 .. 51+15 .5607 .491+1 .4581 .4'387 .4294 .4310 

MOD 1-L .22220 .13582 .1:18211 .04163 .02468 .2353() .14585 .08934 .046iJ3 .C1276C 
24.UU MOO L .4SUUO • 32324 .20251 .10296 • 0 59 70 .57961 .40892 .27305 .15005 .C9182 

RATIO .4535 • 4 202 .4055 .4043 .4134 .4060 .3567 .3272 .3062 .3GwE 



APPENDIX 5 POWER COMPARISONS OF ILl AND II-LI 

P= 4 M= 4 N=12 P= 4 ~1= 6 N= 4 

LAI":BDA ALPHA= • HJO .I) 50 .025 .010 .oos .100 .. oso .025 .i)1'1 .O'JS 
S~UAREU 

r·10D I-L .10830 .iJ5521 .02811 .01150 .(10585 .lt.JS54 .05331 .r.l2GS9 Q01037 .OQ547 
• 50 MOD L .11123 • 0556 0 .P2e73 .01159 .00591 • HIZ52 .05131 .!.12567 .01027 .0[.514 

RATIC .9737 .9755 .S785 .9838 .9886 1.uzss 1.1:1389 1.0475 1.0578 1.0649 

tWO I-L .11bl)8 .05017 • (.i3111 .01297 .(10658 .11079 .05t.47 .tt2872 .01171 .(iG5S3 
l.OU !•1 0 0 L .. 12270 .06346 .03266 .01350 .0069C .10497 .05260 .02633 • 010 54 .C0527 

RATIO .9451 .9481 .. 9525 .9609 .9587 1.0554 1.0737 1.0907 1.1114 1.1255 

MOD I-L .13U23 .06935 .03677 .01581 .00832 .12U46 .0623-:::J .l.l3218 .01334 .00683 
2. tJO MOU L .. 14628 .07789 .u411CI .01747 .00909 .10970 .055(18 • U2 750 .011n5 .00553 

RATIO .8903 .3903 .8947 .9;]52 .9157 1.0981 1.1328 1.1660 1.2059 1.2355 

t·iOD I-L .15 j8 0 .08518 .04684 .021n6 .01143 .136:37 • 0 72 7 !:l .(!3840 .01535 .00853 
lf.UO 1'100 L .13533 .10928 .JJ6Q12 .02677 .01435 .11855 .05974 .02999 • 0 12D ~ .00602 

RATIO .7H74 .7795 .7791 .7866 .7966 1.1554 1.218Lt 1.2806 1.3598 1 .. 4157 
I 

t10D I-L .18752 .1<..1904 .06276 .02985 .01688 .16145 .03832 .i'i4847 .02146 o01149 
e.oo t·iOU L .2'3E:68 .17949 .10550 .05056 .02842 .131l26 .OG8Lie el'3LJ29 .01378 .QOG90 

RATIC .ti321 .G075 .5949 .5'305 .5938 1.2025 1.3061 1 .. 4135 1.5573 l.GE55 

MOD I-L • 22!5tHl .138 03 .06336 .042llt .02491 I .19042 .11:1929 .ll5195 .02879 .01596 
16.00 t10D L • 4 d8 91 .33226 .21576 .. 11557 .06981 I .161)26 .U821J8 .U4155 .01676 .OOS4C 

RATIO .4618 .4151i .3864 .. 3647 .. 3568 l.,1bi32 1..3314 1.4904 1.7180 1.9000 

MOlJ 1-L .24630 .15444· .OS563 .04995 .03024 

I 
.. 20628 .12112 .rnnz1 .. 03359 .D1S03 

24-.UO r-:oo L .64567 .47882 •. 33588 .• 19544 ·12564 .18160 .09377 .. D4769 .01328 .0(1968 
RATIG .3815 .3225 .2847 .2543 .• 2407 1.1359 1.2916 1.4721 1.7422 1.9670 



APPENDIX 5 POWER COMPARISONS OF ILl AND II-Lj 

p: 4 M:. 6 N: 6 p:; tt M:: a N:: 8 

LAV.bDA ALPHA= .lOLl .usn .025 .010 .oos .100 .050 .025 .010 .oos 
S~UAREO 

MOD I-1.. el0&44 .OS3ti7 .112723 •. tlll03 .00556 .lU6l4 .u53f-6 .u2709 • OH!96 .nns~3 
.t>u MOD L .• .llJ52f.) .1]5292 ·L12658 • 010 6 s .00536 .ll'lS46 .05313 .!:12673 .olu76 ·00541 

t~ATIO l.lJll8 l.IJl t> tJ 1.0243 1.0326 1.0388 l.UObLf 1. [1l(J[J 1.0136 1.0185 1.0221 

r~oo 1-L .11257 .05760 .02940 .012il5 .00613 .11208 .05724 .:~J2916 .01193 .OOEG5 
l,;(J(.J NOD L .11037 .05583 .(J2817 .01137 • nos 72 .1llJ93 .05628 .U2849 .01!.55 .noss2 

RATIC 1.0200 1.0316 1.Q.t~3S 1.0594 1.0713 1.0104 l.G169 1.0237 1.0329 1.o3se 

:-:co I-L .12395 .06463 .03355 .01403 .00723 .12339' .05415 .U33'21 .01384 .. 00712 
. 2.00 1"100 ' .12057 .05165 .03136 .01277 .OOE4S .12189 .oo268 .[13208 .01315 .OOEGS '-

RATIO 1.UL80 1.0483 1.0£37 1.0986 1.1207 l.lH23 1.0235 1.0355 l.Q518 l.OE45 

t~OO l-L .,.14362 .07715 • lj 4113 .01775 .00935 .14384 .0'7702 .•;4n94 .01760 .G0':24 
4. l'O l"lGD L .14U52 .07321 • U3 7 7 9 .01551 .00795 .1tt:~83 .C7576 .(13954 .01557 .. r.0353 

RATlC l.UZ21 1.(1538 1.0881f 1.1371 1.175Lf l.OOIJO 1.(Jl67 1.0353 1.0519 l .. OS3Q 

MOO I-L .1 7 34 3 .09703 .(15369 .02423 .01317 .17 73 0 .099(1!3 .:)5473 .02463 .01335 
s.uo MOD L .17SS7 .09595 .05073 .02147 .01109 .18737 .1[1274 .(15542 .024r:l7 .01257 

RATIO .9712 1.0112 1.0584 1.1289 1.1871 • 946 3 .9544 .9875 l.f1234 1.0537 

t100 I-L .20'375 1 .12290 .J7103 .03334 .01911 .22296 .13123 .U76H1 .03533 .02053 
1c.. no r100 L .24775 .13958 .(17555 .03362 .. 01775 .27090 .158[19 .08976 .04120 • 022 46 

RATIC .8466 .88U5 .9279 1.0067 1.0767 .B231 • 8304 e8LI78 .8318 .91/iC 

~~OlJ I-L .23U18 .13834 .08194 .04029 .02329 .25151 .15 2 7 3 ,f9115 .04514 .02619 
24.00 MOD L .30878 .13049 .10188 .04506 e02C\74 .34763 .21303 .12595 .06040 .03385 

RATIO .7455 .7664 .8043 .8748 • 9415 .7235 .7lo9 .7237 .. 7'+74 .7739 



APPENDIX 5 POWER COMPARISONS OF ILl AND !I-Ll 

p = Lt M=lO N= 4 I P= 4 ~i= 10 N=10 

LM~tjDA ALPHA= .lUO • [15 0 .025 .010 .oos I .100· .050 .025 • OlCt .oos 
SGUAR£0 

MOD l-L. elU403 .05235 .02531 .01059 .00532 .10578 .0!.:)343 • i:i2S 96 .0109(\ .00549 
.~o MOD L .10174 .05091 .02547 .01019 .005D9 ell)536 .05310 • L12 57 3 .OH177 o00541 

RATIO 1.02~5 1.0282 1.0333 1.0393 1o0433 1.(JU40 1.(!063 1.01\87 1 .. 0118 1.011~2 

1100 I-L .107~4 .fJ5464 .!J2761 .01117 .00563 .11144 .o 56.82 .o 2891 .01181 .00599 
1. CJO MOD L .1ll:S45 .05181 .l!2592 .01037 .0(1519 .lll'i76 • 05 6 2 4 .u2849 •· () 115 7 .rnss~t 

RATlC 1.0434 1.l·l 54 7 1.0549 1.8770 1.0850 l.OUEl 1.(1103 1.0147 1.0207 1.0252 

MOD 1-L .11538 .OS9Cl6 .031112 .. 01232 .00625 .12236 • 06 348 • r:t3 2 79 .01363 .(1(1700 
z.oo ~lOD L .lus7a .05355 .Q2SD2 .01074 .00537 .12165 .OG2b7 .G3214 .01322 .G0 57~ 

RATIO 1.0805 1.1028 1.1233 1.1476 1.1540 l.OU58 1.0129 1.0204 1.(1303 1.0391 

1100 I-L .12.':38:3 .(16726 .03489. .011-tS4 .00747 .11tZ69 .07619 .IJ4C'39 .01731 .00907 
4 .IJO MOO L .11310 .0~·688 .1"12852 .01143 .00572 .1437£ .07601 .n3984 .01630 .00859 

RAT IC 1.1396 1.1825 1.2229 1.2720 1.3059 .9926 l.OUZ4 1.0138 1 .. 03'13 1.0436 

MOD 1-L .1512 7 .08137. .[14334 .01863 .00977 .17766 .09907 .(15461 .02451 .01326 
tl.UO MOO I .12!+63 .i)6293 .1] 315 7 .01271 .00536 .18866 .HJ425 .05571 .02492 .01324 .... 

RATIO 1.2137 1.2919 1.3586 1 .. 4556 1.5349 .9417 .s::.n3 .9629 • 9835 1.0016 

t·lOU I-L .18261 .10235 .05659 .02543 .01375 .22919 .13519 .07844- .03745 .02117 

16. (!0 MOD L .14439 .07357 .03715 .01495 .00749 .27780 .16460 • U9Lt ::i6 .04453 .02468 
RATIO 1.2S47 1.3913 1.5232 1.7007 1.8346 • 82 50 .3213 .8260 .8412 e8577 

~~OD 1-l .20283 .1167~ .L\6617 .03067 .0169'-f .25394 .1Cl21 .. 09563 .04805 .02795 

Z4.1JU t-100 L .16110 .03265 .1]4189 .01590 .0034€ .36208 .22671 .13707 .OS772 .03832 
RATIO 1.25~0 1.4124 1.5796 1o8146 1.9991 .7289 .7111 .7('15(! • 7fJ9 5 .7199 



APPENDIX 5 . POWER COMPARISONS OF ILl AND II-LI 

P= 4 M=12 N::12 P= 5 r1= G N= 6 

LAM!.:lOA ALPHA= • HlO .050 .ozs .010 .oos .100 • 0 50 .025 • [110 .o iJ 5 
SUUAkED 

r'JOU I-L .1U546 .lJ5323 .0263'+ .01084 .00546 I .10499 .o 5304 .;iJ2677 .01083 .00546 
.!)(] NOD I .1(]:) 17 .053()0 oll2(68 • 01076 .00541 .10364 .05200 • 02 E 0 7 .01(!45 .00523 ..... 

RATIC l.lhl27 l.!J01t3 1.onsn 1.11081 1.0097 I l.lJLSO 1.()138 1.0253 1.Q35S 1.0427 

!·iOO I-L .llU83 .05545 .028b9 .01170 .00593 .1097(1 • 05 59 2 • PZ 846 .01153 .00590 
1.00 MOD L .1 hl39 .05606 oLI28Ltl ·01154 .00583 .1(]723 .05399 .. !]2713 o0109iJ .00545 

RATIO l.uu40 1.UU58 t.ongg 1.0140 1 .. 0169 1.U23Cl 1.C358 1 •. 0491 1.(1(.57 loOBGD 

t·100 I-L .12131 .OG281 .J3239 .Q134lt .00689 .11832 .06129 otl3151f .01316 .. CJOc76 
z.uo MOU L • 1~ []9 8 .0£2.:S4 .li3199 .01318 • 006 72 .11427 .05790 .C\2923 a0117S oC'0592 

RAT IC 1.Ui.J28 1.0075 1.0127 le!Jl98 1.0251 1.0355 1.!)585 1.0827 1.1155 1 .. 1406 

1'\00. I-L .14121 .07520 .U3977 .01699 .00889' .1:.129(1 .07CS7 • f'13 72 7 .01593 .00334 
4.00 !10 0 L .14L65 • 0154 9 .;13963 .01675 .Q036B .12780 .D5550 • ~J 3 3 34 .01356 .00684 

RATIO .~8:i9 .9951 1.on35 1. 0145 1.0231 I l.U339 1.0774 1.1180 1 .. 1749 
" 

1.2195 

t-10 D I-L .17564 .09828 .05405 .02419 .01306 I .15426 .0::3469 .114614 .02048 .o11u1 
c:.oo MCD L .18734 .10381 .U5E67 .02503 .01336 .15295 .l17991 .,1'14124 .01699 .00863 

RATlC .9429 .':!457 .9537 .:3563 .9774 le0Uo6 1.05~9 1.11.35 lo 20 52 1.2761 

MOO I-L .231~3 .13G811 • CH 93 8 .03788 .02139 .17930 .10214 .u57G2 .02672 .01483 

lb.UO f10 0 L .27823 .15 5~7 .IJ9G49 .04576 • .02559 .19727 .HJ621 .055()3 .02355 .01209 
RATIO .b:S36 .8245 .8226 .8278 .8360 .9flS9 .9517 1.0283 1.1341 1.2261 

r10D I-L .27144 .16633 .IJ S 9 94 .04980 .02899 .19305 .11215 0] 64 50 .03055 .f11733 

24.UO MOD L .3t.b15 .23167 .14170 .07118 .04132 .23564 .12991 • ('5974 .02980 .01543 
RATIC .7413 .7180 .7n53 .6397 .7016 .8193 .. .'3634 .. 9249 1.\1287 1.1227 



APPENDIX 5 POWER COMPARISONS OF ILl AND II-Lj 

P= 5 M= 6 N=12 P= 5 ~1=10 N=lO 

LAtv:!:l!)A ALPHA= .100 .IJ5t1 .025 .010 .oos • lliO .l)5(1 .025 .010 .(1!15 
S\JIUARED 

1·100 1-L .l1Jb20 • 0 5 37 9 .L\2722 .01105 .00558 .HJ4b9 .O!'S291 .1"\2€57 .01077 .GGS£12 
• 50 t·'iO l) L .1U712 .05415 • U2 7 j 3 .01105 .00556 .10445 .D5256 • ;j 2 54 3 .. 01064 .00534 

RATIG .. 9914 .~933 .9958 .9996 1.0029 lotJULt2 1. ()(jf, 6 1.0(191 l.!l124 1 .. 0149 

1-':0D I-L .11210 .o:,744 .(12937 .012!18 .00616 .10964 .05576 • ~12 8 31 .01153 o0056LJ 
1.00 MOO L .11432 .JSH33 ~D2974 .01214 .00616 .1Ll89L'l • G5·515 • 1.:2 7 s 7 • 01128 • 00~·69 

HATIO .980E .983b .9877 .9944 1.0000 t.uu67 1.0111 1.0157 l.iJ22G lo0268 

110 0 I-L .12310 ,.I] 6433 • n 3 3 so o014iJ8 .00729 .11373 • DE 131J o1.!31S!f .01305 .00568 
z.uo MOO L .12tl~4 .OG714 • [13 4 76 .014tt6 .00742 .11785 .06039 .:J3fl83 .o12sz .ouc41 

RATIG .9547 .:J581 .'3638 .9737 .9825 1oU075 1.0150 l .. G23t1 1.0342 1~0429 

MOO ·r -L .14224 .075G5 .lt4106 .01786 .00947 .13541 .07153 .;:,13772 ·olll6rJ3 .. 00836 

4.00 t1C 0 L .158o5 .03558 .t14550 ·01960 .01027 .l~Sdl .07112 .(:3£97 .01545 .00734 
RATIO .8354 .8958 • 9(1lJ5 .9114 .9222 .9971.1 1.!)078 1.0201 1.8379 1.0523 

t·\OD 1-L. .1 7170 .CJ9547 .05370 .024it8 .01342 .1b 34 4 .08982 el'i4Q89 .02154 • fJllGO 
S.(JO t-:00 L .22009 • 12 54 2 .C!700S .03176 .01723 .17175 • !) :33 34 .llS::IJG .02155 .01138 

[~AT I 0 .7tl01 .7692 .7662 .7706 .778E .~516 .S624 • 9 76 7 • 959 7 1.0193 

MO(J I-L .208!:!6, .12297 .ll7152 .03442 .01962 • ZlJ3 67 .11740 .;J667o .fJ3116 .rn 13 4 

1b.UO l":OO L • 31tL1 99 .21174 .12728 .06259 .03530 .24196 .139 11-7 .07859 .03590 .01956 
RATIO .5125 • 58 (!!::l .5619 .ssno .5481 .8417 .8418 • 84 ::iS o8G8Q .825S 

t10D I-L .23071 .13933 .fJ83D8 1004126 .02405 1 .23U32 .13571 .ti799Q .03858 .nzzoo 
24~UO l'ICU ' .45177 .29982 .19(183 .10005 .059(;7 .3U815 .18511 ~10909 .05206 .02~17 ..... 

RATIC .51lH .4649 .4354 .4123 .4031 .747t~ .7346 .7324 .. 7'flP .75Lfl 



APPENDIX 5 POWER COMPARISONS OF . ILl AND !I-Ll 

P= 6 M= 6 N= 6 P= 6 M= 6 N=12 

LAt-180 A ALPHA= .100 .oso .025 .010 .oos .l!JO • 0 50 .ozs .Qlf) .OiJS 
SQUARED 

MOD 1-L .lll360 •. 05224 .02532 .01063 .00535 .10t~53 .OS2ti2 .02667 .0103::1 .00544 
• 51J MOD L .HJ204 .05107 .rJzss5 .o 10 2 2 .00511 .. loooz .05349 .C2696 . .01088 .0(1547 

RATIO 1. r 1s 3 1.(1228 1.0303 1.(1400 1.0470 .9tl60 .:3873 .S893 .9925 .395C 

t10D 1-L .10696 .05434 .02758 .01123 .00569 

' 
.1(] 88 1 .05550 .02827 .01157 .00588 

1. (.10 MOD L .HJ4L14 .U5212 .(12609 .01044 .noszz· 

' 
.1120 8 • 0 5 7U5 .02896 .01178 .,iJQ5SE 

RATIO 1.0281 l.fl426 1.0571 1.0760 1.0898 .~:l708 .9729 .9762 .9818 .9865 

MOO I-L .11305 • 05 8 19 .fl2989 .01236 .(10633 .11&69 .UG049 .U3129 .01305 .OOG72 
2.ua MOL) L .10792 .05416 .U2713 .01087 .00544 .12432 .o£.431 .C13310 .01368 .00599 

RATIO 1.0475 1.0744 1.1n11 1.1376 1.1642 .9386 .:3407 .S452 .9538 .9615 

t100 1-L .12312 .D6463 .113336 .01433 .0071!6 .t:HJlO .m:.9ts .(13(.64 .01573 .(i(i827 

4.l'O r;oo L .11523 .U58U2 .02912 .01168 • 005 84 .14:112 .07940 .•.Hn a 1 .01778 .00925 
RATIO l.U5B5 1.1147 1.1629 1.2278 1.2772 • 8 724 .8713 .8749 .9845 .BS45 

MOO I-L • 13 74 0 .07415 .n3982 .01740 .00927 .15Ll03 .0.9258 .1'14515 .• 02017 .OlGSl 
s.uo r100 L • 12839 • 0 G 5U 3 .03274 . .01315 .OOE59 .1:1928 .11134 .~i6116 .02718 .01455 

RATIO 1.07ll2 1.1403 1.2164 1.3230 1.4n5s .7S.31 .7417 • 733 3 • 74 21 .7496 

MOD 1-L .15350 .08527 .04709 .02132 .01155 .17436 .09963 .[15646 .02638 .01474 
16. liO MOO L .15U56 .07699 • 03 e s 6 .01570 .00787 .29755 .17913 .10477 .04993 .02797 

RATIC l.UlSG 1.1077 '1.2(187 1.3574 1.47SLJ .5858 .!:·562 .5389 .5283 .5268 

MOD I-L .1&210 .09:142 .05123 • 02364 .01310 .18829 .. l!J 981 .•J6347 .03;)41 .Ol73C: 
Z'+.iJu NOD L .16902 .08711 .04427 .01789 .00898 .38!:192 .24799 .152 38 .07673 .04454 

RATIO .9591 l.U4:95 1.1574 1.3214 1.4595 • 48LU .4428 .4165 .3963 .3885 



APPENDIX 5 POWER COMPARISONS OF ILl AND !I-Ll 

P= 6 M= 8 N= 8 P= 6 i'1= 8 N=l2 

LAKUDA ALPHA= .lOu • 0 50 .025 .010 .oos .uw .rJ50 .025 .010 .oos 
S:JUARED 

t100 I-L o HIL418 .05252 .U2545 .. 01068 .00537 .10472 .05279 .(12632 .OH151 • Of] 50 3 
.!J(J MOD L .lfJ31.f.l • 051 ~3 .l!2E05 .01046 .00524 .10498 .0528::l • [!2.E 52 .01072 .. 00539 

RATIO :i..t.lt'174 1.•]115 1.0156 1.0212 1.0255 .9':.375 .9982 .9S63 e97'39 .9334 

~~uO 1-L .lOtH$ .OS495 .u2787 • (Jll34 .O(J574 .ltl~28 .05555 .C2809 .01117 o00529 
1. tJO !'WO l olU580 .05385 .;]27lf) .01091 .00548 .1U9S'3 .055tl2 .:J2826 .01147 .. 00579 

RATIO 1.0129 1.(121J!:i loli?84 1o0391 1 .. 04 73 .:;';3,:}6 .. ~952 .9938 .9736 .9139 

i':CD I-l .11565 .05953 .U3i156 .01252 .OOG45 .117Sl .OGtJ87 .,13123 .01267 .00513 
2etl0 r-;oo L .11351 .u5767 .. U2920 .01134 .0059E· .12!HJ7 .tJ6177 .U3155 • 01301 .-.00553 

HATIC 1.0189 1. •J 32 3 1.0465 1.0563 1.0816 .sezn .9d54 .SS68 .9735 .9252 

MOO l-L .12874 .. OE-77:~ • C3 54 7 .015(10 .oo7an 

I 
.13 331 .r.HClbl • U3 71£ .01569 • (l [! s 0 {l 

4.UO i'i 0 \) L .126o2 .1)6524 .1)3341 .01370 .OiJ6S5 .141J43 .074Llb .('3375 .olo32 .00344 
RATIO 1. Ulb 7 1.0381 l.OF16 1.0950 1.1217 .. 9493 .. 3534 a9588 o9Sl6 .S475 

11,00 I-L .14':.l17 .080'35 .•)4351 .0131J9 .01017 .157S3 • 0 8671 ~tJtt713 .020 32 .01102 
s.uo i'i c [) L .15174 .08u09 • l.r4180 • 0174 8 .00898 .13146 • 09 9 83 .l15414 .02373 .o12sn 

RATIC .<;;831 1. 0 1U7 1.0433 1.0921 1.1325 .8703 .8686 .8716 .8774 .875C 

t1CG l-L .17552: .OS·882 .us::1o .02516 .01381 I .19(!34 .l[J938 .rt5190 .02854 .01555 
16.UO 1·100 L .197S8 .10855 .058/iO .02520 .01319 .26225 .15415 .l18843 .04127 .. 02283 

RATIO • 8 !:S56 .9l[J4 .94311 .9582 1.0459 .7281 .7095 .7(100 .5940 .6360 

MOD 1-L .1:!139 .1101)5 .1]625'3 .i]2931 .01638 .21158 .12424 .·17193 o034 30 .01916 
24. [10 f-:0[) L • 23 95 0 .1::539 .1.!7461 .03302 .01754 I .33842 .. 2U955 .12559 .06156 .(13523 

RATlC o7'::l;)8 .3128 .. 8389 .8877 .9338 .fl2SZ .5929 .572'f .5562 .5439 



APPENDIX 5 POWER COMPARISONS OF ILl AND II-LI 

P= 6 M=10 N=lO I P= 7 r·1= & N= 8 

LA!'-:::$JA ALPHA= .1UlJ • nso .025 .010 .oos I .1UtJ .oso e025 .. tHO .. oos 
SOUAR[U 

1·10 0 1-L • lfJLf 2 5 .[)5264 ·'J2571 ·01119 .00513 elU338 • 0 52() 6 ol.12620 .rnoss .00531 
.50 ~: OD L .HL572 .GS214 .(.12 E 18 .01053 .00528 .1U252 • CJ514U . .!'2575 .(11032 .. (!05 15 

RATIC 1.1Jll51 1.LlO:J7 1.0200 l.053S 1.16111 l.uU84 1.0128 1.0174 laO 2 35 1.o2a3 

t'!OU 1-L .18833 .05517 .l:2 s:;;o .01222 .00703 .ltlb50 .. G5Lfl!.Z .t!2735 .. 01111 .00561 

1.uo i~O D L .11J743 .Ot::428 .U2733 .01106 .00555 • Hl5J2 .05278 .t12649 .01053 .(1053:3 
kATIO l.t)lJ84 1.Dlb4 1.0337 1.1051 1.2635 1. CH5l 1.0235 1.0324 1. i.J443 1.0534 

~'.00 I-L .11607 .d59'H .J3125 ·0139,4 .00838 .11L56 .05770 .•.12952 .01214 .. 00619 
z.uo ~lOU L .114tl5 .CJS86U .tl29&£.l .01215 .08615 .109':32 .u~;ssl • t~2795 o0ll25 .00555 

RATIC 1.0105 l.U2J3 1.0435 1.t1f77 1.3633 1.U240 l.iJ3::J5 1.0557 1.11731 1.03.53 

!'\OU I -L • 13 tiU 4 .,IJ58b9 .(13553 .01573 .01025 .12289 •. CJ5418 • 1)3 3 'f 0 .01403 .. QG7Z5 
4oUu r~·~ o !J L .12962 .I]G73.!. .034 75 .o 1 1+41 .00737 .11'341 .uGnas .031135 .01251 .!JfJ63C 

RATIO l.UU32 l.UZl!l 1.0509 1.1611 1.391€ 1. uz~n 1.0548 1.0827 1.1219 1.1528 

1-:0 Ll I-l .15.306 .t:J3348 .U4565 .02145 .01325 .13cl63 .:)7433 .(13967 .01717 .fJ0907 
~.uo ~~ 00 L .15877 .OE5t1"7 • lj4 50 7 .01922 .01001 .13725 s07104 • i 13544 .01494 .OCJ757 

RATlC .~541 .S814 1.0128 1·1162 1.3233 leUliJ4 1.045:3 1 .• 0835 1.-14'35 1 .. 1993 

t~GO I-L .18539 .105:!'·4 .05975 .02924 .01845 .. 15e57 .08772 .(t4816 .'02151 .rn112 
15.UIJ i1C C L .21 1+23 • 120 ':l4 .UEE78 .02330 .01599 .15':328 .08~1:.)5 • il !16 s 7 .01'360 .01003 

RATIO .!:!b.3D .8710 •. 8 94 7 .9811 1.1544 • 935 7 .9761 1.0254 1.1026 1.1591 

f~OD I-L .20648 .12030 .1)6981 .Q35D9 .02251 • 1 7U 3 3 .U9589 .tJ5353 .02453 oG1351 

24.l.JO t~ (j ~ L .26733 .156S2 .U8932 .Ottl34 .02270 .1~755 .10701 .rJ5679 .02404 • 012 4 0 
f<ATIG .7724 .76~6 .781G .3488 .9916 • 86 22 .3:Jb0 .. 9426 1.112Q2 1.0835 



APPENDIX 6 SOME NONCENTRAL PERCENTILES OF II-RI 

P= q M::: If N:::lCJ P= '-1 N=lO N=lO 

RHO D<-=.100 .oso .025 • 01 0 .oos • 1 00 ,050 .025 • 01 0 .oos 
SQUARED 

.oon ,07777 .0573 11 ,0'+319 ,03il37 ,02356 ,01151) ·00809 .oosBtt ,00392 :oa29s 

• 0 1 0 .07676 .QS6SS • 0 lf 2 57 ,0299t ,02319 .Ol1lf2 • 00'19 9 .oos77 ,00387 ,00292 

.oso .07277 .o53tts ,QtfQltf ,02813 ,02177 .01089 .00761 .oostts ,0036A ,00277 

, 1 GO .06793 • 0 '19 7 1 ,03722 .D260n ,02008 .01023 ·00713 .ooSl'+ ,D03lf~ ,00258 

• 150 .06323 ·0'+611 .03lf'ltf ,02399 ,o1aso .00959 .00667 .oo'+no .oo.32o ,00~ 1tl 

.200 .05866 .olf26S .03177 ,02208 ,01699 .00895 .00622 .00 11'16 ,00298 ,00223 

.250 ,05'123 .03931 .02922 ,02025 ,01557 .00833 .00577 .ou'+l'l ,00276 ,00207 

--
P::: 5 t·~= 6 N=lO I 

P= 6 H= 6 N= 8 

RHO 0{.:,100 .oso .025 • 0 1 0 .oos • 1 0 0 ,050 .025 • 0 10 .oos 

SCJUARED 
.ooo .01'+03 .Q0952 ,[)1]667 ,00'+31 ~00315 .ooo7o .00037 .ooo2o ,OOOlQ ,00006 

• n 1 o .01386 .oo9Lto .oo659 ,oo~+2s ,00311 .00070 .00036 .ooo2o ,00010 ,00006 

.nso .01320 • 0:0 8 9 If .00625 ,0Qlf03 ,00295 .ooo66 .00Ci35 .00019 ,00009 .oooos 

• l 00 .01239 ,tJQf\37 .oosStt ,flD376 ,00274 ,00063 .00033 ,00018 ,00008 ,oooos 

.150 .01159 .oo781 .ooSlf4 ,Oo3su ,00255 It 00059 .Q0031 .00017 ,oooon ,oooos 

.200 .01080 .QD727 .00506 ,003.?.q ,00236 .oooss .00029 .nool6 ,00007 ,OODOlf 

.250 .OlODLf .Q067lf .oott68 ,01)30[! .oo2ta .00051 .oon27 .00015 ,00007 0 0000 If 



APPENDIX 7 SOME POWERS OF jr-~j 

P= 6 M= 6 N..:20 I P= 5 M= 6 N=20 

RHO o<_:.lOO .oso .o2s .o1o ,005 

I 
• 1 oo ,050 ,025 • 0 1 0 .ons 

SQUARED 
.oos • 10203 ·05119 .02568 ,0103} .oos11 .10231 .Q5136 .02577 ,OI03S ,oo5!9 

oOlO .10'!09 o0521f1 .02637 ,0}062 ,0053'+ .10'167 ,Q5276 .02657 ,01072 ,00539 -

.050 .12186 ·06310 ,0325'1 ,Ot3Lf9 ,00692 .12507 !06510 ,03373 ,01'107 ,0072'1 

• 1 00 .}4759 .Q7913 ,Qtf207 ,01809 ,00950 ,}51t86 ·08385 ,ott·tt99 ,0}9511 ,0103'1 

• 1 50 • 17775 • Q9A69 ,05412 ,02'f11· ,01297 ,}8998 ol0700 ,059lfl • ~026139 .otti62 

·200 .21292 ·l22'19 .06931 ,03203 • 017 66 .23106 ol35LfO ,07789 ,03671 ,02051 

-· -50f!J - ---·· ... -........ ,~---~·~-~.--~----·· --·--~--

P= 8 f·i= 8 N= 8 P=lO t1= 2 N=lS 

RHO 0{..::..100 ,oso .025 .nto .oos • 1 00 ,050 .025 • 0 1 0 .oos 
SQUARED 

.oos ,10021t .05013 ,02507 ,0}003 ,00501 I .10122 .05069 .02538 ,01017 ,00509 

.010 • rootta ·05025 .02513 ,0}005 ,ooSo3 .102lf6 eOSllfO .02577 ,0103'1 ,00518 

.oso ~t02lf9 .05131 .02567 ,01027 ,00514 .11293 ,QS7ttO .02909 ,01180 ,00595 

• 100 , 1 OS! b .05272 .0261tO ,01057 ,00529 .12762 ·06599 ,Q339Q ,01396 ,00711 

.• 1 so .1ono5 .o5LJ25 ,02719 ,01089 .oosqs .l'l't35 .Q7599 ,Q3<J61 ,01656 ,00851 

'. 200 .11119 .05591 .0280'1 ,Oll2't ,00562 .163'f8 .• 08768 ,O't61fO ,01972 ,01023 

,250 .tlLJ60 ·05773 .02898 ,01162 ,00582 .!8539 d01Lf2 ,OS'-+55 ,02358 ,01237 



APPENDIX 7 SOME POWERS OF lr-RI 

P: 7 N= 6 N=ts r= 9 M= q N=lS 

RHO c;<.::: ;100 .oso ,025 • 0 10 
SQUARED 

,oos • 1 oo o050 .025 .a to .oos 

.oos .10126 .05073 .025'+1 ,01018 ,00510 .10110 .OS06lf ,02535 ,01016 ,oosos 

• 0 1 0 .10253 o051Lf8 .02583 ,01037 ,00520 .10222 .QS128 ,02571 ,01032 .ooSt7 

,050 .Il33't o0578Lf ,029'fl+ ,01202 ,00609 .11165 t05678 .02880 ,01171 ,00592 

.• 1 00 .12850 ·06697 ,03'170 ,Otlilf6 .oo7Lf3 .12lf79 .06'!58 ,Q3321f ,0137~ .oo7o2 

• 1 so ol'IS7B o07762 ,Qtt098 ,017'+5 ,00909 .13967 .07359 • 038 1t6 ,01617 ,00835 

.200 ,}6552 .09011 ,Qtt850 ,02110 ~01116 .15657 .08'+05 .o'+ttolf ,Ot91o ,00998 

. P: 10 ~1= q N=l5 I P=ll 1'1= '+ N=l5 

RHO aC::.lOO ,050 .025 .oto .oos • 1 oo ,050 ,025 • 0 1 0 ,oos I 
SQUARED 

.oos .10096 o0505S .02530 ,01013 ,00507 .10082 .Q50Lf7 .02526 • 0 1 0 1 1 .ooso6 

• 0 1 0 d0192 .05110 .02561 .01027 ,0051'+ .10165 .0509'+ ,02552 ,01023 ,00512 

.oso .11006 o05581 .0282lf ,DlllfS ,00577 ,}0859 .oS'f93 ,02773 • 0 1 1 2 1 .no56tt 

• 1 00 .12133 ·062'+'+ \ .03198 ,Ot3P+ ,00669 .11815 .060'+9 ,03085 ,01261 ,00639 

• 150 o131f00 ·07002 .03633 ,OlStq ,00777 .12983 ,Q668Q .03Lf'+2 ,01'+23 .oo726 

.zoo ollf831 ·07875 • Olf 1 If l ,Oi7S2 ,oo9oa I ollf082 .07399 .03855 ,01613 .oo83o 



APPENDIX 7 SOME POWERS OF lr-RI 

P=12 M= 2 N=lS 

I P::l2 t~ = tt N=lS 

RHO o(:,lOD .oso .025 • 0 10 ,005 .100 .oso ,025 .o1o .oos 
SQUARED 

.oos .10013'1 • 050 1H .02525 ,01011 .oo5o6 .10069 .05039 ,02521 ,01009 .oosos 

.010 .10169 .Q509tt .02551 ,01022 ,oos11 .10138 .05078 .Q25tt3 ,01019 ,00510 

.oso .10881 .ostt93 .02767 ,01115 ,00560 .10719 o05tf09 ~02725 ,01098 ,00552 

• 1 00 ol1865 .06050 ,03071 ,Dl2lf7 ,00629 • 1 1 5 1 3 o05866 .02978 ,0}211 ,00611 

• 1 so .12969 .0668'+ .03'+20 ,OILfOO ,00710 i ·12395 .06379 ,03265 ,01339 .oo6ao 

.200 oltt212 o07't08 ,0382'+ ,0!580 ,00805 

I .13378 .06959 .03593 ,Otlf87 ,00760 

~- - - . ~----· ........ --~·- --- ---~~-
!o$ 

. " ............ __ 
-------~ ..... 

P=11 f·l= 2 N=ls P=13 M= 2 N=ls 

RHO ol..:::,lOD ,050 .025 • 0 1 0 ,005 • 1 oo ,050 .025 • 01 0 ~oo5 
SQUARED 

.oos .10103 .oso5a .02531 ,O!Oltt ~00507 tl0066 .05036 .02519 ,01008 .oosoq 

• 0 10 ol0206 ·05116 ,02563 ,01027 .oo51lf .10132 ·05072 .02538 • 0 1 0 1 6 .oosoe 

.oso .11081 ·05612 .02835 ,011lf6 ,00577 I .10685 .oS377 .02701 ,01085 .oosqq 

o·l 00 .12299 ·0631lf o03223 ,01318 .oo667 .!11fLf3 .05798 .02927 ,01181 ,0059q 

• 150 .13677 o07121 .03677 ,01521 ,00776 .12285 ~06269 ,03182 ~01291 ,00651 

.200 ,1521iO .onoss ,OL+209 ,01762 ,00906 .13225 o068Q2 t03'f72 ,01 1+16 .oo716 

.250 .17023 o09l't2 oOLt838 ,02053 .ol06q l • 1 lf280 .o7tt06 ,0380q .01561 ,00791 



APPENDIX 7 SOME POWERS OF lr-RI 

P= 7 t1;: 2 N::60 

l r= 8 N= 2 N='+O 

RHO o(...:. .100 .oso ,Q25 8 0 1 0 ,005 .100 • 0~>0 ,025 • 0 1 0 ,005 
SQUARED 

.oo1 .10212 .05128 .02575 .01035 ,00519 .10123 .o507'f ,Q25'f2 ,01020 .oos11 

.oos • 1 1080 .QS660 .02887 ,01183 .00602 .10623 ,QS375 .02717 ,01101 .oosss 

.010 .122l'f o06368 .03309 ,0}387 .00717 .112{J7 .05768 ,029'f6 ,01209 .00615 

.025 .15931 .08786 .01+807 ,021'+5 ,01159 .13328 ·07055 .03715 • 01581 ,00825 

,oso .23079 ·13809 .081'10 ,03976 ,02288 .1 7190 .09~>8'1 ~05288 .02380 ,01291 

• 1 00 .39912 ·27309 ol822'f ,10355 ,06625 .261.!31 tl6183 ,09718 ,Ot.t839 ,02816 

~"""""*~~~~~~~~..._.~ ......... ~~~~~~ 

.. 

P= B 11::: q N=2s I P=l2 M= 2 N=2'f 

RHO o<.,=.too ,050 .o2s • rn o ,005 I • 1 oo ,OGO .025 • 0 l 0 .oos 
SQUARED 

.001 .10050 o05029 .02517 ,0}008 ,oosoq .lOO'flf .05026 .025llf ,01007 ,00503 

.oos • 1"02 52 o051'19 .02585 ,01039 ,00521 .l0221f .05130 ,02573 ,01033 ,00518 

.• oto olDSDA o0530l .02671 ,0}079 ,005tt3 '10'152 .o526tt ,026lf8 ,0}067 ,00536 

.• 025 .11308 .05780 .029lf7 ,01206 ,00613 .11161 .05682 .02885 ,0117tt ,0059!f 

.• 050 ol271f6 ·06658 .03'f61 ,Dl't'+9 ,007't8 .12't31 o06 1flf2 ,Q3322 ,01376 ,oo7ott 

ol 00 .160lf2 o087lf8 ,O'f72lf ,02068 ,01100 .15325 ·0023'+ .Oif380 ,Dl88o .oo98tt 

• 1 s 0 .19956 ·11359 .06370 .02915 ,01598 ,}87'+7 ol0 1+L!8 .05736 ,02551 ,01368 



APPENDIX 8 SOME NON CENTRAL PERCENTILES OF I g_J 

P= '+ r·1= q N=lO f'= If t-1=10 N= Lf 

RHO o<..=.900 ,950 .975 .990 .995 ,900 ,950 ~975 .990 ,995 
SQUARED 

.ooo ,00252 o00462 ,007"15 ,Ol2 1fl • 017 09 ,36802 •'f25BO .tt7702 0 5 3_6 7 0 ,57677 

.oos .00255 • QOtf 6 7 .00753 ,01253 ,01725 o36851t olf2632 .tt7751.f ,53721 ,57726 

o010 .00258 ·00 1172 .00761 ,01.266 ,Ol71f2 I .36905 ol.f2b8L! ,Lf7806 ,53771 ,57775 

I .oso .00282 .oos13 .OOA21.f ,01365 .01873 .37315 ·Lf3103 .tt8223 ,511176 ,5816(, I 
• l 00 .n0312 ,QQS6S .00903 ,OltHp .02033 .3763?. tLf3631 .(/87~9 ~S'·I6b7 • !Hi /,59 

• 1 so .0031f2 ·00617 .00'182 ,01609 ,02192 .38355 ol.fl.fl61.f ,q9280 ,55203 ,59159 

I 
' t 200 .00373 ·00669 o01061 .01730 ,023'+9 

I 
.38885 • 

1H70if ·'+9818 ,55727 ,59665 

··- - ·-
·P= l.f 1"1=10 N=lO I f'= 6 tl= 6 N= 1., 

RHO o(.:,900 ,950 .975 .990 .995 l .900 ,950 ,975 .990 ,995 

SQUARED 
.ooo ,0859'1 d070 1 ,12792 ,15536 ,17596 I .00271 .onsot .ooA16 ,01370 ,01897 

• oos .08629 . ol071f3 .12839 ,15589 ,17653 .00272 ·00503 .00819 ,01375 ,0190'1 

• 0 10 .Q866S • 1,0 7 81.\ .12886 ,1S6Lf3 ,17710 

I 
.0027~ ·00506 .00823 ,0138! ,01911 

.oso .08951 .tlll8 .13262 ,16067 .18166 .00281f o00523 .oosso ,0llf2lf ,01968 I 

.100 ,Q9308 .t1533 .13728 ,1£,592 ,18730 .00296 ·0!151f5 .oosstt ,01'178 ,02Dif0 

• 1 so ,09666 -119'18 ollfl93 ,17111f • 19289 .00309 .oo~>t,7 .00919 ,0!533 .02112 

.zoo ol002 1t ·12363 .14658 ,1763q ,1981fS .00322 ·00590 • 0095'+ ,llJ583 ,02165 



APPENDIX 9 POWER COMPARISONS oF IRI AND II-RI 

i"= 2 i"l= 2 N= 2 r= 2 H= 2 N= q 

RHO AL.PH/1= • 1 00 .oso .o2s • 0 1 0 ,005 .~oo .oso .ozs • 0 1 0 .oos 
s ::; lJ" q F.:r) 

liOD R • 1 1 2 [l 1 .ns76 1t ,02929 ,01189 ,00599 • 1 2 lf 0 3 ,n6Stt ,03396 ,Ol 1-12Lt ,0073 11 
.too POf' I-~ ,!0670 .OS3 1t9 ,02677 • 0 1 il 7 1 ,00536 ,1?.3/f(l ,06312 ,03207 ,01302 ,00656 

P.l\TIO t.D56S 1. n775 l,Q9Lfl 1.11n1 1.1186 1,0051 1.0315 t.osss 1.0937 l.llfl2 

r~OD R .t26i38 ,06631 ,03"!2A ,OllflS ,00719 : llf 9 lf 9 .08188 0 Q1tlf3'f ,019LJO ,!Jlll27 
.200 POD 1-R • 1 I 116 6 .os7S6 .028fltt .01155 .00578 ,15220 • o7 9 7 Ll , Olf 121 .01699 .ons~>3 

P-ATIO !,lObi> 1.1519 1.1AH8 1,225'+ 1.21f53 ,?R22 1,0?.69 l,Q758 l,llflB 1. 190 i 

!10[) R • I If 2 111 .07623 .0'1017 .01689 ,00867 ,t76J7 ,10Dlf:5 .os63tf ,02569 ,01398 
.3QO HO[) I-R • 1 2 110 2 ,Q62ttl ,03130 .01?.5'+ ,00628 ,tB825 .10126 .05332 .02236 .ol1lf6 

RATIO t.1tti13 1.22!3 1.2832 1,31165 1.31319 .9369 ,9920 1.0567 l 0 1 If 8 9 1.2197 

!!OD R • 159.'12 ,(HJ769 • 0 117 2 1 .02029 ,0105tf ,20 1f5R ,12096 .0702:; ,03338 .018,1.,9 
.lfOO llOD I-11 .135.19 ,Q1>3J<f ,03tt32 .01377 ,00689 ,2Jlt25 ,12991 ,06990 .02989 ,015/.fB 

RA Tr 0 1.1790 1.2l332 1,37S3 1,'t736 1~5303 .fl733 • 9 3 1 1 t.ooLfa 1.1169 1.207 1+ 

II 0 I) R ,!7079 ,10107 .oss77 • 02 1f60 .01298 ,23LfOO .1tt3lf:9 ,08627 ,011282 .o2tf72 
.sr:o HOD 1-r. .11.f969 ,07583 ,03815 .01532 ,00767 ,29 113lf .16935 ,09356 ,Olf:097 ,021LJ8 

RATIO 1,19ttlf 1,3328 1.Lt617 1.6060 1,6926 ,7950 ,8lf73 .9221 1.0 1151 1.1505 

! 10 9 t( ,20Cl24 .1169£) .066 1f2 .03027 ,01629 .:z6tttt2 , 16B 11 .10if75 ,0Sif 1flf ,03250 
.600 nno 1-~ ,t6ClS6 ,OB579 • 0 !f 32 ,t, ,01739 ,00871 ,37lf93 .226!1 .12927 .058Lf0 ,(]3113 

RATIO !,1H79 1. 36'}6 1.5352 1.7tt01f 1.8699 ,7052 ,71135 .8103 ,9321 l.OifLJl 

tlOD R • 22Lf.H .13589 ,08001 ,0380'+ ,02103 

I 
,29t.jl18 • 1 'll\78 ,1259Lf .06880 ,n 1t266 

.700 !·lOD I-R .19529 • 10007 .oso62 .02039 ,01022 • q8621 ,3}266 ,18762 ,08866 ,OLJ837 
r:!ATIO 1.1'189 1,3580 1.5805 1,8660 2.0589 ,6077 ,6230 • 6 7 1 3 ,7760 • 881 8 



APPENDIX 9 POWER COMPARISONS OF IRI AND II-RI 

P: '+ t·1= q N= q P= q r-1=10 N= ~. 

RHO ALPHA= ,100 .oso .o2s • 0 1 0 .oos • 1 no ,050 .o2s ,010 .oos 
SQUARED 

NOD R ,10050' ,05031 .0.2518 .01009 .oosos • 1 oosa ,05033 ,02519 .01008 • Q05()(f 
.oos NOD 1-R ,10026 ,OSO!Lf .0/.507 .01003 .ooscn ,10025 .05013 ,02507 .01003 ,00501 

RATIO l. 002 1f l,003Lf l.oolf5 1.0058 1.0067 1,0033 t.OD!fl I.ootts 1,0056 1.0062 

nOD R ,10100 ,05062 .02537 ,01017 ,00510 ,10115 ,05067 ,02537 .01017 , 00S09 
.oro r:oo 1-R .10053 ,05020 .0251'1 .01006 ,00503 ,!DOSO ,05026 ,02513 .01005 .00503 

P.ATIO 1.00Lf7 1.0069 t.ooB9 1.0115 1.0133 1.0065 1,0082 1.0096 1,0113 1.0124 

noo R .!O~>Ott ,0531Lf .026!36 .01088 ,005tt9 ,10588 ,053L!3 ,02693 .01087 ,OOSlJ-6 
.oso NOD 1-R ,10273 ,05ltt2 .02573 .01029 ,00515 I ,!0255 ,05133 .02568 ,01028 ,0051lf 

RATIO },0225 },033tt loO!f39 1.0571 1.0665 t,032tt 1. ot.tos l,QttUtt },0573 1,0632 

noD R ,11015 ,05636 ,02878 ,01181 ,00601 .11205 .05708 ,02900 ,01181 ,00597 
.100 110D I-R .ID566 ,05295 ,02651 .01061 ,00531 • 10529 ,05277 ,026lf2 ,01058 .00529 

!11\TIO 1 • 0 112 5 1.o6q3 1.0858 1.1131 1.1326 loOtll.f} 1.0817 !.0977 1.1167 1.1295· 

t'!OD R ,11532 ,05966 ,03078 ,01279 ,00656 .11852 t 0{,097 ,0312/.f .0128'+ • 00651+ 
.150 ~lOD I-R ,10833 .os'U,l ,02736 ,01095 ,005l.f8 ,10R26 ,QSll33 .02722 .01090 ,005'+5 

RATIO },0597 1.0925 1.1253 1,1675 1.1980 1,09/.fB 1.1222 1 d q 77 1.1782 1.1990 

t·1 0 [) R .12057: ,06305 .03286 ,01382 ,00715 .12532 ,06511 .03365 ,01397 ,00716 
.200 HOD I-R .11?.26 ,QS6Lfl ,02828 .01133 ~00567 ,111 1+7 ,05602 ,02809 .01125 ,00563 

RATIO 1,07 1+0 1.1178 1 d 621 1.2199 1,262lf 1.12Lf2 1.1622 1 d 980 1,2'+15 1.2716 

!-lOD R .12588 ,OA653 .03502 ,01'191 ,00778 • 13 ?.'tLf .06952 ,03625 .01521 ,00785 
.250 f.j(')!) I-R ,1160(1 ,05838 ,02929 .0117'1 ,00587 .11 1198 ,05787 .D290Lf .Oll6Lf ,00582 

RATIO 1.0B51 1.1397 1. 1957 1.2699 1.3252 1.1519 1.2013 lo2l.f8't 1,3rJ66 t.3Lf72 



APPENDIX 9 POWER COMPARISONS OF IRI AND II-RI 

P= Lf i~= q N=lO P= q f•1 = 1 d N=10 

RHO f\LPHA= ' 1 oo .oso .o2s • 0 l 0 .nos • 1 (') 0 .oso .Q25 • 0 1 0 ,oos 
SQUARED 

1100 R ,lOllS ,05072 .025 1't3 ,01020 ,00511 ,10117 ,05069 ,0?.539 ,01018 ,00510 
.oos t~ OD I-R ,101'13 .05083 ,025Lf6 • 0 l 0 2 1 ,00511 ,10107 .05062 • 02 53 'I ,01015 .oosos 

RA TI 0 ,9973 ,9979 ,9986 ,9998 1.0008 1.0010 1,0015 1.oo2o 1,0026 1.0031 

f'i('l() R ,10230 .osll!Lf ,02585 • 0 1 0 Lf 1 ,00523 ,10235 .,05139 ,02579 .01036 .ooszo 
.010 1100 1-R ,10287 ,05167 ,02593 .010Lf2 ,00522 ,10216 ,05125' ,02569 .01031 .00517 

RATIO ,99ttS ,9956 ,9970 ,9993 1.00!2 1,0019 1.0028 t.oo3s 1,0052 1.0062 

HOD R ,111Lf6 .057.7.1 ,0?.932 ,01209 ,00618 ,11200 .05717 .02912 .01190 ,0060'+ 
.050 t!OD I-R ,11512 ,OSf\85 .02998 .012?.5 ,00621 ,11133 ,05659 ,02869 .01166 ,00589 

R.tiTIO ,9682 ,9721 .9779 ,9873 ,99511 1.0059 1,0103 t.o1Lt9 1,0211 1.0259 

HOD R .12277 • 06'.f5(.1 ,03378 .011130 ,007'+5 • 121.\60 ,061i8R • 0 3 3 bti ,OlLfOLf ,00723 
• 100 HOD I-R • 13232 .06917 ,03591 ,Ollfc/8 ,00769 ,12 1f12 ,061ft6 ,03300 ,01362 ,00695 

~ATIO ,9279 ,9321.\ ,9Lt06 ,9550 ,9680 1,0039 1.0112 1.0193 1,0306 1,0395 

1100 R • 13393 .071~'1 .03836 .0166'+ ,00881 ,t377H .0731'1 ,03858 .016!f'1 ,0085B 
.150 POD I-R .15190 .08123 .ottz9a • 0 1 8 3 1 ,0095'1 ,13R57 .07290 .03806 .01598 ,0082Lf 

RATIO ,8817 ,88tt'·f ,892Lf ,9085 ,9239 ,99lf3 1,0033 1.0!37 1. 0288 1.0<+11 

ww R ,llfLf92 ; ,07922 ,Ott305 .01908 ,01026 I .1515£t .08197 ,0Lf397 .01911 ~01012 
.zoo r\00 I-R ' 1 7 't 2 3 ,09536 • 0 5 1 1+ 6 t 0 2 2 Lf Q ,01183 ,15lf98 ,0830tt ,0Lftt03 ,01881 ,00982 

RATIO ,8318 ,8308 .8367 ,8520 ,8679 I .9778 ,9870 ,99S6 1.0162 1.0310 

NOD R ,15572 ,08663 ,Otf786 .02165 ,01181 

I 
.16~>8/f ,09136 ,0£1982 ,02209 ,01186 

.250 r~on I-R ,19973 '1 1 197 ,06166 .027lf5 ,01Lf70 ,}7363 ~09lfB7 .ostl3 .0222£1 ,01175 

RATIO ,7796 ,7736 .7762 ,7888 ,8036 ,95'19 ,9630 ,97'+5 ,9933 1.0096 



APPENDIX 9 POWER COMPARISONS OF IRI AND II-RI 

P= 6 !4= 6 N= 6 I P= 6 ~1 = 6 N=1(i 

RHO ALPHA= • l 00 .oso ,Q2S • 0 l 0 .oos I , 1 on .oso ,o2s • 01 0 .oos 
SQUAr~ED 

110D R ,100~15· .05028 .02516 ,01008 .oosoq ,10071 o 050/fL. .02526 ,01012 ,00507 
.oos tlOD I-R .10025 ,OS013 ,02507 .01003 ,00501 ,101l8lf • 050 1t8 .02527 .01012 900506 

RATIO 1,0020 1,0029 1,0039 1.0050 1.0059 ,9987 • 9 99 1 ,9997 1.0005 1.0012 

r!OD R .100n9 .• 05055 .02533 ,01016 ,00509 .t0llf2 ,05088 • ozs::·2 .01025 ,0051£+ 
.010 11 n D I-R ,10050 ,05026 ,02513 .01005 ,00503 .10169 ,05097 ,0255 1t .010211 ,00513 

RATIO 1,0039 1.0058 1.0077 1.0101 1.0118 ,9973 ,9982 ,9993 1.0009 1.0023 

f·tOD R ,10Lftt8 ,05279 ,02665 ,01079 .oosqq .10705 ,05 1-139 ,02761 .01125 .00570 
.oso 1100 I-R ,10257 .05135 .025ll9 .01028 ,00514 ,1Dtl0l ,()5508 .02782 .01126 ,00567 

RATIO 1.0186 },0280 1 ,o37tf 1.0'+95 1.058Lt ,9838 ,9875 .9923 ,9997 1.0059 

noo 'R .IOR96 ,0556! ,0283Lt • 0 1 1 6 1 ,00590 .l1Lf02 .05880 ,03027 ,01255 ,0061J.'t 
• 1 00 t·l 0 D r-R .10533 .05280 • 0 2 6 113 ,01058 .00529 .11861 ,06081 ,03105 • 0 1 2 7 1 ,006Lt5 

RATIO 1 • 0 3 115 1,0532 t,o721 1,0968 1. 1 1 so I ,9613 ,?670 ,97'+9 ,9876 ,9985 
I 

HOD R ,1131fS • 058l!6 ,03007 .012lt5 ,00638 ,12090 .063?.2 ,03297 ,01389 ,00721 
• 150 HOD I-R ,10831 ,05'+37 ,0272tt .01091 ,00546 .129S't .06730 ,031f7Lf .Dl'PIO ,00736 

fiATIO lo0Lf75 1 •. 0753 1,1038 l,lLtllf 1.169lf ,9.333 ,939Lf .9'189 ,9650 ,9793 

HO[) R • 11795 1 ~06135 .03183 .01333 ,00688 .12769 ,()6765 ,03571 ,01528 ,00801 
.200 i·10D I-R .1115'+ ,05607 ,02812 .01127 ,0056q 1 !Lflf3Q .07Lf70 ,03901 ,01637 ,008Lttt 

RATIO },0575 l.09Ltl 1 d 321 1,1829 1,2213 .9005 .9057 • 9 1 s q ,9332 ,9'+95 

r-1 o D R .122LIS .06'127 ,0336Lt .Dllf23 ,Q07lf1 ,13Lf39 ,07208 ,038'+9 ,01670 ,00885 
.250 HOD I-R ,11506 ,os79tt .02908 .01166 ,00583 .15560 .08317 ,Ott397 .oln7o ,00972 

Rf•TIO 1.06 112 1,1093 1.tS67 1.2209 1.2699 ,86J7 .1!667 .875Lf ,8?33 ,91DLI 



APPENDIX 9 POWER coMPARISONS OF IRI AND II-RI 

P= b M=lD 1\l= 6 r= 8 !•1= 8 N= 8 

RHO ALPHA= • 1 0 0 .oso .o2s • 0 1 0 .oos ,100 .oso .o2s • 0 1 0 .oos 
SQUt'\RED 

t~OD R ,10GS7 ,0503LJ ,02519 .01009 .oosos ,10Dlf3 .05028 ,02518 .01010 ,005013 
.oos r:oo I-R ,1002Lf ,05013 .02507 .01003 ,00501 ,1002Lf ,05013 ,02507 .01003 ,00501 

P.ATIO 1.0037. l,00Lf2 1 'ooso 1, DOld 1.0069 1,0019 1,0030 1 • 0 0 •t Lf 1.0078 1.0132 

r1no R • 1 0 1 1 if ,05067 .02538 .01018 ,00510 ,10036 .ososs ,02535 ,01021 ,00516 
.010 l·iOD 1-R ,1001.18 ,0502S ,02513 ,01005 ,00503 ,}001f8 ,OS025 ,07.513 .01005 .00503 

RATIO 1,006S 1.0083 t,olDl 1.0122 1.0137 1,0037 1.0059 1,oooa l.D15lf !.0260 

llOD R .10~>75 .os3ttJ .02696 ,01090 ,OD5lf9 , 1 n 1f 2 7 .05273 ,02673 .01101 .00575 
.oso l·lOD I-R .1024'? • 05131 ,02567 .01027 .oOSllf 

I 
• 1 0 2 1f 9 ,05131 ,02567 ,01027 ,0051 1t 

F:'I\TIO 1.0317 1.0lf12 1.oso2 1.06!.3 1,0692 1.017tf 1.0278 l,Olfl3 1.0717 1.1188 

ji("tf) "R ,11165 ,05699 .02903 ,01187 ,00602 • 1 0 8 1f 8 ,Q55'f'1 ,028lf3 .01196 ,006lf2 
• 1 00 110 [) I-R ,10518 ,05273 • 026~1·o .01057 ,00529 ,10516 ,05272 ,026lfO ,01057 ,[)0529 

RATIO },0616 l.OBtO 1.0996 1.1229 1.139(, 1,0316 1.0515 1,0768 1,1317 1.2137 

11 n n R .11772 ,06071 .03121 ,Ol29fJ .00660 .11265 ,05812 .03010 ,01287 .00703 
.150 HOD I-R ,10R07 ,05lf26 ,02719 ,01089 ,005lf5 ,}0805 .ostt2s ,02719 .01089 .oostts 

RATIO 1.0893 1 •. 1189 1 d q7a 1.18lf5 1.2110 l,Olf26 1.0713 1.t072 1.1822 1.2909 

t1 OD R .12396 ' ,Q6Lf57 .03350 ,OllfOO ,00721 ,}1679 ,06079 ,03177 ,01377 ,00762 
.zoo nno l.,.R .11121 ,05592 ,0280'+ ,Ql12lf ,00562 ,!1119 ,05591 0 0 2 8 Q 11 ,Oll2Lf ,00562 

RATIO 1.111-+6 1,15LtB 1ol9'+S 1,2tt55 1.2828 1,050 1+ 1.0872 1.1328 1,2250 1. 3S 1t6 

noo R .13035 .06859 ,03591 .01517 ,00788 .12089 ,063'+6 .033'fq .01Lf66 .008!9 
.250 t·IOD I•R ,lllf63 ,OS77lf ,02898 .01162 ,00582 ,11Lt60 .05773 .02898 .01162 ,00582 

RATIO 1.1371 1,1B8Q 1. 2390 1.3055 1.35lf7 1.05tt9 1.0992 1.1537 1.2610 1. Lf079 



APPENDIX 10 SOME POWERS OF L£L 

P= If t·1 = . (t N=3o I P= If t·l = 8 N=l6 

OMEGA o(:,IOO .oso .025 .oto .oos • 1 oo .oso ,025 • 0 1 0 .oos 
S8UARED 

1 • 0 0 1 .!0012 ·05007 .02501f ,0!002 .oosot .10013 ·05007 ,02501f .01002 .oosot 

1. 100 • 11203 ,05732 .02927 .01201 ,00611 .11282 .05760 .0293q .01199 ,00608 

lo200 .12lf69 .o6S28 ,03Lf0lf ,01 1+33 ,0071f3 I .}2613 .06571 .o31fD6 ,0}Lf21 ,00731 

1.300 .13792 .0738lf ,03932 .0}699 ,00897 .13987 .Q7l}27 .03916 .• 01666 ,00869 

1. 'tOO .15161 .QF3296 ,OL\509 ,01998 .01074 .15395 .oB326 .ott'l6t .01935 ,01022 

1.500 .16568 .Q9260 ,05135 ,02333 ,01277 ~16832 .Q926lf ,OSOif2 ,02227 ,01191 

2o000 .2389A • llf667 .08893 ,01f521 .o268tt .2'1232 • l't '1 0 2 ,08396 ,01f02I ,02273 

s • -
- ..... _ _... ___ ..,.._. - -· .. -----·-

P.= 5 t-1= 6 N= 20. 

1 
r= 6 tA-·- 6 N=ls 

0 i'l F. G A o<..=.lOO ,050 .025 • 0 1 0 .oos I • 1 oo ,050 .025 '0 10 .oos 
SQUARED 

1 • 0 0 1 .10011 ·05006 ,0250q ,01002 ,00501 I • 10009 .osoos .02503 ,01001 .oosot 

lolOO .11081 • 0 5 b 11 tt ,02869 ,01170 ,005?3 ol090't o05S35 .ozaos ,01llfO ,00576 
> 

1. 200 o1220lf .Q{,330 ,03270 ,01360 ,00698 I oll835 .06097 .03130 .01291 ,00659 

1 '300 ,13365 .n7oss .03703 ,01569 ,00816 ~ t27B9 .o6683 ,031t75 ,Ot'fSS ,00751 

t.ttoo o1lf557 .Q78I7 .0 11166 ,01798 ,009't7 ·13762 .07293 .03839 ,Dt632 ,00850 

1 • 500 ol5777 ,Q86i3 .ott659 ,020't6 ,01091 , 1 Lf752 .o792'f ,Ott223 ,01820 .oo9se 

2.000 .22125 • 13008 .07529 ,03586 .02023 I • 19867 d 1350 .06392 ,029lf2 ,01620 



APPENDIX 10 SOME POWERS OF lei 

P= lf M=12 N=l2 

I P= 7 N= 8 N=l2 

OMEGA o(::.. 1 0 0 .oso .025 '0 10 ,oos .100 ,05() .o2s • 010 ,005 
SQUARED 

1 • 0 0 1 .10012 .osoo7 o025QLf ,01002 ,00501 I .10007 oOSOO'f .02502 ,01001 ,ooso1 

oOS396 .02721 ,01099 ,00553 1 • 1 0 0 .11252 .05733 ,02913 ,01187 ,00601 l .10683 

lo200 ol253lf .o6soo .0335 1+ ,01391 ,00712 l .!1367 .05798 o029 1f8 ,01202 ,00609 

1 • 300 .!38lfl •07299 ,Q3821 • 0 1 6 1 1 ,0083q I .12053 ·06205 .03181 ,01309 .00666 

1oLf00 .!5!66 o08126 ,Qlf313 ,OJ8lf7 ,00966 I .127 38 .Q6617 .031118 ,Ol'f18 ,00727 

1.soo • !6505 ,08978 ,Olf827 ,02098 ,01108 l .!3Lf22 .07033 .o3r~6o ,0}532 ,00789 • 

. P: 2 ivl= 2 N= If + P= 2 i'1= '-+ N= 2 l 
I 

OMEGA cC.=. 100 .oso .025 • 01 0 ,oos i • 10 0 .nso ,025 • 0 1 0 ,005 
SQU.A.~ED 

I 1.300 .12101 .06183 ,03llfo ,0127q ,006Lf2 .11060 .os~;qs ,02779 ,01112 ,00556 

1 • sao .13Lf78 .0698.1 ,03580 ,01'166 ,007lf2 I .11701 .Q5f381 .029'f8 • 0 1 1 8 1 ,GOS91 

2.000 .16810 .Q8982 .O't711 ,01969 ,Ol00B ,13137 .06633 .03332 ,01337 ,00669 

z.soo • 1996 1+ .10966 .05869 ,02500 ,01292 ,Jlf399 o07298 .fJ3673 ,Ollf7S .00738 

3.0[)0 .22933 .1291/f .o7Dlfl ,03051 .01592 I .15533 .n7R99 .03983 ,01601 .oosoz 
t 

3.500 .25720 d't8l'f ,0£\215 ,03617 ,01903 I .16569 .Q8 1f53 o Q 1t 2 6 8 ,01717 ,0081..>0 

I 
Lf.IJOO .2833 1f .16660 .09385 ,0"!19'1 ,0222'1 i 

• 17S2S .08967 .O'f535 ,0182t, .oo91S I 



APPENDIX 11 SOME POWERS OF lr-cj 

P= If t"1=111 N= 't 

I 
P= q t1=16 f-J,;: q 

Of"'! EGA o(= .900 ,95() ~975 • 99.0 ,995 .900 ,950 .975 ,990 .995 
I 

S0UARED 
1. 001 .10009 .osnos .02503 ·,0).()01 ,oosot I .10009 .osoos ,02503 .01001 ,00501 

1 • 0 l 0 .10088 .ososo .02528 ,01012 .oo5o7 ! ,10090 .0~·051 .02528 ,01Dl3 .oo5o7 

1 • 1 0 0 .108'-19 .Q5Lf92 .02"175 ,011?.3 ,00566 ,10868 .Q5502 .02780 ,0112S .ooS67 

1 • 1 50 .11251 .Q5729 .02909 .Dll8't ,00598 .11279 • 0 s 7 lf '-1 .02916 ,01106 .oo6oo 
I 

1 • 2 00 .11638 .QS959 , 030 1tO ,01211.3 ,00631 .11677 .QS979 ,(1305!] ,012'+7 .oo633 

1.300 .12373 ,Q6Lf01 ,03295 • 0136 1 .00695 . o 1 2 1! J Q ,Q6LfJ} .03310 .01367 ,00698 

1.500 .13695 ·07215 ,Q3773 ,01587 ,00820 I .1378'£, .07265 .03799 ,0!59g ,00826 
I 
I 

'-------~·--·---l--------~ -""'---~"'--·-

I 
P= S t1= 1 2 N= 8 P= 7 t-1::: 8 N= B 

ot-iEGA oC.:.900 .950 .975 .990 ,995 I .900 ,95[) .975 .990 .995 
SQUAREO 

1 • 0 0 l .10010 .osoo6 ,02503 ,01001 ,00501 I .10006 ·05003 ,02502 ,01001 .oosot 

1 • 0 1 0 .10098 .ososa ,02533 ,01015 .oosoa • l 0055 .05033 .02519 ,01009 ,oosos 

1 • 1 0 0 .10950 .bSS61.f .02823 ,011 1fH ,00581 .10528 .05322 .02688 ,Dl0i3fl .oo5"f9 

1 • 1 50 .11'100 .QS836 ,02980 • 0 1 2 2 1 .00621 ,10773 .OSLf73 .02777 ,01131 .oos72 

1 • 200 .11833 ·06100 .0313<t ,01291-f ,00661 .11007 .Q5617 ,(.2862 ,01172 ,00595 

1.300 • 1265/, .06607 .03Lf33 ,01'131) ,OQ7£fO I ,ll 1fLI2 .oS3B9 ,Q3Q2L! .012so .oo6<to 



APPENDIX 12 POWER COMPARISONS OF lei AND Ir-e! 

P: '+ M: If N= If P: if' M=l2 N= If 

OMEGA ALPHA= • 1 00 .oso ,o2s ,010 .. oos • 100 .oso ,025 • 01 0 .oos 
SQUARED 

t·lOD I•C ,10005 ,05003 ,02502 ,01001 ,oosoo ,10009 .osoos ,02503 ,01001 ,00501 
1 • 0 0 1 t·10D c • 10003 ,05001 .0;:501 ,01000 .oosoo ,lOOO'i !OS002 ,02501 ,01000 ,oosoo 

RATIO 1,0002 1,0003 leOOO'f 1,0006 1,0007 
l 

1. ooos 1.0006 t.ooD7 1,0008 1.0009 
I 

NCD I-C ,102Lli.f ,05152 ,02589 ,010'12 ,00523 ,!Oifl9 ,OS2!f3 ,02636 ,01061 ,00532 
1 • 050 !·lOD c ,10131 ,05068 ,02S3S ,010llf ,00507 .10181 ,(l509q ,025Lf8 ,01020 .OOSlrJ 

RATIO 1.0112 1,0165 1,021[) 1.0279 l.0321f 

I 
1,023 1f 1,0291 l,031f2 l,O't02 1,01.f 1H 

MOD l-C .10'176 ,05297 ,02676 ,rJIOS<f ,005't6 

I 
,10823 ,05'+79 ,02769 ,01120 ,00565 

1 • 1 00 f.JOD r ,10?.59 !05135 ,02569 .01028 ,0051:; .10357 ,05187 ,02596 ,01039 ,00520 '-

RATIO 1~0212 1,0315 l,O'il6 l,OS!.fl 1.0630 1, O'tSO l,056Lf 1,0666 1.0786 1.0866 

t·lOD .10908 ,05569 .02839 .01162 .00591 ' 1-C I ,ll5f38 ,05933 ,03027 ,01238 ,00628 
1 • 2 00 NOD c .IOS08 ,05265 ,02635 .01055 .00528 I ,10699 ~oS3b6 ,02688 ,01076 ,0053~ 

RATIO 1,0380 1,0577 1.0772 1,1019 1.1196 1,08~11 1.1056 1.}262 1,1507 1.1672 

t·!OD r .. c ,11302 ,OSB21 ,02991 ,01237 ,00633 ,12299 ,06362 .0327'+ .01353 ,00691 
1.300 t1 OD c ,10750 ,05392 ,02700 ,OlOBl ,D05ttl .11027 ,OS539 ,02776 ,0111.?. ,00556 

RATIO 1,0513 1.0796 1.1078 l • 1 If q 1 1.170tt 1.1153 l,l'f8S 1 d 79tt 1,2166 1.21!21 

NOD x .. c .11663 ,060Stt .o:n3tt ,01307 ~00673 ,12960 ,06767 ,03512 ,Ollf65 ,00753 
lo<fOO i~OD c ,10'7BI.f ,o5S!tt ,02763 ,01107 .oossq ,113 113 ,05706 ,02862 0 0ll't7 ,00571f 

RATIO l,Ob18 1,0978 lol3Lf1 1,181'+ 1,2160 t,llf25 1,1860 1.2270 1,2769 1.3115 

flOD I-c .11995 ,06270 . ,03267 ,0137 1f ,00712 ,13575 .07150 ,03738 ,01573 ,00813 
loSOO HOD c .11211 ,0563Lt '· ,0282tt ,01131 ,00566 .116Lf7 ,05867 • 0 2 9 .'f 5 ,01181 .00591 

RATIO 1,0699 1' 1 129 1. 1568 1.2ll.f5 1.2572 1.1655 1.2187 1.2694 1.3321 1.3759 



APPENDIX '12 POWER COMPARISONS OF lei AND II-CI 

P= q ~1= 6 N= 6 P= q ~1= 8 N= B 

OMEGA ALPHA= ! 1 no ,oso .o2s • 01 0 9005 ~ 1 00 .oso .025 • 01 0 .oos 
SQUARED 

r10Q I -c • 10008 ,05005 ,02503 ,01001 ,00501 I ,}0010 ,05006 .02503 ,01002 .00501 
1 • 0 0 1 HOD c .10006 .osoo't .ozsoz ,01001 ,oosoo I ,10009 ,osoos .02503 ,01001 .00501 

RATIO 1.0002 1,0002 1.ooo3 1.000'1 1.0005 1,ono1 1.0002 1 8 0002 1.0003 1.000'1 

NOD I-C .ll1388 ,05233 .0263lf .01062 ,OOS3q ,10lf9! .05293 .02667 ,01077 .OOSI.f2 
! • 050 t!OD c .10312 ,05175 ,02595 .010/fl ,00521 • 1 0 '+ 3 7 .oszso ,0,2638 .01061 ,00532 

RATIO !.007lf 1.0112 1,0151 1,0202 I.ozqo 1,0052 1.0081 1.otlo 1,0150 1.0180 

1·10D r-c t 10762 • OS 1t59 ,0?.765 ,01123 ,00568 ,10966 ,05579 ,02833 .0115't oOD58.tt 
1 • 1 00 NOD c ,}0623 .os3so ,02698 .01082 .OD51f3 ,1087'1 ,05503 ,02779 .0112'+ .00566 

RATIO 1.0131 !,020'1 1.0279 1.0379 l.Ott5'f 1,0085 1.0139 1.0195 1.0270 1.0328 

~!OD I-C ,11'-166 ,QS892 ,03019 ,0121f3 ,0063'+ .l!f\72 .06132 ,031~'7 ,01307 ,00669 
lo200 HOD c ,11?.3B ,05699 ,oznOt .01166 • 00587 ~11751 !06D!Lt ,03066 ,01253 .00635 

R .a. T I 0 1 • 0 20 3 1,0337 },Q'f77 1,0667 1.08ll 1.0103 1.0196 l.oz96 l,Ott3'1 1.05'+2 

HOD r-c ,12120 ,()(,299 ,03261 .01360 ,00699 ,12720 ,06660· .03'171 ,01Lf58 ,007S'f 
1.300 !10D c ,118Lf6 ,060118 ,03073 ,01250 ,00631 .12628 ,Oi)S33 ,03361 ,01387 ,00707 

RATIO 1.0231 l,OlflS 1. 0611 1,0879 1.1086 1,007.3 l,Ol9Lf l,Q327 1,0516 1.0665 

NOD r-c .12727 ,06682 .03'192 ,Oltt72 ,00763 .135llf ,07163 ,0377"1 ,01607 0 00839 
lo'tOO noo c ,12lflf6 .06395 ,03266 .01335 ,00676 ,1350'1 .07059 .03662 ,01525 ,00782 

RATIO },0225 l,0 1ftt9 1.0692 1.1030 l,l29'f I 1,0008 l,Oltt7 1,0305 1,0533 1,0716 

nOD I•C ,}3292 .o7Dtt3 ,03712 ,01581 ,00826 t 1 1f 2 s 9 ,o76ttt ,Ott066 .01752 0 00922 
t.soo noD c ,13039 ,o67tto ,03'159 ,01"120 ,00721 ,llf37fl .07590 .03970 ,01668 ,00861 

RATIO J,0191f 1, QlfSO 1.0732 1,1130 1. l'PfS ,9918 1,0068 1.02'!2 1,0503 1.0713 



APPENDIX 12 POWER COMPARISONS OF lei AND ji-CI 

f'= If ~~= 1 0 N=10 

I 
P= 5 1-1= 10 f\l;::lQ 

ALPHA= q 1 DO ,050 .o2s • 1 0 0 ,oso ' -.025 • 0 1 0 .oos Ot-1EGA • 0 1 0 .oos 
SQUARED 

HOD I-C .10012" .05007 ,0250lf .01002 ,00501 ,10\110 ,05006 .. 02503 ,01002 ,00501 
1 • 00 1 HOD c ,10011 .nSD06 ,02503 .01002 ,00501 ,10009 ,osoos ,02503 ,01001 ,(105Gl 

RATIO 1.0001 1,0002 l,Q002 1.0003 1 • 00 03 1.0001 1,0002 1.ooCJ2 1.0003 }.0003 

~1 0!) i-C ,!0577 .053-43 ,02696 ,01090 .00Sif9 ,101f87 ,05290 ,0266{, .01077 ,005112 
1 • 050 NOD c .1DS36 .DS3!0 .02673 .01077 ,005ttl .10'11-fS ,05257 • 026't.3 .0106/.f • OOS3'-f 

RATIO 1.0039 1.0061 J.ooss 1,0117 1.Ullfl g 1.00'11 I,006Lf 1.oon9 1,0123 l.Ol't8 

nOD l-C .11139 ,05681 .028')1 ,OllB1 ,00599 .10958 ,05S7LI ,0283(] • 0 l 1 5 3 '0058 11 
1 , 1 DO 1100 c .11077 ,Q5b26 .02851 ,01158 ,00581.1 .10891 ,05516 .oz7aa .011?.9 .OUS69 

RATIO 1.0056 1.0097 1,01'~1 1.0200 1.D2lf6 I 1.006?. 1,0105 lo0!51 1.02l't 1.0262 

l·IOD 'I -c .116£15 ,06013 .03U8S .01272 .OD6Lf9 ,Illtl3 .05851 ,02992 ,01.?.29 ,00626 
1.150 !~1 00 c ,!162?. • 0~)91.f7 .03033 .012lf0 .00629" ,11338 .05778 .02936 .01196 .00605 

RJ\TIO 1. DOSS 1.0111 1. 01 Tt 1,0255 1.0320 1.0066 1.0126 l.Ol'i'O 1,0278 l.D3lf6 

r-100 I-C .12216 .063ttO .03277 ,0136'+ ,00700 ,11853 ,06121 .03150 ,Q130lf ,00668 
lo200 t-!(JD c .12169 .06273 .03219 ,01326 ,00676 .11786 .060Lt3 .03086 ,012AI1 .oo6<t2 

PAiiO 1,0038 L o 106 t.oitlo l.028lf 1.0367 1,ons7 1,0129 1.0208 1.0318 1.0401 

i10D r-c .1273?.: , Of>bl, 1 • 03 1t68 ,Oltt55 ,00752 • 12278 .0638Lt ,03306 ,01379 ,00709 
1. 25 0 f10D c .12720 • 0660 11 ,03'+10 ,Q1 1t1lf ,00724 • 12235 • Q(.,309 ,03239 ,0133lf ,00680 

RATIO 1. 0009 1.0085 d~ot7o 1,0292 1.0389 1.0035 1.0118 1.0208 1,0336 l,Olf31 

HOI! I-C .13233 .06975 .03656 .015 1+7 .ooaott .12699 .066ttO .03tt59 .01Lt53 ,007SO 
1, 3 DO fi 0 D c ,13273 .06939 .0360t.t ,QlSOlf .00773 ,!2683 .o6S78 ,03393 ,01tt05 .oo7l9 

RI\TIO ,9970 1,0051 J,Q}LfS 1,0281 1. 0391 !,ODOlf 1 t 0 09 3 !,Ol9 1f 1,0336 !,Utt36 



APPENDIX 12 POWER COMPARISONS OF lei AND Ir-e! 

f'= l.f t~= 't N=l2 j P= 5 M= 6 N=12 

ONEGA ALPHA= ,100. ,oso ,o2s ,010 Qoos I '1 00 .oso ~o2s ,010 .oos I 

SQUARED 
noo I•C • 10007 ,osoo~ ,02503 ,01001 ,00501 I , 1 QOOA .osoos ,02503 ,01001 ,00501 

1 • 0 0 1 ~100 c • 10009 .osoos ,02503 ,01001 ,00501 ,10008 905005 ,02503 .01001 ,OOSOl 
RATIO ,9998 ,999S ,9999 ,9999 1,0000 I ,99?9 ,9999 1,oooo 1,0000 1.0001 

~10D I-c .10336 ,05211 ,02626 ,01060 ,0053'+ .1037 1+ ,o522A ,02633 .01063 ,0053S 
1 • OS 0 HOD c ,1Dttlf7 ,05262 .D26 1ln ,01067 ,00536 I ,10'+27 ,052tt8 ,02639 .01063 ,0053/f 

RATIO ,989Lf ,9902 ,9916 ,99!f0 ,9961 I ,99'-f9 ,9961 ,9977 1,0001 1.0021 

noD I-C ,10660 ,OSlflS • 027 118 ,01120 ,00568 I .10733 ,05'+'79 ,0276'+ .01125 ,00569 
1. 100 ~1 0 I) c ,10900 ,osS3o ~02800 ,01136 ,OOS7Lf ,10857 .Q55Ql .02782 .01128 ,00569 

r~ATIO .9780. ,9792 ,98l't ,9856 ,9891f ,9886 ,9906 ,9933 ,9976 1.0013 

HOD r-c i1127 2 ,osBob ,0.2986 .01237 ,00631f .llG-13 ,05873 ,03016 ,012tt6 ,0063e 
1. 200 1·10[) c .11822 ~0608't ,03!19 80128/.f ,0065~ i ,11729 ,06020 ,03078 .01263 ,0061t3 

RATIO ,9535 ,95lf3 .9572 ,963'7 ,969lf ,9731 ,9756 .9797 ,9866 ,9927 

HOD 1-c ,118't2 .06175 ,03212 ,01350 ,00700 .120Lf6 ,o6273 ,03257 ,Ol36't ,00705 
1.300 HOD c ,12763 ,06660 ,03't56 . ,Ollflf2 ,007'+2 I ,12612 ,0655Lf ,03388 ,Ol't07 ,00722 

RATIO ,9279 ,9271 ,9295 ,9361 ,91f31 ,9551 ,9571 ,961't ~969't ,9769 I. 

rlOD I-C ,1?.37't ,06523 ,03't29 ,011-160 ,OD76't ,!2636 ,o66So ,03~88 ,Ol'tRO ,00772 
I.'+oo ~100 c ,13718 .07256 ,03810 ,01612 ,00837 ,135Qlf ,07102 ,03709 ,01559 ,00806 

RATIO ~9020 ,8990 o90Dl ,9060 • 9 1 3 1 ,9357 ,936/.f o9't03 ,9'+89 ,9579 



APPENDIX 12 POWER COMPARISONS OF jcj AND jr-cj 

P= 5 M= 8 N= e P= 5 M=l2 N= 6 

Oti[GA ALPHf\= • 1 oo ,oso .o2s • 0 1 0 .oos ,100 .oso ,()25 .010 .oos 
SQUARED 

~·l OD r-c ,10008 ,osoos ,02503 ~01001 ,00501 I ,10009 .osoos ,02503 ,01001 900501 
1. 001 tiOD c ,10007 ,OSDOif ,02502 ,01001 ,00501 I • 10005 ,05003 ,02502 eOlOOl ,oosoo 

!?ATIO 1,0001 1,0002 1.ooo3 1,0003 l,DQO'f 
I 1.0003 !,0004 1.ooos 1.0006 1.0007 

f·iOD r-c ,10't05 ,Q52't3 .026'*0 .0!065 .00535 .lOtt31 ,052S'tt ,026'-tq ~01065 ,00535 
1 • 050 nor> c ,l03Lt8 .05198 ,02609 ,01048 ,00525 ,10269 tOSl't8 ,02579 ,Ol03.tt .00517 

RATIO 1,0055 1,0086 1.0117 1.0159 1 0 0 1 9 1 1.0158 1.0205 1.025(1 1.0307 l.03lf9 

noD r-c ,10795 ,05'178 .02776 ,01128 ,00570 ,!08!f6 .ossoo .0278'f .01130 ~00570 
1 • l 00 t·!Ou c .1069S ,05397 ,02719 .01096 ,00551 • ,!053lf .OS29S ~02658 .01067 ~oOS35 

RATIO l.C091.1 1.0151 1.0210 1,0291 1.0353 I 1.0296 1,0387 loOlf76 1,0590 1.0672 
'j• 

-
t·1 0 f) 1-C .11529 ,05928 .03039 ,01253 ,OOblfO I .11627 ,05971 ~03056 .01256 ,00640 

lo200 noD c ,11385 .os79s ,029l-ll ,01195 ,00603 ,1105tt .0558lf .02813 ,01133 ,00569 
RATIO 1~0127 1,0228 1,0336 l.Olf85 1,0601 

I 1.0519 1.0692 1,0863 1.1085 l,l2't9 

I 
1100 r-c .12210 ,Q63SO .03290 .0137lf ~00708 I .12350 ,(l6lfl3 ~03316 ,01379 ,00708 

1. 300 tlOD c .12070 ,06196 ,03165 ,01296 ,00657 .11560 ,05868 .02967 ~01199 900603 
RATIO lo0ll6 1,0250 1.0395 1,0601 1.0763 I 1.0683 1,0929. 1.1175 1.1500 1.17Lt3 

110 f) r-c 0 l281f2 .0671f8 .03530 ,0!1-190 .0077't .}3019 .06829 .03562 ,Oltt98 ,00771f l.qoo t·'iO D c .127'!9 .06597 ,03392 ,01399 ,00713 .1205tt ,06llf7 ,03118 ,Ol26tt ,00637 
RATIO 1.0073 1.0229 t.o~to'+ 1,0655 1,0856 1,0801 1,1110 loll.!2lf l 0 18Itlf 1.2162 



APPENDIX 12 POWER COMPARISONS OF jcj AND ji-Cj 



APPENDIX 12 PmvER coMPARISONS oF lei AND Ir-e! 

P= 6 M= 8 N= 8 P:: 7 M= 8 N= C' 
"' 

O~i EGA ALPHA= . t 10 0 .oso .o25 • 0 l 0 
SQUARED 

.oos , 1 DO .oso ,o2S • 01 0 .oos 

t·l 0 f) r-c • 10007 ,OS004 .02502 ,01001 ,00501 I .10006 .05003 ,02502 ,01001 ,00501 
. 1. 001 r·IOD c • 1 ooos ,05003 ,02502 .01001 ,00500 ,1000 1• ~05002 .02501 ,01001 .oosoo 

RATIO 1,0001 1.0002 1.()003 !,ODOlf 1.00011 1,0001 1. 0002 1 '0003 1,000'+ 1.0005 

ilOD r-c .10335 ,05202 ,02617 ,OlOS't ,00530 ,j0271 ,osl6tt ,02596 .01045 ,0052~) 
t~oso f-100 c .10273 ,ostsLf .0258/f ,01036 ,00519 ,10202 .05112 ,0.?.560 .n1o2s ,00513 

RATIO },0060· 1,0092 1,0126 1.0171 1.0205 !.00(,8 1.0103 l,Ol'tO 1.0190 1.0227 

noo I-C .10655 ,QS396 ,02729 ,01107 ,00559 ,10528 .oS322 .02688 ,01088 0 0051.!9 
1 • 1 00 i·l () D c • 1 05 1Pt ,053[]8 ,02668 .01073 ,00538 • l(JI+ 0 1 ~05222 ,02619 o01051 .00526 

RATIO 1.0105 1.0166 1.0230 1.0318 1.038/.f 1.0122 1.0190 1.o262 1. 0358 1.0'+31 

1100 I-C ,11253 ,05763 • 029 1t5 .01210 ,00616 I .11007 ~05617 .ozs62 ,01172 ,00595 
1.200 HOD c ,11080 ,05613 .02836 • 0 l 1 11 7 ,00577 ,1079'1 ~osttttt ,02737 ,01101 .00552 

RATIO 1.0156 1,0267 l,Q381f 1.051.!7 1.0672 1,0197 1,0323 l.QLJ57 l.06lf0 1.0781 

NOD I-C .11803 ,Q610Li ,031'-+8 .01307 ,00670 ,ll 1tl.f.?. ,05889 .0302Lf ,01250 ,OObL!O 
1 • 300 ~i 0 f) c .1160? ~05917 .030Dlf • 0 1 2 2 1 .00616 • 1 1 l 7 8 ,05656 .02853 .01151 ~00578 

RATIO 1,0167 1.0316 I,ott7a 1.0703 1.0877 1.0237 l,Olfll 1,0597 1.0857 1.1062 

tiOD I-C .12309 .Q61f22 ,03338 .01398 ,00721 ,118LfO .06137 ,03172 .013!9 .00676 
lelfOO HOD c .12130 '06 2 19 ,03173 ,01296 ,00656 ,11553 ,05868 ,0?.968 ,01201 ,0060/f 

RATIO 1 • o 1 q n 1.0326 1.0521 1.0790 1.0986 I 1. 0248 1.0'159 1.068/.f 1,0985 1 • 1 1 90 



APPENDIX 12 POWER COMPARISONS OF I c I AND I I-C I. 

r= 6 i"l= 8 N=lO P= 7 N= 8 N=lO 

01-lEGA ALPHA= • l 0 0 .oso .025 • 0 1 0 
SQU,iRED 

&005 • 1 oo .oso ,025 • 0 1 0 .oos 

1·10D r-c • 10007 ,osooq ,02SD3 ,01001 ,00501 

I 
• 10006 .osooq ,02502 ,01001 .oosoo 

1 • 0 01 1-iOD c .10007 ,OSOOI.f ,02502 ,.01001 ~00501 .IDOD6 ,05003 ,02502 .01001 .oosoo 
RATIO •. 1. onoo 1,0001 1. oocn 1.0002 1.0003 1.nooo 1.0001 1,0001 1,0001 1.0001 

i-!ClD r-c .!03/~l .05218 ,02626 ,01060 .OOS33 I .10292 .05177 ,0?.601 .010'15 .00521 
1 • 050 ilOD c .103 1+7 ,05199 .02611- .0101.19 ~OOS26 

I 
• i02H7 .OS16Lf .02590 .010 1+0 ,00521 

1?1\TIO 1,001'+ 1,0036 l,Q061 1.0100 1.01'10 1,0005 1,0025 l,OOI.f3 1.001.!9 1.0008 

.02750 HOD r-c ,1(1707 .05i.f29 ,01120 .00569 

I 
,1057?. .0531.!9 .02703 ,01093 • 005 117 }.100 I·Hlf) c ,10693 • o s Lfn o .02722 .01099 ,00553 ,!0572 .os327 ,02681 .01080 ,OOS't2 

P-ATIO 1.0013 l,OOStt 1.0!03 1.0190 1,0298 1,0000 t.ooqo 1, ooB3 1.0120 1,0079 

I 
f10D I-C ,110 1W .05635 ,02875 ,01!86 ,006lt+ ! .10852' ,05533 .02828 ,01176 ,00615 1 • 1 50 1-lOD c .llf'J!tO ,os6ot ,02835 .01150 .00580 ,!Of\57 ,05 1t91 ,0277?. .01120 .nDS61f 

P-ATIO .1.0000 1,0061 1.01 111 1.0316 1.0593 ,9996 1,0076 1.0200 1,0lf97 1.0908 

noo I-C ~1136't .OS8Lfl .03007 ,017.69 ,00685 

I .11158 ,05772 .03035 .01383 ,00837 lo200 i-!OD c ,11336 .osnoLJ .029'+9 .01201 ~00607 ,lll'tO ,05656 ,028t>Lj .01161 ,ODS86 
r<ATIO .9930 1.0065 1.0196 1.0568 lql278 1.0017 1.0206 }qQ600 1.1905 1.'1292 I 

NOD l-C ,}1633 ,()6056 • 0 3 1 6 1 .Ol39Lt , OOfH 7 ,}1550 .06158 .D3Lfbl • 0 1 9 1 1 .oltt63 
lo250 HOD c ,11731 .06007 ,03064 .01253 ~00636 ,}l{f2?. ~05820 ,02956 .01203 ,00608 

RATIO ,9958 1,0081 l,031lf 1.1127 1,28'49 1,0112 1.0581 1 d 7 10 },5887 2.'1069 



\ 
APPENDIX 12 POWER COMPARISONS OF lei AND II~CI 

' \ 

f': 6 H=lO N= 8 P: 7 N=lO ~J= a 

OHEGA ALPHA= • 1 no .oso .o2s • 0 1 0 .oos • 1 00 .oso ,[)?.5 .o1o .oos 
SQUARED 

f-1()1) I-C ,I000rl .osoos .02503 .01001 ,00501 .10007 ,osooq ,02502 • 0 l 00 l ,00501 
1 ~ 0 Q 1 t-;01) c .10006 .OS003 ,02507. .01001 .oosoo ,100[)1! ,05002 .02501 ,OlrlOl ,oosoo 

~ATIO 1.0002 1,0003 1.0003 l.DOO't 1.0005 1.0002 1,0003 1.oo0(1 1.0005 1.0005 

noD I-C , Ifl38S .OS230 .02632 ,0!.060 ,00532 I ,10330 .OS197 .02613 .01052 .00528 
1.050 1<00 c .10293 .o~.l65 .ozs9n .01039 ,00521 .1021'.') • OS 121 .02565 .01028 • 0 iJ 5 1 lf 

RATIO 1.0090 i.012lf l.oi59 1,0202 1.0227 

I 
1.01011 l.Ol 1H3 1,(1187 1.0235 1.0267 

HOD I-C ,1075 11 ,Q51f52 ,02759 .01119 ,00560,. ,J06lflf .05387 .02723 .OllOLf ,oossa 
1 • 1 00 f-101) c ,1058tt ,05330 .02681 ,01()79 , 005'H .10Lf35 .052J.tl .026.1n .01055 ,00529 

Rt\TIO 1.0161 1.0228 l.Q29tt 1.0375 l.O't21 1,0200 1,0278 ",. 03S5 l,Oif62 1.0565 

tiOD I-C .tl10f1 ,(JS66t. ,028i.llf ,Olt77 ,00595 .1091-flf .0~)570 ,02831 ,01158 ~0059q 

1 • 1 50 non ,.. 
.10872 .05495 ,02771 ,01118 ,00562 • 1 Db 1! B .05360 .0269-t ,01083 ,00Stt3 .... 

RATIO 1,0217 1.03!2 1.01107 1,0522 1.058() !.0278 1.0391 1,0510 1,0700 l,D9ttS 
! 

HOD I-C • 1 1 lf!+7 ,05873 ,030(Jif ,01232 ,00621.f • .l 1 2 3 2 ,OS7 1f7 .02938 ,01217 ,00638 
}.200 H0D c ,11158 .05658 .D2B61 .Ol!S8 .00583 .1Df'.S9 .05IJ7B .02757 ~0111.0 .00557 

Rr'IT!O 1.0259 1,0379 l.QLt99 lo061.f0 1.0696 1.03'+3 l.O't9l 1,0656 1,0965 1.1"157 

HOD I-C ,11772 ,06072 ,03120 .0128lf ,006'19' • 1 1 ~> n 7 ,QS919 0 03QLfq .01278 ,00688 
le250 i!Ofl c • 1 1 '-1 'I ? .05821 ,02952 .01198 ,006(JI.f I .11067 ~05595 .02821 .01137 .00571 

r:t,TIO 1,0289 l.OLI30 1,0571 1.0721 1.0737 1.0.397 1,0579 1.0791 1.1243 1.20"16 

!lOD l-C ,}208Lf ,OA263 ,03229 ,01329 .• 0066't' ,117{,9 .06080 ,03139 .01325 .00715 
lo300 noD c ,1172Lf ,OS98't • 0 3 0 '! 2 .01238 ,00625 ,11273 .05711 .D288't ,0116"1 ,00585 

RATIO 1.0307 l.OLf66 1.0617 1.0737 1. 06 1 3 t.(J!t39 l.06Lf6 1. 088f> 1.1378 1.2221 
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